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ABSTRACT

The ancestry of Chief Justice Edward Douglas White was
largely of Irish extraction, his great-grandfather having
migrated to Pennsylvania during the second cruartor of the
eighteenth century,

lames White, the first native American

member of the family, was born in Philadelphia In 1749, but
removed to North Carolina in early manhood, there partici
pating in political affairs as a member of the state legis
lature and as a delegate to the Confederation Congress,
After the organization of the territory of Tennessee, he
settled in that region and was elected to the territorial
legislature.

In 1794 he became the first territorial dele

gate to Congress, serving in that capacity until the ad
mission of Tennessee as a state in 1796.

He moved to the

Spanish colony of Louisiana in 1796, attempted unsuccess
fully to found a settlement near Pearl River, and resided
for a while on Pascagoula Bay.

He moved to St. Iviartinville

in the territory of Orleans about 1606, whore he served as
parish judge until his death in 1809.
Edward Douglas White, lames White's elder son, was
born In Nashville in 1795
his later migrations.

accompanied his father in

Young White attended the University

of Tennessee from 1811 to 1615*

He practiced law in Donald-

sonville and Thibodeaux until 1825, when he was appointed
presiding judge of the New Orleans city court.

Relinquish

ing this position In 1828, he was e3.ected to the lower branch

?

of Congress on the National-Republican ticket.

He served

in that body until June, 1834® when he resigned because of
hie candidacy for the governorship of Louisiana.

The fol

lowing month he defeated J. B. Dawson in the race for the
gubernatorial office.

As governor, he presided over the

destinies of the state with dignity end statesmanship from
1835 to 1839*

Having been re-elected to Congress, White

resumed his seat in that body in December, 1839, where he
served until 1843.

After being defeated for re-election

in this year, he retired to his sugar plantation in Lafourche
Parish, where he resided until hi® death in 1847*
Governor White’s youngest child, M w a r d Douglas, Junior,
was born on his father’s plantation, November 3, IS4 5 *

la

1851 Mrs. White, who had in the meantime married Ringgold
Brousseau, moved to Hew Orleans, and young White attended
the parochial schools of that city.

He was later sent to

St. Mary’s College at Bmmettsburg, Maryland, and he was in
attendance at Georgetown College in the District of Columbia
when the Civil War began*

He returned to Louisiana upon the

opening of hostilities, joined the Confederate A m y , partic
ipated in the campaigns of southern Louisiana, was captured
at Port Hudson, paroled, and later allowed to return home.
After the close of the war he studied law in the office of
Sdward Bermudez in New Orleans and was admitted to the bar
in 1868.

vi
In 1674 Sfhite entered politics and was elected to the
Louisiana Senate, He was recognized as the leader of the
Democratic minority*in this body from 1875 to 1877*

After

0

the Conservatives secured control of the state government
in 18?? with F« T, Nicholls as governor, White assumed the
leadership of the administration forces in the Senate and
sided materially in the work of retrenchment and reform*
In 1879 he was appointed to the Louisiana Supreme Court
where his unusual learning and ability as a judge aston
ished the older members of the bar*

His judicial tenure

was terminated in 1880 by the reorganization of the court
under the requirements of the new state constitution*

The.

next few years were devoted exclusively to the practice of
law* "
In 188? White again entered politics, vigorously and
successfully supporting the gubernatorial candidacy of
F* *?. Nicholls*

The following year, after a prolonged

struggle within the Democratic caucus of the legislature*
he was elected to the United States Senate for the term
beginning in 1891*

Before assuming his Senatorial duties,

he joined the fight against the proposed recharter of the
Louisiana Lottery Company and was credited with having con
tributed most to the defeat of the recharter amendment * While
in the Senate, he distinguished himself in the debates on the
Anti-Options and Quarantine bills.

He also led in the fight *

vii
for the repeal of the Sherman Silver Purchase act, and he
was successful in securing a restoration of duties on sugar
imports in the Wilson-Gorman Tariff act.

After two of Pre

sident Cleveland’s nominations to fill a vacancy on the
Supreme Court had been blocked by the Senate, white's'name
was submitted to that body and his appointment was immed
iately confirmed*

He assumed his seat on the Federal .Su

preme Bench on March 12, 1094.

The following November he

was married to Mrs. Leita Montgomery Hent,
In 1898 White was offered a place on the commission
to negotiate a treaty terminating the Spanish-American Wart
but he declined the appointment.

The death of Chief Justice

Fuller In the summer of 1910 gave rise to much speculation
as to whom President Taft would select to fill the vacancy,
Justice Hughes being regarded as the on© most likely to be
appointed*

There was considerable surprise, therefore,

when the President nominated White for th© position on
December 12, 1910.

His nomination was confirmed by the

den&te without delay and the appointment was approved by
the great bulk of the American people.

As Chief Justice,

White effected various procedural reforms— particularly
through a revision of the rules of equity procedure — which
expedited considerably the work of the court.

The greatly

Increased efficiency of the tribunal was one of the notable
achievements of his career.

Indeed, he ranked higher as

presiding officer than he did as a justice of the court*

His

Till
influence secured greater unanimity of views in the rendi
tion of opinions during the early years of his Chief Jus
ticeship, thus inspiring greater popular confidence in the
Supreme Court and respect for its rulings; while sharp dif
ferences which arose among the justices during the closing
years of his life might have blazed forth into open hos
tility under a chief of less character and leadership*
White was not a states* rights man but rather a staunch
nationalist*

His strong nationalism is particularly apparent

la the views which he expressed in th© Pollock, Knowlton,
McCray and other leading cases, as well as in his theory of
incorporation as applied to acquired territory*

White did

not become a specialist in any particular type of cases, but
his opinions rendered in controversies arising under the com
merce clause may be said to constitute the nearest approach
to a specialized field*

Although he was the greatest civil

law jurist who ever sat upon the federal Supreme Bench, Whit®
seldom cited civil law precedents*

’
While he lacked the breadth

of social view characteristic of such outstanding liberals as
Justice Holmes, White was only mildly conservative, usually
adopting a middle-of-the-road course*
White died on May 19, 1921, following an operation which
was not thought to be serious.

Although there had been per

sistent rumors of hia contemplated retirement, the end cam©
as h® probably wished— that is, while he was still actively
engaged in the performance of his judicial labors*

*

PBIFAG&
That phase of the present study which is treated in
the first five chapter© was originally developed a©,a.mas*
ter1a thesis*

The entire field ha© been reworked, however,

and the earlier study has been considerably revised and esc*
panded, so that the present treatment is by no means mere
repetition«
The writer has been somewhat handicapped In the pre
paration of this work by the lack of materials which would
render possible a better portrayal of the more personal side
t1
of White*s character* The private papers of the Chief Jus*
tieeare not extant, the greater portion of them having been
destroyed by White himself, while the remainder

destroyed

by his widow in compliance with the wishes of her husband*
»

Other private papers which may prove to b© of considerable
value are not yet accessible*

There is a great wealth of

material in the form of special articles published in legal
magazines, which deal with particular court decisions; but
most of these articles are of very limited value since they
t

present a purely legalistic viewpoint.
There is some difference of opinion as to the proper
spelling of "Douglas# in the Chief Justice’s name*

In so

far as the writer has been able to discover, White never
signed his name in full, but always indicated "Douglas " by
the initial letter*

Those who were in the best position

to know have insisted that "Douglas" should be spelled with
a single "a**

Their contention is undoubtedly correct, sines

X

elder White, for whom the younger son was named, employed
'

'

i

tills mod© of spelling in M s signature *
A tradition persists In Louisiana to the effect that
White wa© of French descent and that the family name was
originally LeBlanc*

That this tradition is entirely without

foundation is demonstrated in the first two chapters of the
i

present study#

It is probable that White's Homan Catholic

faith and his thorough familiarity with the French language
caused the story to appear plausible and account in part
for its persistenee#
The writer wishes to express his sincere thanks to Fro-*
fesser W* H* Stephenson for his constructive criticism, guid**
* M e f and encouragement while directing the preparation of
this work; and he also wishes to thank Professor A# L# Powell
and Robert I. Harris for their criticism and suggestions in
regard to the treatment of White's work as a member of the
gupreme Court*

CHAPTER I
FAMILY BKCIHHIHGS IK AMERICA
DB. JAMES WHITE
The ??hite family, whose direct line became extinct
upon the death of the late Chief Justice, Edward Douglas
Whit©, was originally of Irish stock, and its history is
demonstrative of the Hibernian’s innate aptitude for politics
and capacity for public affairs*

There were three native

American generations of this family, each of which produced
one member who participated in public affairs, both local
and national*

The earliest ancestor of whom, there is any

evidence was the great-grandfather of the Chief Justice,
concerning whom very little seems to b© Known, not even his
full name being disclosed by th© records.

B© was an only

child, born in Ireland, who emigrated to Pennsylvania many
years prior to the outbreak of th© Revolution.

He resided

In Philadelphia, was one of the founders of the first Catholic
Church of that city, died there, and was buried in t. Mary’s
1
Catholic Cemetery.
This early progenitor was survived by
an only son, James R'hite, who was a native Pennsylvanian,
2
having been born in Philadelphia, June 16, 1749*
Young
James attended the Jesuit college, originally located at
3t. Omer in France, a school established primarily for English
1 Hugh J. Fegan, "Edward Douglass White, Jurist and States
man," in Georgetown Law Journal. XIV (1925), 3*
2 A. V . dooapasture, "SrTTames White, Pioneer, Politician,
Lawyer," in Tennessee Historical Magazine, I (1915)$ 283*

2

Catholics which saems to ha ire been patronized by the scions
of many of the prominent Catholic families of the British
colonies, among whom were the Taneys and Carrolls*

About

1760, however, the Jesuits came under the suspicion of the
French government; and, indications being that the order was
on the point of expulsion from Franc©, the college was moved
to Bruges, Belgium, in 1762, where it remained for a number
of years.^

It is probable, therefore, that young white

attended the college during its sojourn in Belgium.

After

leaving the school White returned to America, where he studied
medicine and law at the University of Bonusylvania,^ and he
seams to have been a practitioner of both these professions.^
Exactly when he removed to North Carolina is not certain,
but he settled there early enough to b© elected to the lower
house of the legislature as one of the representatives from
Currituck County in 1784.^
lature the following year.^

He was re-elected to the legis
The matters which cam© before

the general assembly during this period were not such as
would reveal the attitude of members on outstanding public
questions of the day.

It is significant, however, that in

the May session of the legislature for 1?84 Whit® voted against
the bill ceding North Carolina’s western lands to the United
States*

He was also one of the members who signed a resolution

3 Carl Brent Swisher, Roger B. Taney (New York, 1935), 6.
4 Knoxville Sunday Journal. 7uly T* 1929; Goodpasture,
***** £???? *hlte7ir In'T o o . oit ., 283. an& Stephen B. 'Weeks (eds),
Tta5*c814&iS¥
Carolina. 30 vols.
TBaieigh, etc., lSfib-lvUi, X 1 X ~ 512, 551, 57i; XX, 138. Cited
hereafter as State Records of North Carolina.
6 iteia.. 3 ^ 7 X 8 ^ 7 7 1 7 7 ----------------

7 H H 7 , XVII, 264.

3
citing a list of reasons why the cession of the western lands
should not be made until the public sentiment of the state
B
on this question could be ascertained*
The fact that fhite
voted affirmatively on a bill providing for the emission of
on© hundred thousand pounds of paper currency by the state
o
of North Carolina' is probably indicative of his attitude
as to what the public policy should be with reference to
monetary matters*

It should be remembered that at this time

& number of states were resorting to the practice of issuing
paper money in an attempt to relieve the financial stringency
then prevalentf a practice greatly in favor with the frontier
population which was preponderantly of the debtor class*
On December 12, 17&5, Whit© was elected by a majority
vote of both houses of the legislature as a delegate to
Congress for the ensuing year*^®

He was, however, rather

slow in assuming his official duties as a delegate, a fact
which elicited a letter of remonstrance from Governor Richard
Caswell.

The Governor remarked that the state of North

Carolina was wholly unrepresented in Congress and stated
further that it was the intention of the legislature that
three of th© state*a six delegates should b© in attendance
during the first six months and the remaining three during
the last six months of the year for which they were elected,
2
9

io

& M - ** jC7II |8?
h 717 llbld*
406*

Tbiar* xx, 50.

u
it being left to the delegates as to how they should divide
their time.

When such an arrangement had not been agreed

upon, it was customary for those delegates whose names were
first la nomination to "go forward” immediately,

the Governor

threatened action by the state council should this delinquency
in public duty continue*

He observed that at recent sessions

of Congress only seven states had been represented, and since
the presence of representatives from nine was required for
the transaction of most matters, th© body was practically
11
impotent to perform its duties*
This observation is
instructive in that it illustrates the lack of interest of
many of the delegates in the activities of the ineffective
Confederation Congress*

White explained the delay in his

arrival in Hew York, where Congress then held its sessions,
by stating that it had been necessary for him to go to
Philadelphia first in order that he might make provision
for his subsistence while in Hew York**^

It is apparent

from this statement that White still retained some business
or financial interests in Philadelphia*

The new delegate

further assured Governor Caswell that nothing could compel
him to forsake his post of duty except th© inability to
procure subsistence, and he requested an order from the
Governor for the remainder of his year*s salary, payable
in Hew York, a request with svhich the Governor was unable
11
to comply

11

Will, 659.

12

fbld.. 648-619.

13

2 H F » 469, 677.

White finally presented his credentials and took his
XL
M a t In the Confederation Congress on May 2, 1766.
Be
\9 however, in continuous attendance until his appointment
as Superintendent of Indian Affairs for the Southern District,
comprising the states of Horth Carolina, South Carolina, and
15
Georgia.
There were very few matters of importance con
sidered by Congress during this period of his attendance*
Perhaps the most important subject upon which this body
deliberated was the question of the ratification of a treaty
of amity and commerce between the United States and Prussia;
and in this instance White voted in the affirmative*^
On October 10, 1766, four da a after his election to
the Superintendency of Indian Affairs, White was ordered by
resolutions of Congress to repair to his district immediately
and to adopt measures for the pacification of the Indians,
who, it seems, had evinced a hostile disposition toward the
settlers along the frontier*^?

He had been nominated for

this position by Arthur St* Clair*

It was provided that an

oath taken before a Judge of any state supreme court would
18
be sufficient for his assumption of office*
Indian affairs
at this time constituted a problem of great delicacy, re
quiring of an agent, courage, tact, and diplomacy*^
14

On©

Ibid.* 601; V, C. Ford and J* 0. Fitzpatrick (eds*},

JouraaYa or the Continental Congress* 1774-1789* 3U vols*
( W a
15
16
17
18
19

s h i n g t o n , T ? 0 4 - T 9 , 229.
State Records of horth Carolina* XVIII, 756*
Journals of the Contineitui "Songreas* XXX, 285.
State Records of Iferllh' (Jaro1i‘na , a TTi 1 * 760*
Journals of the Continental Congress, XXXI, 747*
Goodpasture,^^r~?ame®" V.liito," In loc * cIt ** 284*

writer considers the selection of White for the office a
peculiar choice, since his competitor for the position,
Joseph Martin, was a man of wide experience in dealings with
the savages, having been Indian agent for the state of Virginia
and having had the backing of Patrick Henry*^

White was ac

corded a vote of thanks by the legislature of Barth Carolina
at its November session In 1786; and on November 17 he was
again elected as a delegate to Congress for the ensuing
year, which he devoted largely to his duties as Superintendent
31
of Indian Affairs* * to December 17 of this year he was again
elected as a delegate to the Confederation Congress*^
In August, 1786» White had a conversation with the
Spanish minister, Don Diego Gar&oqui, in which he was reported
to have told the representative of Bpaln that the Western
people were intensely interested in the navigation of the
Mississippi Biver and that they greatly resented John Jay’s
proposal to abandon all rights to the use of this stream for
& period of twenty-five years*

He suggested that the

frontiersmen would probably secede from the Union and put
themselves under the protection of 3pain in return for the
23
free use of the river*
It is claimed that there Is no
20 T* P* Abernethy, From Frontier to Plantation in T&nnessee
A Study in Frontier Democracy (Chapel hi IT* 1$32T7 v7-5T*
~ S i StalTe"Records of'ifo rE h Carolina. XVlil, 105, 337*
22
2Ll 1
23
1795

A. P. W h i t a k e r , The S p a n i s h -A m e r i c a n F r o n t i e r :
(Boston a n d N e w York), $0.

1743-

7
svldenoo that White, at that time, had ever visited the section

for which he was speaking, and that this interview was inspired
by william Blount*

2=4

Oardoqui maintained a keen Interest in

the Western situation, and late in 1?87 he renewed his con25
vernations with White on the subject.
Whitefs duties as Superintendent of Indian Affairs had
brought him into close contact and sympathetic relations with
the people of the Southwest , among whom he had decided to
make his hone*

1*he two most pressing problems confronting the

frontier settlements at this time were the Indian depredations
and the navigation of the Mississippi River*

Be clearly saw

the advantages to be obtained in the solution of these problems
through an alliance with Spain.

His interviews with Gardoqui

had undoubtedly convinced him of the improbability of securing
relief through negotiations between the Halted State® and the
Spanish governments while, on the other hand, he was aware of
the fact that Spain could, by a mere gesture, stay the depre
dations and remove the Impediments to the navigation of the
Mississippi.

All that was required of the Westerners was

that they should put themselves under the protection of Spain.
Accordingly about May 1, 1786, he resigned his office as
Superintendent of Indian Affairs and entered the service of
24
25

Abernathy, From frontier to Plantation in Tennessee* 93*
Whitaker, fSa ^ S l s i U ^
* SBT”

a
Spain, agreeing to incite th© people of Franklin to terminate
their connection with the United States and ally themselves
with the Spanish Government.2** In regard to Whitefs course
of action, A* ¥* Goodpasture says:

"At this distance his

conduct may appear disloyal and unpatriotic, but it did not
seem so to the people of Franklin and Dumber land in 1788*
they saw distinctly the causes of their suffering, and felt
27
intensely the failure of their government to remedy them**1
Gardoqui urged upon White the necessity of setting
out for Franklin immediately,

Hews had just been received

of John Sevierfs defeat by Colonel John Tipton of ilorth
Carolina, and it we® felt that this repulse would render the
turbulent frontiersman more favorably inclined to the plan
of a Spanish alliance*

According to White1s own statement

he found, upon his arrival in Franklin, that conditions were
more favorable than had been anticipated*

Sevier, together

with Blount and other Horth Carolinians, had been interested
for some time in a speculative land project in the Muscle
Shoals re ion.

These speculators had decided that th© sue*

cessful maturation of their scheme could best be secured by
a separation of the Western region from th© state of north
Carolina and an alliance with Spain.
26
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secret mission Whit© reported that he had been given letters
by Gardoqui to the leading men of the district together with
instructions that should they be desirous of putting them*
selves under the protection of Spain, they should he guaranteed
civil and political government in th© form most suitable to
them on the following conditions?

first, that it should be

absolutely necessary, not only for the holding of any office
biit also for the ownership of land, that an oath of alleg
iance be taken to his Catholic Majesty, the purport of which
should be to defend hia government and faithful vassals
against all enemies .hoover they might be; and second, that
th© Inhabitants of the district should renounce all submission
or allegiance to any other power*

Whit© stated that the people

of both the Franklin and Cumberland districts had eagerly
29
accepted these conditions*
After these preliminaries, White
returned to Hew York and reported to Gardoqui that th© affair
was progressing favorably; that the principal inhabitants of
th© district were anxious for separation, ready to swear
allegiance to Spain, and willing to defend the province of
Louisiana from attack from any quarter, reserving only th©
privilege of governing themselves as they saw fit*^°

Whit©

29 Charles Oayarre, History of Louisiana* 4 vols* (Hew
Orleans, 1903), III, 258-2^9; Archibald "Henderson, **The Spanish
Conspiracy in Tennessee,* in Tennessee Historical Magazine*
III (19171, 231-232*
30 Oayarre, History of Louisiana* III, 261; Goodpasture,
wDr* James White*¥ in loo* olt* * "SBy*
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then sent by Gardoqui to Hew Orleans, by way of Havana ,
to continue hie negotiations with Don Ksteven Miro, governor
of Louisiana.

White was eager to secure an extension of the

limits of the new state of Franklin down th© Tennessee River
to Include the Muscle Shoals region, and he sought to obtain
from the Spanish authorities the right of the colonists of
this new state to the free navigation of both th© Alabama
and Mississippi rivers*^
Shortly after his arrival in Hav* Orleans White notified
Mlro that, since he was in the service of Spain, he thought
his expenses should be paid out of the royal treasury, and
requested a grant of about #400 in order to facilitate his
dealing more "decently and commodiously" with those whom he
was expected to influence*

Th© sum was immediately granted*

32

While White was still in &©w Orleans, Governor Miro received
communications from James Robertson and Daniel amith inform
ing him that th© separatist movement in the West was very
strong and promising that definite action would soon be taken*
In reply to White*© application for assistance from th© Spanish
authorities, th© Governor gave him a paper premising favors
in the form of reduced duties on products sent down the river*
The general impost level was to be reduced to 15 P©** cent,
with special concessions in cases of men of importance to
31
32
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named by White*

Miro refused to furnish assistance to the

Westerners in attaining their independence; but promised
that in the ©vent of the attainment of their separation they
should be accorded all the privileges granted to natives of
the Spanish colonies*

H© sought to induce the frontiersmen

to settle within the limits of Spanish territory, a policy
entirely at variance with the plans of the Western land
speculators*

Verbally h© urged an ©nergetiG movement on

the part of the Westerners for th© acquisition of their independence*^

Ho assurance was given, however, as to what

type of aid would be offered by Spain to assist the people
of Franklin in their efforts at separation, and no definite
commitment was made in regard to their treatment by that
country after the acquisition of independence*

Seeing that

no aid could be obtained from the Spanish government, Sevier
3L
and his associates abandoned their plans for separation*
Upon the failure to reach an agreement with Spain White re
turned to the Franklin district and became very influential
35
in counteracting the separatist tendency in this region.
The second act of cession passed by the legislature of
North Carolina in December, 17^9, formed a serious obstacle
to th© fruition of th© plans of the Western leaders.

Instead

of securing an act of separation and independence, they now
found themselves thrown bodily into th© arms of the Federal
government*

The deed of cession was accepted by the United

33 Ibid*, 263 -264 ; Goodpasture• "Dr. James 'White*11 in loo.
cit., 287-288.
J4 Whitaker, T&e 3pa.nlsh-American Frontier, III*

States on April 2, 1790; and the "Territory Southwest of th©
River Ohio" was organised on May 26 of the same year*

"Despite

the unequivocal offer of the calculating and desperate Sevier,"
comments Archibald Henderson, "to ♦deliver1 Franklin to Spain,
and the ingenious effort© of Robertson and his associates to
place the Cumberland region under the domination of Spain,
the Spanish court by its temporising policy of evasion and
Indecision definitely relinquished the ready opportunities
thereby afforded, of utilizing th© powerful separatist ten
dencies of Tennessee for the purpose of adding this empire
upon the Western waters to the Spanish domain in America*"^
After his return from Hew Orleans in 1789, White was
once more elected to the lower house of the North Carolina
legislature; this time as a representative from Hawkins
37
County.
He seems to have played a rather important part
in the planning and directing of legislation, fudging from
the number of committees upon which he was appointed to
serve.^

H© was likewise elected a delegate from the same

county to th© state convention which met on the third Monday
in November to determine whether North Carolina would accept
th© new Constitution of the United states.^

l-hite voted

against the amendments which were proposed, and voted for the
ratification of the Constitution which carried by a majority
36 Henderson, "The Spanish Conspiracy in Tennessee," in
l^c^^jcit,, 243 ♦
37" State Records of North Carolina. XXI. 194#
38
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of 195 to 77 votes**0
Upon the organization of the Tennessee district as the
Territory Southwest of the River Ohio Shit© removed to that
region and oast his lot with th© future fortunes of th©
embryonic state whose destiny he had so recently sought to
direst into different channels through his negotiations with
Gardoqui and Mlro for its transformation into a Spanish de
pendency,

Blount was appointed governor of the territory on

June g, 1790 f and during the following autumn he m s engaged
in the organization of county governments*

on December 15,

17909 Governor Blount was at ffashville, assisting in th©
establishment of th© government of Davidson County, and on
the same day he issued to -hit© a license to White to practice
law in the new territory#****
When the population of the territory became sufficiently
numerous to entitle it to a legislature, White was elected
as a representative from Davidson County in October, 1793#

42

Th© legislature met on February 24* 1794* and two days later
White was on© of the two members appointed by the house to
wait upon the Governor and submit to him an act of the House
of Representatives nominating the ten persons who were to act
W
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as members of th© Governor1s council*

The seriousness of

the Indian situation and the atrocities committed by th©
savages upon the white inhabitants of th© Hero district in
duced the territorial assembly to draw up a petition praying
for relief at the hands of the Federal government*

whit© was

prevailed upon to proceed at once to Philadelphia with the
petition, together with an account of th© depredations written
by Robertson, in order that they might be presented to Congress
as soon as possible*

Governor Blount, in a letter to Hebertson,

assured the latter th t White was always ready to serve his
country, and that his great abilities, his skill In th© pre
sentation of a subject, and his personal acquaintance with
many of the most influential members of Congress would do
much to insure th© success of his mission#^

White was ex

pected to arrive in Philadelphia before the adjournment of
Congress, and the Governor, after assuring the inhabitants
of the Hero district that they were in no immediate danger
from attacks by the Indians, expressed the hope that the
mission would succeed in securing from Congress authorisation
for an offensive operation against the savages in case they
evinced any further hostility.^

The memorial of th© terri

torial House of Representatives was finally presented to
President Washington who transmitted It to the secretary of
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war, Henry Knox, with the recommendation that it b© given
ear©fill consideration in determining what should be done for
th© people of the Tennessee district in the light of all the
circumstances.^

The Secretary of War had already received

a letter from White relative to the Indian situation*

In

regard to th® application for aid h© pointed out to the
President that Governor Blount was empowered to call out the
militia of the territory to carry on operations against th©
Indians end to maintain the troops at the expense of the
national government; but he said that the people of the Hero
district requested mores

they desired the protection of a

permanent military establishment, which he thought would be
difficult of accomplishment until th© troops under General
Anthony wayne had successfully concluded the operation in
which they were

engaged.

^

Thus, while th© situation of the

people of the Hero district was admitted to be serious, It
was not deemed feasible to give them the proteotioii of regu
lar army troops.

While on this relief mission in Philadelphia,

White urged upon the 3eoretax'/ of State th© advisability of
the prompt issuance of commissions to the members of the
legislative council of the territory*

He pointed out that

traveling, particularly in the Hero district, was attended
with considerable danger and delay, unci that a lack of dispatch
in the issuance of commissions might result in the failure of
46
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th© complete organization of the territorial government when
the general assembly should convene in the following August.^
Having fulfilled his mission to Philadelphia, White
returned to Tennesse® In time to participate in the &@lib~
erations of th© general assembly which convened in August,
1794*

To him Is due the honor of being th© first to foster

a legislative act for the promotion of an institution of
learning in the territory.

He introduced a bill providing

for the establishment of a school in Greene County, to be
known as Greensville College.

On September 3 he was elected

a delegate to Congress from th© territory by a majority vote
on joint ballot of both houses of th© legislature;

AO

and he

accordingly resigned his ©eat as a representative from
50
Davidson County*
The presentation by White of his credentials as a
territorial delegate to the lower House of Congress evoked
quit© a discussion in that body*

This was the first instance

of territorial representation in the national legislature*
On November 11, 1794, White’s credentials were presented to
the House by th© Speaker and a special committee was appointed
to consider th© matter contained therein and report its
51
opinion to th© House.
On November 1? th© committee reported
that the right of such representation was authorized by the
46
49
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ordinance providing for the government of th© territory
northwest of the Ohio River#

This ordinance stipulated

that when th© free male population should'attain the number
of five thousand the people should be entitled to elect a
general assembly#

The legislature should have the power to

elect a delegate to represent the territory in Congress, who
should be entitled to a seat and should have th© right of
debating but not of voting.

The ordinance had been confirmed

by act of Congress in 1789, and by the deed of eesslon of
1790 the privileges of representation contained therein had
<52
been extended to th© territory south of th© Ohio River.
The report of th© select committee recommending the
admission of Whit© was considered by th© House in oommltte©
of the whole, where several objections were raised*

One

member could find no Justification in th© Constitution for
the admission to membership of a person of ?/hit©*a status;
he contended that to admit him would be setting a bad pre
cedent, since the representative of a foreign power could
be admitted with equal propriety.

Another member pointed

out that the House could admit any person it might see fit
for the purpose of debate.
State*

It might admit the Secretary of

Still another, Blias Boudinot, thought that the

delegate ought to be sent to th© House whose members war©
elected by legislatures— that is, the Senate— since he had
been elected by a legislature#

William Vans Murray thought

that the matter should have bean referred to a joint
52
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committee of both houses, since the delegate might be entitled
to a seat in both branches of the legislature*

Abraham

Baldwin said that he "could see nothing in the new Constitu
tion that made an exclusion of the delegate from th© aouthwest
of the Ohio*

This privilege had bean solemnly promised those

people, upon three different occasions,

when they belonged

to the State of Horth Caroling, they sent a representative
(Sevier}t to Congress; and they separated into a new atate,
53
under the promise or this privilege*"
The committee of
the whole accepted the report of the select committee and
the House then adopted this report.

James Madison pointed

out that White was not a member of Congress and need not take
an oath unless he agreed to do so voluntarily.

An objection

was raised to this vie?/, but Madisonfs contention was upheld.
A select cozsraittee was then appointed to draft a bill pro
viding for Whitefo compensation and granting him the frank
ing privilege.^

Such a bill was presented and passed
56
without opposition.
Although «hlte had betm granted th©
right of speaking or debating on any measure which might be
pending before the House, there is no record of his ever
having availed himself of this privilege.

This does not

mean, however, that h© was not attentive to the needs of
hia constituents, for there were abundant opportunities of
53
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making his views known in consultations with individual
members and before committees; and it seems that he took
full advantage of these opportunities for "trying the question
57
privately**1
After allf perhaps these methods were more
effective in securing the desired ends*
From the meager evidence available in relation to
Whltefs service® as delegate, it appears that he acted
largely as agent for the territorial government rather than
as the representative of his constituents.

He sought un~

successfully to obtain reimbursement fro& the Federal Treasury
for the expenses Incurred by Sevier in the prosecution of a
punitive expedition against the Greek Indians, the Federal
Government taking the position that the operation had been
offensive*

He transmitted an urgent request by Governor

Blount that Congress adopt more stringent methods In dealing
with the Creeks, and was "mortified" to hear a high official
intimate that th® Governor1© ardor was dictated by personal
interest rather than a patriotic desire to maintain a peace
ful civil government in th® region.

He requested th© opinion

of the general assembly as well as that of the Governor with
respect to the proper boundary line between th® territory
and th© state of Virginia, and requested their reaction to
the proposal to designate "talker’s line'5 as the boundary*^8
Blount also instructed Whit© to seek an extension of the
57
58
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boundaries of th® territory to make thorn conform more nearly
to natural boundaries, and urged him to petition th© President
to t&k© steps to secure the cession of certain Cherokee lands
situated within th® limits of the territory, citing the action
of the Federal government in regard to similar lands within
th® territorial limits of the state of Georgia as a precedent*^
On going to Congress white had presented a memorial
requesting that the inhabitants south of the French Broad be
included within the territory, and citing Instances where
persons in this region had suffered from Indian depredations*
H© was promised by a member of Congress late in 1791 that a
bill would be Introduced providing for the erection of the
Southwest Territory into a state, including the extensions
of boundaries requested in th© memorial; but, after polling
th© members on this question, the territorial delegate was
convinced that such a measure would not be passed*

He there

upon advised the Governor of the territory that the taking
of a census be ordered for the purpose of ascertaining whether
th© population had attained the number of sixty thousand free
persons— th© minimum stipulated in the deed of cession re
quired for th© attainment of statehood*

Should there fee

th© requisite number, he suggested that a state constitution
be drafted for submission to Congress.

It was found that

the population exceeded the required minimum, and a call was
Issued for the election of delegates to a constitutional
59
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convention,

An Interesting circumstance in connection with

the organization of the state of Tennessee was the provision
that in case Congress should refuse to admit the new State
into the Union, it should then exist as an independent com*
monwealth.

Th© contention wan that Congress had no option

in the matter of recognizing statehood, since, according to
the stipulations of the deed of cession, this status was
attained automatically upon the free population reaching the
number of sixty thousan&*w

Tennessee was admitted into the

Union as a state on June 1, 1796, and White’s term as territorial delegate automatically expired.

61

He was mentioned,

with Blount and others, in August, 1796, as a likely choice
to fill one of th© vacancies in the office of United States
62
Senator from the new state of Tennessee;
but he failed of
election to th© position*
In 1798 White migrated to the city of Hew Orleans in
the Spanish colony of Louisiana,^

in the following year,

1799, h© secured permission from the Spanish government to
settle an unusually large number of families on the west
bank of the Pearl River and its branch, the Boguo Chitto,
60 Goodpasture, "Dr, James white,” in loc,
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This settlement was called White’s Bluff, and was said
to have been located near the mouth of Holden*e Creek.
Toward the close of 1790, however, Indians descended upon
the newly established community, committing acts of violence
and compelling the settlers to fly for their lives.

This

untoward event seems to have destroyed White’s colonizing
ambition, for he abandoned the claim after this one year of
64
cultivation;
and shortly thereafter removed to Pascagoula
Bay within the limits of the present state of Mississippi,
but which was then a part of the Spanish colony of Florida.
H@ located a claim of approximately 640 acres on the west
side of the bay at a place subsequently known as White’s
Point, where he constructed a house and resided until about
the year 1304.

He then migrated to th© Attak&pas district,

la what is now southwestern Louisiana, where he spent th©
remaining years of his life.***
White apparently settled in St, MartInvllie shortly
after the organization of the Territory of Orleans In 1904;
and In some short biographical sketches of him it has been
stated that he was appointed judge of the Attakapas District
in that year,^6 a statement which Is not borne out by record
evidence,

As late m

April 16, 1804, Henry Hopkins was
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commandant of th© Attakapas Post,^7 th© Spanish office
apparently not yet having feeeii abolished.

In September,

1805, Edward 0. Nieholls was acting as Judge of Attakapas
County, and he continued to hold this position after White
was made parish Judge.

Tha earliest reference to Shite

as a Judge, which the present writer was able to discover,
was a notation on October 18, 1806, to the effect that
White was Judge of the Pariah of 3t. Martin of the Atta69
hapas.
On May 4» 1807, his name appears as Judge of the
70
Parish of St. Martin in the Attafcapaa.
In 1808 Gov.raor
*« C. C. Claiborne, in a letter to David Becket, referred
71
to Whit© as Judge of Attakapas Parish,
It will b© ap
parent from th© forego lag that Whit© was variously desig
nated; but it is clear that his position was always that
of parish judge*
In 1808, White was one of the sixteen parish judges
to whom Governor Claiborne ordered that copies of the new
Civil Cod© be sent*

H© was to receive eight copies for
72
distribution in his parish*
Th© Governor wrote White,

warning him that there would bo considerable opposition
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to the introduction of th® sow Civil Cod©.

B© pointed out

that th© Americana were accustomed to the cyatens of laws
In force in the various state© from which they had migrated
and would be averse to alterations, while the "ancient
Louisianians™ were greatly attached to their old legal
customs and would require tactful handling*

He therefore

urged that innovations be introduced cautiously in order to
eliminate as much friction as possible*

Th© following para

graph of th© Governorfs letter throws light on the delicacy
and difficulty of White’s official position*
*1 fear you will continue to experience difficulty,
is the faithful discharge of your official duties; Th© aversion
of the ancient Louisianians to our Courts of Justice and par
ticularly their dislike of Lawyers, th© mutual Jealousy between
the French and American population, together with the great
dislike of th© latter to the principles of th© Civil Law,
(which will for the present be your guide) cannot fail to
render your situation unpleasant; But I must pray you to
persevere In your honest endeavours to render the Government
acceptable to th© people and to administer the Laws fwith
Justice and in

M e r c y *

White’s official duties evidently included those of
tax-collector as well as the administration of justice, for
the Governor reminded him that although he was not required
73 Ibid* * 226.
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to settle with the territorial treasury for the taxes of
th© current year— 1806— until the following March 31st it
would greatly relieve the financial stress if such taxes
could be paid, either in whole or in part, into th© treasury
prior to that date, particularly since the legislature would
meet in January, 1809# when great demands would be made upon
7A
the territorial treasury* ^ In addition to the collect ion
of taxes,, the parish judge was also apparently charged with
th© organisation of the militia for his parish.

Governor

Claiborne urged White to exert himself to raise the quota
for ids district and further urged him personally to command
and lead a company of fifty volunteers, provided his age
and the state of his health would permit such active service*

75

During the early 1790fs, ^hite married Alice Wilcox, a
member of an old and prominent Philadelphia family*76

There

was but one issue of this marriage, a eon, Adward Douglas
77
White, who was born at Hashville in March, 1795*
After
th© death of his first wife, Whit© mas remarried in 1806 to
78
Lavina Murphy of 3t. Martinvilie* ' Thera was also a single
issue from this second marriage, a son, who was named for
his

f a t h e r .

7^

White did not long survive tuu birth of his
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scoond son, for be died on December 10, 1809, and was buried
#10
in at* M&rtinville in the Catholic cemetery*
Ho sent ion
was made in White1® succession of his elder son*

The widow,

and mother of the younger son* James White, Jr., together,
with two other persons, were named executors; and the widow
was also named as tutrix for her young son.

The executors

were charged with the administration of a trust fund of
#6,000 for James White,
White was in his sixty-first year when his death
occurred*

He had held public office during the greater

part of the last twenty-five years of his life, and had
rendered valuable services to one state and two territories*
Although his negotiations with th© Spanish authorities may
not have been treasonable, it was dangerously near that
border line*

When, however, it became apparent that Spanish

aid and protection could only be secured on untenable con
ditions, Whit© used his influence with the Westerners to
counteract the movement for a Spanish alliance; and during
his term as territorial delegate from Tennessee he rendered
wise counsel and valuable service in assisting the first
regularly organized territory of the United States through
the transitional stage of tutelage and into that of fullfledged statehood*

Again, during the closing years of his

life, he materially aided Governor Claiborne in adjusting
80 3t* Martinvill©, Louisiana, Catholic Church Book of
Funerals {1787-1830), lio. 603.
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ft n m governmental regime s© as to cause It to function with
a a&nim&m amount of friction among a people with an ancient
and proud, though different, civilisation.

Bis Roman Catholic

religion and knowledge of the French language rendered him
peculiarly suited for this task of conciliation and adaptation#

CHAPTER II
EDWARD DOUGLAS WHIT1, .It MSMBLH OF CONGRSD3 AHD
GOVERNOR OP LOUISIANA
The fate of the younger son of James White i© un
determinable*

He probably died during childhood or early

manhood* for no references to him have been found* even
in connection with his elder brother*

Edward Douglas*

however* became an Important character in Louisiana politics
during the second quarter of the nineteenth century, although
his career has been somewhat obscured by th© more outstanding
achievements of his illustrious son.
born in Kashville in March, 1795*

As noted above, he was

He was therefore three

years of age when his father migrated to Louisiana; and
fourteen when his father died in 1609*

The writer has been

able to discover very little material bearing on the early
years of Edward White*

His nam© appears as a witness on

numerous bills of sale, mortgage redemptions, and other
legal papers found among the court records of St# Martin
Parish for the years 1808-1610.^

The boy apparently spent

a considerable amount of time about the courthouse where
his father presided as parish judge.

He seems to have

experienced th© usual life of a normal boy reared in a
rural environment, and was particularly fond of riding
1 St. Martin Parish Original Acta, XXXY {1608-1809),
Hos. 95, 97, 99, 170,
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and other outdoor activities requiring physical exertion.

2

W* E. Sparks, writing some years after ?»hltefs death,
in speaking of this early period of his life, said that,
"he struggled on in th© midst of a people whose very lan-*
guage was alien to his own, and managed to acquire a limited
e d u c a t i o n * T h i s statement, however, is probably not
entirely correct; for James White, th© father*, was thoroughly
familiar with th© French language, and the son probably re
ceived early training in the dominant languages of the
section in which he lived, for in ©arly manhood he spoke
4
both French and Spanish with great fluency.
neither does
his education seem to have been very limited, for In 1611,
upon his own suggestion, young Ldw&rd, who was then sixteen
years of age, was sent to Tennessee where he attended th©
University of Nashville,^

and he was graduated from this

institution in 1 8 1 5 After leaving college, it is said
7
that he studied law In the office of Alexander Porter,
although definite information on this point is lacking.
He began the practice of hi 3 profession at DonaMsonville,
8
Louisiana, where he v; *a still residing in 1822*
Ills rise
2 A&ward D. &hite to Gilas Dinsmor©, February 10, 1822,
Cabinet Ko. 116 (.Letters, 1819-1823)t ^©partxaent of Archives,
Louisiana otate Land Office.
3 W* K* Sparks, The Memoirs of Fifty Tears (Philadelphia,
1670), 459.
~~
4 Hew Orleans Louisiana Advertiser. April 22, June 6 , 1834*
5 Bdward D. White'to M l a 3rrMnSiore, February 10, 1822 ,
Cabinet No* 116 (Letters, 1819-1823), Louisiana Jtate Land
Office*
6 Biographical Directory of the American Congress, 1689*
7 Fortier. T^ulslana\ llFTiTT
8 A award D* Whit© to Lilas Dinaraore, February 10, 1822,
Cabinet No* 116 (Letters, 1819-1823), Louisiana -tate Land
Office.
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to distinction was rapid; and in 1825 ho was considered worthy
of a judgeship In the city of Hew Orleans.

In February*

1825* the legislature passed a law abolishing the justice
of the peace courts in Hew Orleans and creating a single
city court which should consist of five judges, the offices
to be filled by gubernatorial appointment*

White was im

mediately appointed preaiding Judge, 'with four associates.^
Shortly thereafter the 'police jury of the pariah of Orleans
ordered th© several judges to hold special sessions at
designated locations throughout th© city, Whitefs assign
ment being at th© govarment house in the hall of the Senate
in which place were also held the regular sessions of the
10
court*
He retained this judicial position for three
years, resigning early in 1828 to retire to his sugar plantation in Lafourche Parish.
White*a supporters were profuse in their commendations
of his judicial services.

"As presiding judge of the city

court," it was said, "he obtained the entire confidence of
the Bar and of the public; so much so, that suits were
generally instituted before him, in preference to either
of the other courts.

He was remarkable for his assiduity,

his patience in investigation, and his decision; and that
his judgments were generally correct, may be inferred, from
9

10
11

Hew Orleans Courier. Febxmary 21 , 1825 .
Ibid.. February W," 1825.
Fortier, Louisiana. II, 639.
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12

the few appeals taken from his decisions*rt

"The bench

may well have been proud of so able a jurist;?t said a Baton
Rouge paper, ’'and when th© sacred ©mine of justice fell
upon other shoulders, it fell upon none more pure, thoroughly
imbued with th© spirit of judicial research, and none more
animated with an ardent desire of bringing to his aid the
1*3
learned lor© of former ages*" ^
His retirement was of brief duration, however, for on
April 19, 1828, a notice was published announcing Is. D» White1a
candidacy for a seat in Congress to represent the first Con14
gressional district*
'White was an Administration candidate—
that is, h© represented th© faction which supported th©
candidacy of John Quincy Adams who was seeking re-election
\K
to the presidency of the United states, ^ He was opposed
by M w a r d Livingston, the incumbent, and. a staunch supporter
of Andrew Jackson.

The election which took place in July

resulted in a victory for White, Livingston being defeated
by a majority of 600 votes.

16

White does not seem to have participated very actively
in legislation during his first term in Congress,
sponsor, however,

He did

a bill amendatory to an actproviding for

the regulation of the practice of Federalcourts in th®
12 Hew Orleans Louisiana Advertiser, January 30, 1334*
13 Baton Rouge Gazette, June "Tj£'9 T$34»
14 Hew Orleans ffourfer, April 13, 1328*
1$ Hew Orleans See,June 18, 1828.
16 Sparks, The ifemoirs of Fifty Years, 459; 2>enns:/lvanian.
quoted in Hew ftrleans tiee, August 6 ‘,"'lfe'34*
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district of Louisiana*

17

B© voted in opposition to the

Indian Pill, a measure providing for the removal of approxi
mately 70*000 Indians from their home© and their settlement
in the region west of the Mississippi Biver.
passed, however, by a vote of 102 to 98*

The act was

It was an Admin*

istration measure and th© vote was almost entirely along
party lines*

White* s opposition was natural, since he was

opposed to Jackson*a Administration.

The law was condemned,

however, by some of the Democratie-Sepublloan papers of
Louisiana as harsh and unjust, and a© consummating an act
of treachery oa the part of th© executive.^
White was a candidate for re-election in 1830

19

without

opposition, the Democratic-Bepublicans evidently deeming it
useless to nominate an opponent*

A comparison of the vote

received by White with th© total vote oast in his district
will demonstrate his popularity with his constituents*

In

the parish of Orleans White received 997 votes, while the
combined vote of the four gubernatorial candidates was
1241.

In Plaquemines Parish he received a unanimous

vote, while In Jefferson Parish he received eighty-nine
out of a total of ninety votes cast, and in dt* Bernard
Parish where the returns showed a total vote of 157, '^hlte
21
received 147 votes*
17
16
19
20
21

Hew Orleans
Ibid*. June
IBId*, June
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Bee, June 7, 1330.
157 1830*
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The questions which confronted Congress during White's
second term were more productive of public discussion than
were those of his preceding tana*

He was always attentive

to the interests of his immediate constituents, especially
in matters concerning the commercial prosperity of tlm city
of Mew Orleans*

On his motion a resolution was aaopted in

January, 1832, ordering the committee on Internal Improvemeats to investigate the advisability of removing the bar
at th® mouth of the Mississippi Hiver and of deepening the

Th® most controversial questions confronting Congress
curing this second term were the tariff bill of 1832, th©
question of the reoharter of the United Ht&tes Bank, and
the Compromise Tariff bill of 1833*

On the first of these

measures White voted in the negative, although the bill
passed the House by an overwhelming majority, the vote
being 132 to 6 5 * ^

The Louisiana delegation in Congress

was equally divided on this question, both the Senators
favoring th© passage of the me©sure, while ‘
White and th©
21
other Representative voted in opposition to the act*
The position of the two Representatives was that the measure,
which provided for a reduction in the sugar duty of one-half
cent per pound, would be injurious to the planting interests
22
23
24

Hew Orleans Bee* January 24, 1832.
Hew Orleans Louisiana Advertiser* July 13, 1832*
Hew Orleans Be®* July 1%, 183^.
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and adverse to the general prosperity of the state.

The

Bee» however, contended that the planters had no fears on
this score*

They admitted, it said, that the contemplated

reduction might prostrate a few establishments, those which
were the mere creatures of legislative action and which had
been artificially nurtured by th© unusually high sugar duty;
but, it was contended, the proposed reduction would not work
any permanent injury to the well-established planting
interests*2^
White was a staunch supporter of the United States Bank
and consequently voted for its recharter in 1832.

lie never

lost an opportunity during the remainder of his political
oareer of advocating strenuously the continuance of such a
financial institution.

Although the Louisiana Advert!aer

vigorously supported Whitefs gubernatorial candidacy, it
bitterly attacked th© passage of this measure, declaring
that never before had an act been so arbitrarily forced
through Congress.

"Congress has resigned," concluded this

paper, "for fifteen years, to the Bank directors and stock
holders, the power of regulating the currency which, the
friends of the measure assert, was confided to the repre
sentatives of the people by th© Constitution*

They claim
27
the power, it seems, merely to divest themselves of it."
25
26
27

Ibid.t July 1 l , 1632 .
Hew Orleans Louisiana Advertiser* July 16, If?32.
Ibid.

la. the election of IS32* although Whit© was still un28
opposed, M s vote in Hew Orleans was not nearly so large
ae in IS30 , being only 318 as compare*a with 99? in the
previous election; but in Jefferson Parish he received 136
out of a total of 137 votes cast for state officials**'
While it might b® argued from the Hew Orleans vote that there
was a waning enthusiasm for White on the port of the most
powerful group of his constituents, other factors were pre
sent which served to explain this diminution'*

Although both

elections were unoontested so far as White’s candidacy was
concerned, the absence of gubernatorial candidates in 1832
might be cited as a cause for th© diminished vote*
Shortly after his return from Washington in the late
summer of 1832 White addressed a gathering in Hew Orleans
at a luncheon held in his honor.

Re reviewed th© various

acts of th© recent Congress and held that the policy of the
Federal government toward th© stats of Louisiana had been*
on the whole, beneficent* although h© considered th© trifling
reduction in the sugar duty to be unjust and impolitic; and
It was on this ground that h© had voted against the measure
on final passage. "In other words,* commented the Boa, "it
was ’unjust and impolitic’ that Louisiana should, with her
sister states, aiahe the slightest concession to the mur
muring® and complaints of an entire section of the Union.
28
29

Ibid., July 5, 1832.
ibid.
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It was •unjust &nd impolitic’ to relieve the people of
30
f13,000,000 of unnecessary taxation*”
In the next session
of Congress White voted for the Compromise Tariff which
also provided for a reduction of the sugar duty*

It is

interesting to note that on the question of the passage of
the second tariff act the relative positions of the Con
gressman and the Bee were exactly reversed*

Concerning the

first tariff measure the Bee maintained that ”?h© planters
of Louisiana would sever have censured our delegates in
Congress had they voluntarily mad© such an offer upon the
shrine of patriotism, to restore harmony among the alienated
31
members of the Confederacy.n
The same paper severely con
demned Whit© for having voted in favor of the Compromise
Tariff*

He had shamefully compromised the interests of his

constituents and subjected to ruinous competition an industry
upon which the future welfare of the state depended*

"She

had embarked largely in the business of sugar making, depend
ing on the faith of the government as a guarantee for the
32
sacrifices she had mad©*”
Whit© justified his reversal
of position on the ground that the attendant circumstances
were unusual and that it was necessary to submerge selfish
33
interests to avert a national crisis.
White’s position
was undoubtedly the more tenable of the two, X'or the two
30
31
32
33

How Orleans Be© * September 8 , 1932•
Ibid.
tklcl*, January 2 9 , 1834*
2 S 2 * * February 3> 1B35*
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situations that of 1833 certainly presented more cogent
reasons fox* sinking private considerations in the interest
of national peace and harmony*
Although White served but one session of hie third
term in Congress, this period seems to have beau the most
active of his Congressional career*

He successfully spon

sored several measures providing for improvements, particu
larly in regard to port facilities, in and about the city
34
of Hew Orleans#
His interest in scientific investigations
is illustrated by the case of the inventor, Benjamin Phillips,
who had devised an improved type of steam engine.

White

described the invention, which, he said, was designed to
lessen the likelihood of explosions, and succeeded in per
suading Congress to grant an appropriation for conducting
experiments under the supervision of the Secretary of the
35
ff&vy in order to test its practicability.
He was interested in securing for Louisiana allotments
of public lands equal to those given other western states,
particularly Alabama, ana introduced a resolution requesting
the Committee on Public Lands to deterrain© the expediency
and justice of granting such lands to Louisiana for internal
improvements.^

The niggardliness of the Federal government

in its public land policy toward Louisiana as compared with
its policy in regard to other new states with respect to
34 Cong. Glob©. 2 3 Con&.. 1 Sees.. 116. 302.
35 t t i r . T T W ; 416; Philadelphia National Gazette. April
19, IB34*
36 Cong. Globe. 23 Cong., 1 Sees., 50.
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the public domain furnished a theme far repeated complaints
by Louisiana statesmen until an adjustment was finally made
during the decade prior to the outbreak of the Civil War.
White persevered in Lis efforts for a modification of
th© Federal land policy toward Louisiana, and his political
opponents admitted that it was through his activity that the
37
Federal land offices were reopened in that state*
During
his last session in Congress prior to his accession to the
gubernatorial chair, White secured the passage of a number
of bills providing for the adjustment of land titles of
Louisiana citizens whose claims were derived from old Spanish
grants*.

He also successfully fostered a measure with refer**

ence to pre-emption rights in the southeastern district of
Louisiana.^

Hear the close of the session 1633-31 he

secured the settlement of land claims of citizens of the
39
Florida parishes*
On May 17, 1834, White offered an amendment to add
|20t 000 to the appropriation of $30,000 for the improvement
of the navigation of Hod River*

He made a very effective

speech in defense of this amendment, stating very succinctly
his reasons for the increase*

'•The improvement contemplated

by the bill," he said, "is th© removal of the great raft of
Red River,

as to

the importance of thiswork, I will not

37
Register of Debates in Congress, 23Cong*, 1 Dess*,
3641;
Baton Soug© Gazette ,~Tfay 31,' 18 34.
38
Hew Orleans iiee* act obex* 10, 1832.
39 Baton Rouge Gazette, March 29, 1834; Hew Orleans
Louisiana Advertiser* March 19, 1834*
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enlarge at this time of day, considering as I tio, that matter
as ascex’tained and det©mined by the fact of the Covcraneixt
having heretofore undertaken it, and voted sums of money for
its execution.

If, however, I were to speak on that subject,

I could say, without fear as to th© precision of the remark,
that, in point of interest and value, In all general, national
respects, the enterprise is secondary to none of similar
nature which th© United States ever have had, ox* probably
ever will have, occasion to lend their countenance and sup
port. ** After detailing the commercial and military reasons
for the undertaking, he concluded with an urgent appeal that
/o
the requisite sum be voted.
The appropriation was finally
ft
increased to 1100,000 and the measure was adopted.**
On April 28 white availed himself, of an opportunity of
stating his views on the question of a national Bank in th©
presentation of “memorials from citizens of Louisiana re
presenting the existence of much embarrassment and distress
in that ^tate, and disapproving of the course of the Admin42
istration in relation to the United otates Bank•n
After
discussing the general distress v/hich obtained in hew
Orleans, he proceeded to paint a glowing picture of con
ditions as they existed when, as he said, ”th© Inauspicious
blow fell.”
4^
4143;
41
42

The failure to recharter the United States Bank
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and th© withdrawal of the government's funds from this de
pository were followed by acute financial distress,

The

petitioners, he said, desired the removal of the offending
cause which would be a cessation of hostilities against the
Bational Bank*

They importuned Congress to create a new

bank or preferably to reohartor the old one which they felt
was capable of meeting all exigencies which might arise*
During the course of his address White was reminded of
the rule permitting merely a statement of the substance of
the memorial.

He thereupon moved for. a suspension of the

rule which was granted by sore that a two-thirds majority*
He concluded by saying:

"Indeed, it is extremely difficult

to conceive how the Government can get along at all without
the aid of a national bonis to carry on its financial oper
ations— scarcely a greater puzzle to tell how to distribute
Justice without the help of courts of justice*

it is as much

the province of Government to regulate conduct— command what
is right, prohibit what is wrong in one as well as in th©
other.
In July, 1832, The Tribune and the Emporium announced
their support of 1/hlte aa a candidate for governor, although
a formal announcement of his candidacy was not published
until somewhat later.^
until the summer of 1834.
43
44

The election -vac not to be held
This announcement, therefore,

Baton Eoug© Gazette, June 28, 183/,.
Hew Orleans Bee * July 7, 12, 1832*

would, seem rather premature, tut White’s chief opponent for
gubernatorial honora, General John B* Dawsonf had teen an
active candidate since the spring of 1631, before Governor
4C
A* B. Homan nwa8 scarcely
in his seat*"
Emporium erroneously claimed Creole birth for
ffhite as just ground for political preferment*

This state

ment was quickly challenged by the Bee, the leading oppos
ition publication and the on© which proved to be most
vituperative in a bitterly fought campaign.

"Mr. shite,"

commented this paper, "is a highly respectable man— an
honest one, which is the highest tribute that can be paid
to any mortal,— but his career in Congress has not given
l6
evidence of any vary fbrilliant* or rare endowments*"
Th© Baa took exception to the denomination of hliito as
"the peoplefs candidate," pointing out tact ho was supported
by only two papers, the Tribune and the Emporium; while
Judge Dawson had the endorsement of the Rttakapas Gazette
at st# Martinvilie, the groutior Reporter at Natchitoches,
the Phoenix at St. Francisvilla, and by one, If not both,
47
of the Clinton papers*
White’s candidacy, however, was
soon endorsed by a number of other papers, among which were
the Louisiana Advertiser* the Mercantile Advertiser, and
th© Thibodeauxville Intelligencer*

The supporters of

Dawson, who was tho nominee of th© Jacksonian faction,
45
46
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Baton Rouge Gazette, June 7, 1634*
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maintained that the Clay-Mamo croup tad had difficulty in
determining upon a suitable candidate, end had finally nomi
nated White because of hl3 groat popularity in South Louis
iana*

This popularity, it was claimed, was ivaaing and the

diminution in th© number of votes cent for White’s election
to Congress in 1832 as aampared with the number cast for
his election in 1830 was cited as evidence of the correct43
ness of this opinion*
The Opelousas Gazette endorsed White’s candidacy In
a very eulogistic article, declaring that few persons
possessed in so eminent a degree the peculiar and high
qualifications required of the chief magistrate of an
independent state*

*To independence, firmness and de

cision of character, Mr* White unites sound judgment,
Impartiality, and talents of a high order*n

illusion was

made to his plain, bland, and affable manners; qualities
which would make him acceptable as the republican governor
of a republican state.

wHis political principles,n it

concluded, **are sound, and embrace the leading policy and
measures which Louisiana has sanctioned, both in the ad
ministration of the State and

;r '■:

i Governments*

Our

State administration cannot be committed to safer hands,
nor do we believe, to one, who is more justly the people’s
favorite. " 49
48

49

Itla.. July

28

, 1832.

dpelousas Gazette, quoted in Laton gouge Gazette,

September 1 , 1 8 3 2 *

Early in the ea&palgpi aa attempt was made to disaffeet
a large portion or General Dawson13 following in the Feliciaa&Q by reviving an old feud between the general and
Judge Thomas Wither Chinn* The endeavor at alienation,
50
however, proved abortive
It does not appear that Whit®
ted any part in the scheme, for none of th© opposition
papers made any effort to implicate him in the unsavory
affair*

During the fall of 1632 the Jackson supporters

charged that the Olay men were utilising White’s popularity
in an attempt to attract votes to Henry Olay by assuring
the electorate that a vote for Olay would ha a vote for

White.
Political discussions subsided somewhat as the year
1332 drew to a close, although in November a movement was
initiated to bring out Deni a Priaur, Mayor of Hew Orleans,
as a third candidate*

Th© Bee saw in this an attempt on

the part of the opponents of Dawson to split th© general’s
following, Prieur also being a Jackson supporter, and thus
to insure th© election of ihite,^

There was also s rumor

that White contemplated withdrawing from the gubernatorial
racei^ but this report seems to have been entirely without
basis,

As a matter of fact, Whit© had done very little

campaigning since hie nomination*

He returned to Washington

50 St* Fraucisvllle Phoenix« quoted in Hew Orleans Bee,
September 15# 1332*
11, 1832.
27* 1632
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is Bee«ab#y to restsae M e seat in th© lower House of Congress*
5poa the adjournment of Congress in March, 1S33, Whit#
returned to Sew Orleans by way of Cincinnati;

and shortly

thereafter began a tour of the state for the purpose of
promoting his candidacy.

While on this- tour he met with

an accident which was at first thought to be fatal.

Th®

steamboat, lioness* aboard which he was traveling, was
totally wrecked by an explosion which occurred on the Red
Elver about sis o'clock in the morning of May 19 at a point
some forty miles above the town of Alexandria*

The ex

plosion was caused by th# ignition of a gtm-powder maga
zine by a fire in th# hold of th© vessel, the original
source of which was never determined*

Many of th© pas-

senders and crew were lost, and most of those who escaped
with their lives were rescued, while struggling in th#
*
current of th# river, by the local inhabitants who had
55
hurried to th# scene of the disaster*
For a time all
top# of White's recovery was despaired of, ana reports of
hi# death were printed in some of the newspapers#

Although

hi# recovery was not rapid, it was steady, and he was able
to complete his tour of the remote parts of th® state before
returning to Washington for the reconvening of Congress in
December.
In spit# of the vigorous prosecution of his campaign,
there were persistent rumors during the late summer and
54

I M & * # April 4 t 1833*

» Ml** toy 27, 1833*
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1 833; jAfoyrcfaa Advertiser,
Baton Rouge Qagett*. Auguat 3, iVyj.

quoted in

45
M&tsan of 1833 that White would withdraw his candidacy la
favor of Denis Prieur who had boon brought out as a third
57
candidate*
These reports, ho
howeverf were forcefully re
58
pelled by White9s supporters
During the summer of 1833 the Dawson press began to
hurl the charge, iterated with tiresome repetition until
the very sloe# of the campaign, that White had betrayed
his people and ruined the moat flourishing industry of th©
state by voting for the Compromise Tariff, which provided
for a gradual reduction of the sugar duty*

Th© Bee char

acterised hla as a political gamester, a traitor, on® who
was willing to sacrifice the interests of his constituents
to pacify a small group which was ready to disrupt th© Union
for selfish purposes*

He was, it assorted, more knave than

fool, although this same paper later in th© campaign em59
phatically denied ever having made such a statement*
J* B* Dawson*a principles, it was claimed, were identical
with those of Andrew Jackson, and had he been in Congress
60
he would not have voted for th© Compromise Tariff*
Such
assertions were a bit inconsistent, since the Compromise
Tariff, as the Louisiana Advertiser pointed out, had the
endorsement of the President*

if all those who favored the

bill were criminals, what portion of the guilt, asked this
57 Hew Orleans Bee* October 11, 1833*
58 Thibodeauxvilie Intelligencer* quoted in Law Orleans
Bee* October 28, 1833*
Hew Orleans Bee, July 26, 1832: Hew Orleans Louisiana
Advert!— r. April 2$7 1834,

60 mt Drleau Him. August 5, 1833.

$&pe?t should b© assigned to President Jackson who bad re*

ocassended and approved th& measure?^
$fes ©aspal^* became more boated as the year 1831 was
ushered in, with the election but six months in the future,
and w e ‘find the Be^ reverting to its charges against White

fto his* vote in favor of th© tariff*

He was accused of

being recreant to the interests of his constituents and of
having united with political gamblers in offering up Louie*
lama as a sacrifice to propritiat© the nullificrs*

It was

charged that his supporters abstained from commenting on
this public act, the one most in need of explanation, and
preferred to dwell upon deeds less culpable in character*
An explanation of this point was demanded*

62

In defense of White’s position the Louis,1ana Advert 1scr
saids

Ww© have frequently, and we think triumphantly, de~

fended Mr* Whitefs vote on the tariff question.

He on that

occasion acted in concert with the friend© of the protective
system, and to save the whole, gave up a part*

The re*

solution of the duty on sugar, in common with other pro*
tested articles, was a compromise that saved the principle
which sore than anything else, the friends of th© American
system contended' for*

George Augustus

Waggaoan who, as

much as any man, was deeply Interested in th© sugar Interests
voted with Mr* Olay as Mr* #hite voted because he believed
%% to be for the Interests of Louisiana*
tt
a

*»# Grl**aa Lpttlaiana Advertleer. January 1, 1834.
■*»"0»l*aa* WES. January 29. 1834.
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”We do not think It necessaryt** the articles continued,
”to he constantly repeating the same thing in favor of
Mr* White or in answer to his detractors; who, besides,
urge nothing against him worthy the notice of men of sense*
ft is not necessary to his success that his praises should
63
be daily chanted **
In spite of the explanations of White's position on
the tariff question, the Dawson supporters continued to the
day of the election to sti^&atise him as a betrayer of the
people's confidence*

The Bee asserted that th© effect of

White's *ruinous vote” on the sugar duty was nowhere felt
more keenly than in his own immediate neighborhood; and
it stated further that he had taken proper precautions a®
to M s own future economic welfare by converting his sugar
64
establishment into a cotton plantation.
As the campaign progressed each group accused the
candidate of the opposing faction of being under th© dom
ination of another person.

Dawson, it was charged, was

controlled by Martin Gordon, a custom-house official, and
subject to the domination of the "oustom-house coterie**5
and, if elected, it was assorted, he would be a mere vice65
roy uTVI^r the control of Andrew Jackson*
Dawson was also
66
accused of being © nulllfier.
On the other hand, White

a65 3?
sisss SS'iSi'flfSiS'iTtW?: iS3t:
Ibid.. Deoeaber 27, 1833; February 14, It'34; New
Orleans
23,1834.
66
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m s denounced as being under the domination of Alexander
Barter and a small political elan somewhere about the Bayou
Lafourche, who, It was charged, anticipated ruling through
67
the election of White,
who was a pliant tool in the hands
of Porter*^

White was supported by Port©r,^ a natural

procedure, since they were affiliated with the same polite
leal groups but there I® no evidence that the Senator
attempted any dictation of Whitefs policies*
Both sides sought to attract the Creole vot®, as pec-*
ielly after Fri®or*s withdrawal fro& the contest.

The

White supporters made much of th® fact that Dawson was
unable to speak the french language; while White was con*
versant with all the languages spoken by the heterogeneous
population of the s t a t e . T h e Dawson supporters asserted
that White had a hearty contempt for the Creoles, whom,
71
they declared, he referred to as "oreowls,?f
The fact
that Henry Johnson was selected as a nominee by the White
faction to succeed their gubernatorial candidate in Congress
was seized upon by the Dawson group aa evidence that the
Creoles had nothing to expect from White’s election but
72
proscription in office.
It was also charged that the
White supporters were seeking to secure the Irish vote by
67
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fSMsi&g tl# ©laim that one of their fellow-eoimtryaen,
73
Alexander Porter, favored White’s candidacy.
White*a
ftlmady of a National Bank was urgad against his as the
74
representative of a moneyed and aristocratic class.
To the charge that White, while in Congress, had done
nothing for th® city of New Orleans or for th® state his
supporters replied by citing acts which he had sponsored
for Meliorating the commercial stringency in the city and
the numerous land title adjustments in the country.^-*
Stress was laid on the fact that White remained at M s
post in Washington attending to th® duties of his office,
while Dawson, neglecting his duties as judge, was riding
about the state soliciting v o t e s . W h i t e ?;as importuned
to return to Louisiana and participate personally in the
campaign, but he declined on the ground that his presence
was needed in Washington since a number of measures af~
facting the interest* of his state war© pending in Congress
and would probably be brought up for action before the ad
journment of that body*^

Whit© resigned his Congressional
78
seat Just prior to the gubernatorial ©lection*
The election for governor took place on July 7, 8t
and 9 . ^

fhe result was © decisive victory for Whit© as

73 Ibid., June 7, 1834.
74 . ibid., July 7, 1834$ New Orleans Courier* May 15* 1834*
75 New Orleans Loulslena Advertiser,r"Aprll~~30« 1834*
76 Thlbodeausviil© In^Qlli'kenQer. 'cuoted in Baton lioug©
Saawtte. June ? f 1834; TffewOrleans Louis1ana Advertiser.
June 37 1S34.
77 Baton Rouge Gaa«tte. June 28, 1834.
78 Rhll*A*lphl. National Gazette. July 12, 1634! New
Orleans Louisiana ^y.rtlBar. June 25. 1834.
79 Sew Orleans gee. July 8. 1834.
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demonstrated by the official returns announced by the
Louisiana Senate and House of Representatives*

The former

declared White to have received 6,423 votes and Dawson
4 *913* while the official returns of the latter gave White
0,973 votes and Dawson 4,149.

SO

eo&plainingly remarked that *The

After the

©lection th© Be©

Louisiana

^dvertiserj

boasts that the late election

in this city

was a greatWhig

triumph.

in the teeth

of repeatedde

How can that paper,

clarations, that party politics were not at issue in th©
contest, have the effrontery to do this?

We would ask if

Mr. C. M. Oonrad, at a meeting, of the *friends of Mr.
White,* did not reprobate and denounce any connection
between local and general politics, and did not declare
himselx* for one, as being friendly to the general admin
istration and as indisposed to take any part against it.
We have understood that he did, and challenge denial as
to the fact, which is conclusive proof that if the Whigs
have gained a triumph, it has been a surreptitious one,
in which many of our friends have been unwittingly induced
SI
to take part.*
It was true that resolutions were adopted
at one of the ?/hit© meetings endorsing the candidacy of
62
persons who were pledged to no party;
but it was fre
quently stated in the press of both factions that Whit©
80
81
82
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was opposed to Jackson1s administration and that he was
supported by the Glay-Adams faction*

In reply to the

charge of the Bee the Louisiana Advertiser remarked that
"Mr* Conrad is one man, and we are not at ail concerned
about his opinions and declarations*

He has a constitutional

right to vote for Hr* White, and to assign his reasons for
doing so*

But Mr* Conrad in the declaration above attri

buted to him, no more represented the Whig Party, than the
editor of th© Be® now represents the Jackson party, in
denying that General Dawson, who was nominated for the
Governorship by a Jackson caucus, was a Jackson candidate*
The truth is, and everybody knows it, that the election was
a contest of opposite principles— and that its result is a
proof of the disapprobation of the people of this State of
the measures and doctrines of the administration of th©
S3
General Government•*
The election was an unprecedented victory for th©
Whigs, White being elected by a greater majority than had
ever been given a gubernatorial candidate in the history
of the state.

sa

There was a Whig majority in the legis

lature, and two of th© three Representatives elected to
Congress were Whigs.^

The campaign had been a heated

one, with great excitement on both sides; and it was said
S3
84
85
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that bets were offered as though the contest were a cock
fight, a horse race, or that still more popular sport, a
Hew Orleans duel*

White was conceded an advantage in that

he had never been defeated before the people.

An unfriendly

paper admitted that **no other man could have been found in
Louisiana who would carry such an influence with him.

His

popularity is unbounded* and his personal worth is undia86
puted.*
Th© Courier* a Jackson organ* lamented that th©
defeat of th© Jackson candidates had been total and complete,
but admitted that th® Whigs had not crowed much over their
victory*

This forbearance * it thought* was due to sympathy
87
for their hisaillating situation*
When th© legislature convened in January* 1835* It
canvassed th© returns and proceeded to ballot on the two
candidates receiving th© highest number of votes, as pro
vided for in the constitution*^

This ©lection by th©

legislature was* however, a mere legal formality* sine©
it had become the custom to elect that candidate whom th©
majority had favored in th© popular election*

This was

shown by the fact that the Senate and House In joint ses89
sion gave White fifty-eight votes with three blanks.
As a matter of fact, Dawson declined to contest the election
in the legislature, declaring that since he had been th©
86 Pennsylvanian« quoted in Hew Orleans Be®. August 6* 1834*
87 Hew Orleans Courier. quoted in Philadelphia Hat1ona1
Gazette. August 2, 1834.
&8 franc!& N. Thorp© {comp.), American Charters. Const!tutiona and Organic Laws. 1492-196*87" T vo 1 sT' TSasliin^ton.
1 ^ T “ i^T7 T m 7
89 Hew Orleans Bee* January 10, 1835.
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minority candidate in the popular choicef such a contest
would be Inconsistent with th© principle of majority rule
90
to which he had always adhered.
The inauguration took place on February 2.

In his

inaugural address the new Governor stated his intention of
continuing the policies of the outgoing administration.
During the course of his speech he explained his vote on
the Compromise Tariff measure of 1833r declaring that th®
period to which he alluded was one of "peculiar moment
indeed, it was generally considered a crisis in our national
affairs and the measure proposed by Henry Glay was th© quick
est and surest means of relieving it*

Th© clause in the

bill affecting the agricultural interests of Louisiana was
both unjust and injurious; but it was a component part of
th® bill and had to stand or fall with it.

After mutual

consultation, th® Louisiana delegation in Congress had unan
imously come to the conclusion that It would be better to
support the measure with th© injurious clause included
rather than endanger th© prospect of an amicable settlement,
He believed, he said, that the agricultural interests of
th® state could never develop upon a sound basis so long as
their very existence depended upon a precarious vote in
Congress«
Governor White pointed out the necessity of adjusting
the claims resulting from the grants of land to the Baron
90

Ibid.,
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de Bastrop and th© Marquis d© Maison Bougs and th® failure
of Congress to enact a w e u r t referring these claims to the
ordinary courts of law*

As long as these titles regained

unadjusted, they offered an impediment to the proper devel
opment of this portion of the state; and he suggested that
the legislature adopt resolutions expressive of the general
assembly’© views in the matter, which, coupled with th©
claims of private individuals, would perhaps be effective
in producing Congressional action*

The Governor pointed out

that most of the lands set aside from th® public domain by
the Federal government to be used for purposes of education
in Louisiana had never been located because of the failure
to complete th® survey of the vacant lands.

He proposed

the appointment of an agent to locate suitable tracts, and
suggested that his compensation be a percentage of the sums
derived from th© ©ales of such lands, thus insuring th©
selection of th© best available tracts*
After discussing th© improvements in drainage, sani
tation, and general living conditions in th© city of Hew
Orleans and th© possibilities for th® future development
of this port, Govoraor White concluded as follows:

"In

short, Fellow Citizens,— to maintain the supremacy of the
laws; to insure a faithful performance by public function
aries of their official duty; to secure to all, as far
as may depend on my exertions, the full and free enjoyment
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of their rights; those I concede to be among the first
objects of the mandates which I have received from the
people; and in the prosecution of which, 1 count with as-*
suranae on the efficient support and cooperation of the
91
General Assembly,*
The Louisiana Advertiser thought that the inaugural
ceremonies were very impressive, and predicted a beneficent
government for the state under' the administration of Governor
White.

The new Governor, it said, would adequately protect

the principles of the constitution and would promote th©
policy of Internal improvements*

His retirement at the

conclusion of his term would be accompanied by the regrets
92
and gratitude of the people of Louisiana*
The legislature had been in session approximately one
month when White was inaugurated; and, as a consequence,
many of the important measures passed by this body came up
for executive consideration after his installation*

One

of th© most important acts adopted by the general assembly
was a revenue measure providing for th© raising of funds for
the maintenance of charitable institutions and schools in
Hew Orleans.

The first part of th© act levied a tax oil all

steamboat and ship passenger© arriving at the port of Hew
Orleans from beyond the limits of th© state, th© Imposition
being assessed against th© owners of the vessels.
91

Th©
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second part of th© measure provided for the imposition of
an occupational tax upon the proprietors of grog shops,
taverns, billiard tables, coffee houses, and upon Negro
traders*

The third portion of the bill levied an annual

tax of #1,000 on all agents in Hew Orleans representing
foreign insurance companies; and also revised the law of
succession so that all persons in foi^eign countries inheri
ting real estate in Louisiana should pay a tax of 10 per cant *9.
On April 2 the Governor vetoed that portion of the pro
posed measure levying a tax on passengers, both on constitu
tional grounds and on the score of policy,

lie said that the

Federal Constitution guaranteed to the oiti sens of each state
the immunities and privileges of citizen© of the several
states*
act*

This guaranty, he contended, was violated by th®

He further pointed out that the Federal government had

sole authority to regulate interstate and foreign commerce,
and that this measure was, in effect, an attempt at such
regulation, since the term *commerce:
" as used in th© Consti
tution comprehended intercourse and navigation.

The act,

he thought, was scarcely less objectionable on the score of
policy, since it was from

arriving in New Orleans

for purposes of commerce that the city largely derived its
growing wealth and prosperity.

To impose a burden on such

persons would b© to hamper the city’s future development.
Then, too, he argued that such discrimination against citizens
93

Philadelphia National Gazette. April 16, 1835,
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of other states might lead to retaliatory acts on the part
QJL
of other comonwealths*
The legislature then reconsidered
th® objectionable provisions and sustained the Governorfs
95
veto*
Even the Governorfs political enemies were com**
palled to approve the course of action adopted by him in
vetoing portions of the revenue measure.
The legislature, acting uoon a suggestion of White in
his inaugural address, adopted a joint resolution requesting
th® Governor to apply to the Secretary of the Treasury for
the location of the two townships for educational purposes*
Should the Governor be authorised by the Secretary to de
termine the location of the land, he was empowered to appoint
one, or two persons, as he might deem proper, for that
purpose*

The compensation of the agent or agents should be

either 2j per cent of the receipts from the sales of such
lands or a fixed sum, to be dot ©mined by th© legislature*

97

The resolution, of course, received the endorsement of the
Governor,

White also approved resolutions of the legislature

requesting the Louisiana delegation in Congress to obtain
from the Federal government funds to construct levees along
th® Mississippi Hiver enclosing public lands, and to build
a highway across the Federal lands in Plaquemines
94
95
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Besolutions Instructing the Board of Internal Improvements
to investigate the upper course of Bayou Teche with a view
to rendering it navigable, and to report its findings to th©
99
next legislature were also endorsed by the Governor*
Be
100
also approved a measure reorganising the state militia*
An act authorizing the state treasurer to subscribe 500 shares
on the part of th© state to the capital stock of the Bara**
taria and Lafourche Canal Company likewise met with th©
101
Governorfs approval*
White signed a number of bills
chartering banks, incorporating insurance companies and re
ligious organizations, and numerous other acts of a purely
102
local character*
Governor white soon encountered adverse criticism,
especially among his political followers, because of his
policy with reference to appointments.

The Louisiana

Advertiser* the publication which had been most outstanding
in its support of his candidacy for governor, declared that
it had no objections to the appointment of Creoles to public
positions, who, by virtue of their birth, had a natural as
well as legal right to hold office; their attachment to th©
country and its republican Institutions, it asserted, was
undoubted.

It confessed, however, that this view did not

extend to the foreign Frencli who neither knew nor cared
99
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particularly for American Institutional

Among this group

war® included those naturalised citizens //ho, it was admitted,
were legally entitled to official positions, but whose search
for political preferment was immodest.

This publication con

cluded that "it is unfair, unjust, and highly Imprudent in
the appointing power, to confer office upon them, except with
extreme reserve and caution, and.after they have bean tried,
and their sentiments in relation to our institutions, and
their devotion to this country over ail others is well ascertained."

103

The same paper in a later issue disclaimed

any prejudices against naturalised citizens aa such, holding
as absurd the contention that on@*s fitness for public trust
should be dependent upon his place of nativity.

Its ob

jections were confined to the appointment of persons whose
education and training under despotic and monarchical forms
of government rendered them incapable of appreciating American
institutions*

Many of these persons, it was asserted, were

unable to read or speak the language In which the Constitu
tion was written, and yet they had been appointed to administer
laws of the government provided for by this Constitution.
The Advertiser objected to the appointment of such men to
public offIces— those who were foreigners by birth, education,
language, manners, feelings, and opinions.
103
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So strong was the excitement among the dissatisfied
elements because of the Governor1© conduct in the matter of
appointments that a public meeting was called for April 4
105
to consider the subject*
Hesolutions of censure were
introduced in th® lower branch of the legislature, but were
rejected by a vote of eighteen to twelve*

106

Th© Bee con-*

damned the resolutions as an attempt on the part of the
Bouse of Representatives to arrogate to itself authority
to which it was not constitutionally entitled*

It was

pointed out that the appointments had all been confirmed
by the Senate, and had they been unwise this body could hav©
107
rejected them.
As a matter of fact, a check on White’s
appointments prior to April 6 showed that during the first
two months of his incumbency the Governor had appointed
ninety persons to office, and of these not more than eight
108
or ten were naturalized citizens.
Considering the re
latively large number of foreign-born persons in th© population of the state at this time, the proportion of appoint
ments allotted to that element was probably not excessive*
The Bee* which had been most bitter in its denunciation of
White prior to his election, now became his warmest defender.
That paper declared, f*Th© public welfare shall ever be our
105 Philadelphia National Gazette * April 20, 1835.
106 New Orleans I.dulslana jCTvertTser, quoted in Philadelphia
National Gazette* April 26VYffy?*
~ 167 New orIcons Boo | April 3» 1!'3■
108 Ibid,. April*T7 1835.
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guide; and although Governor Uhltv has not been sleeted by
the party with whom we are more immediately connected* such
parts of his executive career as merit approbation will
cheerfully be vindicated*”

He was now, it continued, to

act for the whole people, and needy or importunate persons
of native birth should not b© given preference over those
better qualified on the ground that the latter happened to
be born in another land*^^

rj*j^e fUr$r gradually subsided

but did not entirely di© out, for during the late summer
there were violent mob demonstrations in opposition to
naturalized citizens holding official positions of preferment*
The Louisiana Legion was celled out to preserve peace and
order in Hew Orleans; while the merchants and business men
of the city instituted a boycott against the Louisiana Ad
vertiser for its publication of what they considered to be
incendiary editorials, calculated to arouse hostile senti
ments against certain classes of the population and to pro110
mote mob violence*
Federal troops 'were stationed in
New Orleans and held in readiness should the executive
authorities deem it necessary to call upon them to aid in
111
the maintenance of order.
Enlistments in the Texan army, then engaged in the
prosecution of a war against the Hex!can government, became
109 Ibid,* April 4, 1835*
110 Philadelphia national Gazette, September 22, If35*
111 Hew Orleans Bee, qnotWdHKTTm 1adelphla. National
Gazette, September "£4 , 1835.
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so numerous among the inhabitants of Louisiana, and recruit
ing activities became so conspicuous In Hew Orleans that
Governor White deemed it expedient to take official cogni
zance of the situation*

Accordingly, on November 13, 1335,

he issued a proclamation against enlistments.

After re

minding the citizens of Louisiana that the Mexican government
was at peace with the United states, he cited a Federal law,
passed by Congress in 1816, prohibiting the enlistment,
within the territorial limits or jurisdiction of the United
states, of an American citizen in the army of a foreign power
for the purpose of taking up arms against a nation with which
our government was on friendly terms, violations o£* the act
being punishable by fine or imprisonment*

He then called

upon the magistrates and all good citizens of the state to
112
aid in upholding the law*
‘The proclamation, however,
seems to have been ineffective in preventing enlistments#
for there were frequent notices in the newspapers of ex
peditions leaving Hew Orleans destined for Texas or Mexico.
It was stated near the close of the year that the Texas
revolution was being financed largely with Hew Orleans
capital and that fresh recruits were being drawn chiefly
from that city, more than 600 persons having left the port
to join the revolution.
112
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Governor White1s annual message was transmitted to the
legislature on January 4 # 1836*

The Governor observed that

probably not since the time when Louisiana*a shores ware
beset by an invading horde had circumstances confronted the
people's representatives aoro exacting of prudence and wisdom
than those attendant upon the present session.

He said that

in the full career of peace and prosperity a feverish ex*
oitement had pervaded the people, and a disposition had
manifested itself to substitute tumult and violence for the
orderly processes of the law*

This was probably an allusion

to the instances of mob activity which had occurred in Hew
Orleans during the preceding simmer*

Governor Whit© next

referred to the outbreak of hostilities between the people
of Texas and the Mexican government.

He said that the

proximity of Louisiana to the scene of action aroused un

usual Interest on the part of the inhabitant® of that state*
He had therefore deemed it his duty to issue a proclamation
reminding the people of the prohibitive enactments of the
national government relative to the maintenance of strict
neutrality*

Be also referred to the strained relations

then existing between ifranee and the United States and
endorsed the course adopted by President Andrew Jackson,
holding that satisfactory explanation® had been made to
France*
A considerable portion of Governor White's message was
devoted to a discussion of the activities of the abolition

societies in some of the Northern states,

lie condemned their

publications— a collection of which he transmitted to the
legislature--as incendiary and calculated to stir up strife
and bloodshed in the midst of a peaceful, happy, and well
regulated society.

He could make no specific recoiimendations

to the legislature in the matter of enactments, but suggested
e revision of existing statutes on this subject.

The ques

tion being agitated, he said, was a domestic one and each
state had the sole power of dealing with it as it saw best*
E© thought that it was the function of the Federal gov
ernment to regulate the activities of these zealots.

He

therefor© approved the President*s recommendation to Congress
for the enactment of legislation to prevent the use of the
United States mails as a means of disseminating the litera
ture of these societies*

He believed that the abolitionista

constituted a very small minority of the population in the
Northern states, but that they compensated for their de
ficiency in numerical strength by the aggressiveness of
their tactics.

He hoped, that th© law-abiding majorities

in the states of the North would curb the activities of
these minority groups, either by means of legislative sanc
tions or through the pressure of public opinion*
The Governor was pleased to report that progress had
been made in th® construction of the Hew Orleans and Nash
ville Rallroad, and that a canal had been completed permit
ting boats of moderate draft to enter the basin from the
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lake*

He commended the advancement shown fey the new medical

school which liad been established b3r the preceding legis
lature! saying that particular attention was being given to
diseases peculiar to the South,
After registering a strong protest against the injustice
of the Federal governments public land policy in regard to
Louisiana# the Governor detailed th© steps he had taken#
under a resolution of th© preceding legislative session, to
secure entries in accordance with the terms of the Congres
sional act of 182? granting two townships to Louisiana for
educational purposes*

He procured the requisite authority

from the aeeretary of the Treasury to locate the lands and
on April 25 selected several tracts from the public domain
along Had River,

These selections were forwarded to Wash

ington where they were promptly entered in the land office*
Thereupon tae Governor proceeded to locate tracts in the
region north of lied River, and on July 3 again forwarded to
Washington notices of the location of th© lands selected*
This time his selections were denied entry fey the commis
sioner of the land office because the region in which they
were located had not yet been offered for sal© and was#
therefore, not open to entry except for pre-emptionlsts
under an act of 1834,

In other words, the Governor said#

the state was not entitled to select its allotted lands
until speculators had had an opportunity of buying up all

the laud which had aay value*

he contended that the circum

stances connected with th© two cases were identical; and if
an entry were illegal in the one instance, it was also in
valid in the other*

He asserted that no one possessed of

ordinary understanding could doubt the propriety and legality
of the entries, and he now submitted the case to the legis
lature for its consideration*

He suggested that the state’s

representatives in Congress be requested to seek the pass
age of a new law permitting the ©tat© to make its entries
according to the ordinary procedure#
The Bee attributed the difficulties encountered by
Governor White in securing the location of the allotted
lands to the dilatory
asserted, had

methods ofhispredecessors,

in more than oneinstance bean

who, it

false toth©

trust reposed in them by the people of the state*

The same

paper took exception to the Governor’s contention that the
equality of th© states guaranteed by the Constitution im
plied the right to ownership of all vacant lands within the
limits of the states*

This equality, it was contended,

merely embraced similar political rights and state sovereignty,
115
and did not extend to any type of property*
During its 1836 session the legislature 'was called upon
to choose a United htates senator to fill the vacancy occa
sioned by the resignation of Gharles Gayarr©*
m
115
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5, 1836*
January 6, 1836.

Its choice
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fell upon a Democrat, Robert Carter Mcholss*

nil the can

didates Tor the position were said to h&v® been affiliated
with the Democratic party*

The selection is interesting

in view of the fact that the legislature, whose members had
been chosen at the time of

lte*s election to the governor

ship, contained a Whig majority*

It was said, however, that

had former Governor A* B* Homan, a Whig, consented to have
his name placed in nomination as a candidate for the position,
117
he would assuredly have been elected*
Economic conditions throughout the state appeal* to have
been very favorable during the second year of White’a term
as governor*

Marked progress was made in the improvements

in and about Lev/ Orleans which added to the prosperity and
118
general well-being of that city*
As the year advanced,
the absence of yellow fever, tho recurrent outbreaks of
which were.a serious deterrent to the state’s development,
was commented upon, and the health of the people generally
was pronounced unusually good*

Heal ©state values in Dew

Orleans had increased appreciably and that city was flour
ishing; while the prospects for the sugar and cotton crops
were excellent*

119

The banking capital of Louisiana at

this time was estimated to be about sixty millions with a
paid-in capital of approximately forty-two millions*

This

116 New Orleans Bee* quoted in .rhiluuelphia National
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N M n t was not then considered ©xcossiv© since the annual
tfwde of Maw Orleans was some seventy millions of dollars*3*20
Th© Texan resolution continued to furnish excitement
for the people of Louisiana during the year 1836*

General

J&auad P* Gaines, in ommmna of Federal troops stationed on
the western border of the state, was given orders to main*
tain strict neutrality and to prevent the passage of armed
121
immigrants into Texas*
There was concern lest the
Mexicans cross the Louisiana border in their pursuit of
defeated Texans who were seeking protection within the
limits of the state*

122

General Gaines, in a communication

to his superior at Washington, expressed fear concerning
the outbreak of hostilities along the border, and issued
a circular letter to th© governors of Louisiana and Elsa*
issippi enjoining upon them th© maintenance of strict
neutrality*

But his views were not shared by Governor

White who entertained no apprehensions relative to the
123
border situation*
A movement of General Gaines into
Texas during th© summer created some excitement because of
uncertainty as to th© motive involved; but it later developed
that the expedition was merely a punitive measure taken in
conjunction with Texan troops against certain tribes of
hostile Indians.3*2^
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with a requisition from the General, issued a proclamation
for ten companies of mounted volunteers to reinforce the
troops on the border.
Governor White's message to the legislature, upon the
convocation of that body in January, IS37, was replete with
optimistic observations*

The people, he said, had partici

pated amply in th© bounties of nature; and, with the ex
ception of a few instances in which attempts were &ade to
substitute reckless passion for the regular processes of
law, there had been no striking revulsions, either physical
or moral, to disturb the order of society*

This lust re

mark was an allusion to certain mob activities which had
occurred during the preceding summer*

126

The Governor

believed that the public institution# were, on the whole,
adequately performing the functions for which they were
created.

Th© case of the Board of Public Works, however,

was referred to the legislature for its careful consideration*
The expenses of this body constituted a serious drain upon
the treasury;

and while admitting that

theboard

many valuable

services, the Governorseemed

had rendered

todoubt

that

these services were commensurate with the cost involved*
Be therefore suggested the appointment of a controller with
complete powers of supervision over all expenditures of the
board*
125
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Th© Governor remarked upon the progress made In the
construction of the Hew Orleans and tfashvill© Hailroad*
Although the state had furnished no financial assistance
in this undertaking, he endorsed a policy of state aid by
siting examples in which other states had fostered similar
projects and noting the material benefits derived from such
improvements.
Governor White then stated that the general government,
in accordance with an act of Congress, had offered to de
posit certain funds in the state treasury*

He considered

this a wise move on the part of the Federal government and
urged acceptance of the funds by the legislature*

lie ob

served that while the deposit of this money with the state
treasurer was merely in th© nature of a loan, in his opinion
it would be a long time before a contingency would arise
which would necessitate its recall.

In the meantime, he

curetted that the legislature invest these funds in works
of improvement throughout the state; for he believed it to
be the intention of th© central government that they should
be used and not b© permitted to remain idle in the state
treasuries.
Governor #hite submitted to th© legislature resolutions
of several state assemblies condemning abolitionist activities
and asserting th© authority of each state to regulate Its own
local institutions*

The unanimity of opinion in regard to
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tbia question was gratifying, but the resolutions did not
constitute the effective measures for which it had been

hoped*

The Governor therefore recommended a careful revision

of the existing statutes on the subject with a view to giving
them all requisite efficiency, and concluded with this sig
nificant passages

"Beyond the measures of legal precaution,

for the present, whatever alternatives the progress of events
say offer, will form a proper subject of reflection, when the
necessity for the consideration shall present itself.

In

the meantime, we should not deceive ourselves as to the pos
sibility of a crisis,

The agitators, emboldened by impunity,

boast of Increasing consequence and numbers.

It at least

behooves those most imediately concerned in the issue, to
be prepared for any emergency, leaving the authors of con
sequences to account as they may to their country, for its
violated constitution, and to humanity for the wounds in-

127

flieted upon it by their guilty licentiousness,*

The choice of a United States Senator again developed
upon the legislature,

Alexander Mouton, a Democrat, was

chosen to succeed the retiring Whig Senator, Alexander Porter*
Mouton*& most formidable opponent was another Democrat, John

Slidell*

Governor Homan was nominated as a candidate In

spite of assurances given by one of his personal friends
that he would positively decline the office should he be

elected,

128

127 New Orleans Bee, January 4, 1837,
128 Philadelphia national Gazette, January 24, 1837.
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Th© prosperity depleted by Oovernor white in his com
munication to the legislature was soon supplanted by finan
cial panic and depression.

By the close of March the

financial stringency in Hew Orleans was beginning to become
acute»

Three financial establishments had gone by th® board,

oi.e for seven millions of dollars.

It was reported to hat o

been the largest failure in the United States.

129

Merchants

in other parts of the country were warned to b© especially
cautious in accepting notes on Louisiana and Mississippi
banks,

southern notes in general ware at a discount of from

5 to 25 per cent, with the majority ranging between 10 and
20 per eent*^®

In commenting on the general situation 1

mid-April the Hew Orleans True American said:
in a moody stillness.

"Things are

The disease is working its way Into

the vitals of the body politic with an awful rapidity.
progress is silent, but certain,

Its

nothing under heaven can

avert the calamity from breaking up th© fountains of credit
in toto."

Th© same paper declared that the levees appeared

deserted, and that the quiet of midsuramer had replaced the
131
activity of April.
As Is usually th© case during period®
of unsettled conditions, numerous panaceas were advocated;
and dissertations on credit, commerce, and banking were fre132
quentiy heard on street corners.
By the middle of July,
129 Little Hock Arkansas State Gazette. March 28, 1837*
130 Cincinnati ffETftY''q uotSrTH 7EIIS3elphia National
Gazette. May 2, 18J7<r
131 Hew Orleans True
True, American,
American quoted in Philadelphia
151

Hational Gazette. M a y «, lif57*^
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Arkansas 3tate Gazatt.. May 16

quoted in Little Hook
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howsver, th© financial stringency had slackened considerably,
and several of the New Orleans banks had partially resumed
specie payments, while resumption on the part of other finan
cial institutions of that city was exneeted ea

vn

early

date.133
Governor White called the legislature into special
session on December 11, 1837.

Speculation had been rife

for some time prior to the convening of the general assembly
as to what action would be taken by th© people’s represent1%L
atives in regard to th© banks* w
Th© Governor’s communi
cation dealt almost entirely with the monetary situation*
The country, ha said, had experienced a sudden change from
a high state of prosperity to on© of unprecedented embar
rassment, with confidence and credit seriously impaired and
with agricultural commodity prices and property in general
greatly depreciated*

Worst of all, he said, the community

had beer* subjected to the most afflictive curs©, that of a
currency wholly unregulated end unsound*

Me conceived it

his duty to present this state of affairs to the general
assembly with the hope that remedial measures might be de
vised for the mitigation of the prevailing evils*
Th© Governor said that during the preceding summer he
had been importuned to sumxaon u special session of th© gen
eral assembly for the purpose of enacting appropriate legis
lation.

He had been deterred, however, by the conviction

133 ^’ew Orleans Louisiana Advertiser, quoted in Philadelphia
Rational Oaaette. July i$, leTT.
134. TSew Orleans Dally Picayune * November 9, 1837*
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tt&t the remedial powtr did not lie within state jurisdiction,
tfc© currency question being, above all others, national in
ltd scope*

The President bad called Congress into extra**

ordinary session, but, that body having adjourned without
adopting a single remedial act, it now devolved upon the
state authorities to devise measures compatible with their
limited Jurisdiction*

In the consideration of remedial

legislation attention naturally ©entered on the condition
of th© hanking institutions ©f the state*

The aggregate

capital of these corporations being very large and their
poser of issuing notes being derived from state authority,
th© subject of banks and bank issues naturally identified
Itself with the question of the circulation medium*
Th© almost universal and simultaneous suspension of
specie payments on the part of the banks caused their bills,
no longer convertible into precious metal, to depreciate
rapl&lyj and, in accordance with th® operation of Gresham*s
law, the precious metals soon disappeared from circulation*
becoming mere commodities to be purchased and ©old in the
market*

The Governor urged that if it were in th® power of

the legislature to redress the wrongs under which the body
politic was suffering, then the legislators were called upon
by ©very motive which th® sens© of duty or the love of coun
try could supply to adopt measures which would bring about
this happy consummation*

Their Jurisdiction, he ©aid, was
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gd&exally supposed to reside in the supreme control of a
State over bodies which derived their very existence from

the exercise of its creative will*
Be pointed out that the charters of most of the hanks
contained expressed provisions for their forfeiture upon
failure to redeem their notes in gold or silver within a
Stated period; and he thought that the same conditions of
forfeiture might be applied to those institutions whose
charters did not contain this expressed provision, since
they were bodies created by law and the privileges extended
to them in their charters of incorporation should lapse upon
their failure to fulfil theix* obligations*

He advocated a

strict scrutiny and thorough examination of the condition
of th© banks as a basis for any legislation on the subject*
Should the condition and past conduct of th© banks prove
commendable, measures for their relief might be enacted, but
this should not b© done without th© insertion of clauses for
the proper guaranty of th© public interests*
Governor Whit© advocated greater publicity in banking
operations, holding that occult measures in matters of public
concern were not in accordance with public sentiment * K©
said that if the financial situation were affected by banking
operations, then greater publicity would increase public
confidence, prevent violent fluctuations in th© circulating
medium, and would thereby more adequately serve the interests
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pfell#

Be urged the resumption of specie payments as the

greet e&dtoward which all other steps should conduce, but
fee doubted that the independent action of the several states

would fee sufficiently harmonious to effect the desired end*
He believed that the only solution lay in the hearty co
operation of the capitalists with the National government.
Operating through a central bank, hut he expressed doubts
4!$ to the effectiveness of such co-operation, so serious had
the situation become#

To compel the local banks to restm ®

specie payments while the institutions of other states repained on a paper basis ^ould be an act of folly which would
dpain specie from the state and so weaken the banks
that they would be forced to suspend again*

Governor White

ee&elu&ed fey expressing confidence in the ability of the

legislature to devise measures for ameliorating the situstiem*
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;Th© legislature, acting upon Governor White*® recom-

mendations concerning the banks, appointed committees to
investigate the condition of these institution®

The

session was largely taken up with the consideration of
proposed bank legislation.

Th© work of drafting appropriate

measures progressed rather slowly, however; and it was claimed
that the inactivity of the legislature was a deterrent to the
advancement of commerce, because of the disinclination on the
13}
136

Hew Orleans Bee* December 12, 1837*
Hew Orleans g g e r o l m l Bulletin. January 22, 1838;

Hew Orleans Dg4Ij£

Jaauftry M * 1838.
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-pMPfe Of the mercantile ©lasses to act until the uncertainty
137
as te future regulatory measures had been dispelled.
The
tea* bill originated in the Senate and was finally passed
by that branch of the legislature near the close of January*
Its provisions were characterised a© unusually harsh by
opponents of th® measure and calculated to exercise a sin
ister influence on the commercial interests*

A substitute

measure, the provisions of which were more liberal toward
the banks, had already been introduced in the House and it
was expected that a compromise would eventually be reached
138
between the two branches of the legislature*
It became apparent with th® progress of events that the

m i s features of th® Senate bill were likely to be incorporated
into the final draft of the bank measure, and the commercial
interests began to place reliance upon the exercise of the
executive veto to prevent the act from becoming effective
The two branches of the legislature eventually agreed upon
a compromise measure; and, after having been bandied back
110
and forth between the Senate and th© Bouse,
the act was
finally ready for the Governor’s approval or rejection on
February IS#1**
The bank bill as finally enacted provided for the
creation of a Board of Currency, consisting of throe members
137 Hew Orleans Commercial Bulletin* January 23, 1838;
Hew Orleans Daily PloayuneT'Hanuary
» 1838*
130 Hew Orleans Comorolal Bulletin. January 29, 1838*
*39 Ibid ** February jQ iSlS.
U O I^TOrleami
P l m m n e , February 18, If38*
111 Hew Orleans Commercial Bulletin* February 10, 15, 17,

20, 1838*
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V2t© Steuld be citizens of th© United States and should have
itsld®4 within the state for a period of five /ears prior
to their appointment and who eould not be th© director of
any bank or the business partner of a director.

The Board

m e empowered to examine the books of the various banks and
report upon their condition.

The banks were authorized to

©salt post notes payable on or before March lf 1840, the

amount of such mission being proportioned to th© capital
stock paid in.

The exact proportion was fixed in the ease

of each bank and ranged from 20 to 50 p©r cent.

All holders

of notes or post notes of any bank should, after th© protest
of a single note by such bank or banks, b© entitled to in-*

terest at the rate of 10 per cent until th© notes war© paid#
It was required that two fifths of all th© loans or die*

counts made by the banks should be let to citizens of the
country# and the banks were forbidden to sue a person outside
of his parish.

Twelve directors were required for each bank,

and th© state was authorized to appoint half th© number of
directors in all property banks and the bank of Louisiana.
In all otter banks the state should appoint one fourth the
number, except in those banks in which the city of Hew Orleans

appointed directors, in such cases the right of appointment
142

being reserved to th© city.

Governor White’s position was described as peculiarly
d&fflcmlt.
142

H© was beset by advocates for, as well as

Ibid.. February 20* 18>8*
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oppeaaata of, th® measure*

a

petition was circulated in

Hew Orleans and presented to the Governor, praying that he
143
withhold his approval of the bill*
It was estiiaated that
four fifths of the business men of the city opposed the
\11
adoption of the proposed law*
"tfhen the welfare of a
whole community is at stake,

rt

commented the Coimerolal Bui*

letin* "our present Governor is not a man, who will decide
hastily, or prematurely, or without bringing to bear upon
the subject, all the lights of experience and knowledge*
That it in viewed with fear and suspicion by many of th®
most intelligent and influential in our city, Is apparent
frox the number and character of the signatures appended to
th® memorials, praying for its rejection by the Governor*
The mercantile class especially manifests their disappro
bation of its provisions, and no doubt the operation of
the bill will prove extremely hostile to their interests#
Its tendency is to restrict and cripple the banks, and to
a very great and serious extent to affect the transactions
of commerce
Governor tlhite vetoed the bank bill on March 2, 183$.*
He had hoped, ks said in his veto rsessage, that the united
counsels of the legislature would produce a measure accept
able to him*

H® admitted that certain sections of the bill

143 Hew Orleans Bally Picayune* February 22, 1038*
144
ew Orleans ffefender. quoted in hew Orleans Commercial
Bulletin, February 1$, 1838*
145 Sew Orleans Commercial Bulletin* February 24, 183$*
146 Hew Orleans Sally' FlSSrSSn* March 3* 1$3$.
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wear* net only l m

from objections but calculated, could

they be carried Into effect, to pronto the public interests*
Portions of tbs measure be deemed to be of questionable
efficacy but should not have considered it his duty to
oppose, the measure because of his doubts as to their wisdom*
There were certain featurea of.the act, however, which he
conceived to be a violation of fundamental rights*

He ob

jected to the measure as being unjust and hostile to the
true interests of the people of Louisiana and vi&Xative of
both the state and Federal constitutions*
The state* he said* pledged its faith to the banks in
their charters of incorporation and it was now proposed to
modify these charters and abridge the rights secured In
them*

This he conceived to be a radical revolution, aimed

at the very foundation of the agreements*

Ha objected to

the innovation in the qualifications required of directors—
namely, that they be citi&sns of the state for a period of
five years prior to their election*

He condemned as unjust

the clause declaring that no person might vote for directors
on any stock pledged as collateral security*

The effect of

this provision would be to leave much of the ctook unrepre
sented*

The section requiring that two fifths of tlm bank

capital be let to citizens in the country without a city
endorsement the Governor declared to bo subversive of the
rights of the stockholders*

This injustice «ao accentuated

by the requirement that th© distribution b© effectuated
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prior to tli© ales* of th* following September.

He ©aid that

.this agrarian measure eould only be carried into effect by
producing confusion and distress among those possessing owner-

ship in the banks*

Ee condemned the clause requiring that

suits for th* collection of loans be brought in th® domicile
of th* debtor as working an undue hardship upon the banking
institutions.
The Governor contended that the proposed measure was
a violation of both th* state and national constitutional
provisions prohibiting th* impairment of contracts,

Honeyed

corporations, he said* were in th* nature of contracts, and
th* imuaity of such contracts had been embodied la the
fundamental cod* of the atat®.

He held that th* assumption

that the banks had forfeited their charters when they sus
pended specie payments was wholly outside the sphere of the
legislative and executive departments*

The question of for

feiture could only be settled by judicial decision, the case
being similar to any other involving property rights.

He

pointed out that some of the banks had not suspended specie
payments, while the charters of others did not contain the
forfeiture clause, simply providing that in th© event of

suspension interest should be paid.

He scorned the conten

tion that the provisions of the measure were optional with
th* banks, since any institution refusing to accept its

bessts was to be disfranchised and public officials were
forbidden to recognise the validity of its note© as currency.
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P * Governor declared that the proposed measure was repufeu&nt
to the federal Constitution which prohibited the states from
making anything but gold or silver coin legal tender, since
the bill authorised banks accepting its provisions to issue
post notes payable in 1840, and further authorised the as-'
eept&noe of these notes as cash in payment of debts*
The sole grievance against the banks, the Governor con*
tinned, was that they had suspended specie payments*

Ho one,

he believed, could doubt th© public policy and utility of
suspension, the only regret being that the measure had not
been resorted to at an earlier date*

The step had bean made

necessary by the general derangement of the financial system
which, he believed, was an outgrowth of the withdrawal of
that greet fiscal agency, the United abates Bank,

He said

that the legislative investigation into th© condition of the
147
banks had shown them to be fundamentally sound*
The Bee characterised the Governors message as coarse
and filled with invective against the members of th© legist
148
lature;
while the Gosimcrcial Bulletin considered it a
strong, sensible document, and praised the chief executive
149
for having refused his assent to such an odious measure*
The Commercial Bulletin, the Louisiana Advertiser * and the
defender had strenuously opposed the passage of the bank
147
148
149

HewOrleans Coreiserolal Bulletin* March 5* 1838*
HowOrleans Bee* karoE 57 Y 638V
KowOrleans Commercial Bulletin* March 3* 1838*

the Picayune remaining disdainfully aloof, but
§Scasionelly raising its vole© in opposition; whilef on the
fiitfer lmnd,'the Bee and the Courier strongly advocated the
adoption of the measure*150
T‘> '

^

'

Governor White in his veto message erroneously stated
tfidt"'* Citfmen after one year*a residence i n 'the state was
eligible H&PE election to the legislature or to the governor*
ship#

Upon having hia attention sailed to the inaccurate

statement, he asked that his message ha returned in order that
a clerical error might be rectified*

Th© Senate refused to

comply with the request, and he thereupon sent a special
message containing the correction, which was promptly laid
1§1
upon the table#
The Bee ridiculed the statement that
the error contained in the veto message had been made by a
clerk, asserting that th© document had been written in the
Governor's own hand, and declared that the lack of knowledge
thus evinced by the executive with the fundamental law under
which he governed the state constituted proper grounds for
impeachment*

152

According to the Picayune * the opposition to Whit© *&
veto of the bank measure was confined to th© ,tlocofooo,,
150 Hew Orleans Louisiana Advertiser, quoted in Hew Orleans
Commercial Bulletin. Taauarv 22J,
"‘Hew Orleans Bee, March
g l ' T O g r i w r g r & S i Ooyarelal BalX.tin. Unroh 2, Ttj8| Now
Orleans Defender quoted in Hew Orleans Commercial Bulletin*
February 15# xijBj Hew Orleans Bally BioePmn©," ?ebruTry~T$»
March 8* 1833*
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Saoli side used resolutions, adopted in m s s

meetings, as a means of expressing Its disapproval or ap~
154
probation of tbs Governor#s course of action*
White was charged with having undergone a change of
opinion In regard to the banks since the beginning of th#
legislative session*

It was pointed out that in his annual

©ctamunlcaiion to th© legislature upon its convocation he had
asserted the Inherent right of the state to adopt such meas
ures as might be aeaeas&ry to insure financial stability,
while in his veto message he dwelt on the inviolability of
bank charters*

155

There was, indeed, a change in th# tenor

Of the Governor*s remarks on this subject*

The explanation

of this change of opinion is found, however, in white’s
assertion that th© legislative investigation, recommended
by. him, into th© condition of the banks had demonstrated the
fundamental soundness of these institutions.

The bank meas

ure was repassed by th# Senate by the requisite constitutional
majority;

156

but th© Governor’s veto was sustained by the

Bouse where th© vote stood eighteen for and twenty-on© against
157
the measure*
Hostile criticism of the Governor’s eoure#
of action was continued for saue time and he was denounced
by his political opponents as a simpleton and a demagogue* y

153
154

New Orleans Daily Picayune. March
Ibid*. !^roh‘T7Te5ff? lew 'Orleans
155 TEIT.
156 ltew ~Orlsans Dally Picayune. March
157
t March 9$ JMjXm
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ftHdowi opposition was silenced, however, by the rapid paftstiry of the baak8«

The resumption. of s p ed© payments on

tlMi part of several institutions in the spring of 1838 and
the eoat^pJL&ted resumption on the part of others revived
’
V:"

the spirit Of optimism*

159

There were press comment® a® late

s® 1842$ however* condemning White's action in vetoing th®
■T
hank measure* 160
#?,■ -1
Governor Hhite was elected to the lower house of Ooxuersss
r' ■■•
■
in July* 16J8t defeating his opponent fox* the office by a
”

|»j0rity of 9X9 ’rot®®*

161

He hat been nominated by what hi® .

political opponents termed th® ,rbani; gi'oup* while the bank
hill was awaiting his approval or rejection; and it was in*
tinted that this nomination had influenced his action in
162
regard to th® measure*
.Th© remainder of White's guber
natorial term was not marked by any ©vent of striking im
portance*
The Governor was unusually brief in his message to the
legislature on January 7 t 1839*

He first commented on the

improved conditions in the realm of finance and business*
His remarks were confined to statements of a retrospective
mature a® he preferred to leave recommendations for future
policies to hi® successor who would shortly take office*

He

M i d that his tern of office had been a period of unusual

is ss'&k: mm m

2>-mr “ • 1M8-

1S3L
<
Ifl ?bllea»iahi* Rali^aI iS|£4t|||
July 23, 1840*
^ £62: 8*w Orleans ffr^ wkrtth

S6
a&d egibdbif& and that lie had 'been confronted with
difficult of solution*

’That ha may have erred,

fef?d$$fets&x$Qtf but his aim had always been the achievement
161
9$^thegy*atest good for the greatest number*
S h u which had recently raised the banner of the
164
Ifclg party*
declared that the Governors message, like
Ull e f h i s ether public documents* was marked by sound and
C#gertvieweg couched la lucid, perspicuous and forceful Ian*
SU&ge* ,*lallke many of the chief magistrates of the states,
fteverae? White's sassages are invariably distinguished by
H e i r brevity*

Be does not deal in broad and inapplicable

generalities, and prolyx dissertations upon national affairs,
Ip * confines himself to topics of Immediate and paramount
interest to the people of the state over which he presides.
Be heft likewise the happy talent of condensing all that Is
Valuable without impairing its effects by too much concen-*
tretion* ■Bence his messages ere perhaps more generally read
16§
than those of almost any governor in the union* *
Governor White retired from office on February 4, 1839,
asi was succeeded by A* B* Roman, who had been his immediate

166 White resumed hi a seat in Congress in Deem*

pMl t m m ,
167
t o , 1619*

Organization of the body was delayed appro&l*

mately two weeks, due to a heated controversy which developed
1839.
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-■._gpjy, Oaaotte i January 26, 1839#
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166 Fortlfer, gjU aTana. II, 639ff *f Hew Orleans Dally
Z S £ 1 M ,American Congress« 1689#

a?
concerning the seating of four members of th® How Jersey
delegation.

The membership of the House was about equally

diTidod #•*»*» sbija end Demoo rats and therefore party control It its organization might depend upon whloh set of dele
gates was admitted to seats on the floor,

White consistently

rated for the seating of the Whig contestants, who at least
had the better legal claim to membership* The Democratic
IdS
delegates were finally admitted.
White supported Robert
M, T# Hunter for speaker#

Although Hunter's political af

filiation was somewhat in doubt, his ©lection was generally
169
conceded to be a Whig victory,
White voted in opposition
to the passage of the Sub-Treasury act in July, 1840t^ ^ and
rated in favor of its repeal during the special session of
171
the following sussmer* '
White was re-elected to Congress in July, 1840, receiving
more than twice the number of votes polled by his opponent
Early in the special session of the following spring he was
appointed to serve on a joint committee to consider by what
token of respect the country might express it® sense of loss
in the death of President William Henry Harrison#

He was

also appointed to a select committee to which was referred
that portion of President John Tyler1a message concerning the
168

Philadelphia national Gazette, December 14, 17* 24* 1839#

169 Ibid,, Dec
170 fbiar*. July 4 , 1840*
171 Ibid#. August 12, 1641*
172
1840#
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Ibid,, July 2 3 , I84O ; Baton Rouge Gazette, November 7,
"IT

Philadelphia national Gazette# June 5, 1841 *
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removal ©f the aortal remains of th© late President.**^

Mbit©

voted in favor of both th© measures, introduced at this ses
sion, providing for the creation of a Fiscal Corporation to
assume the functions formerly performed by the United States
175
Bank.
Neither measure became operative, however, due to
the interposition of th© executive veto.
There is no important legislation connected with White*©
y

w ©

during his latex' Congressional career*

He was, as always,

solicitous of the interests of his state and particularly of
those of his iaasediate s e c t i o n * H e made his last Congres
sional speech in the closing hours of th© Twenty-seventh Con
gress*

It was a reply to charges of disloyalty on the part

of the people of Louisiana during the *lat© war* made by
some ©f the members in the course of th® debates on the pend
ing bill for the remission of General Jackson*a fine which had
177
been imposed by the Louisiana legislature in 1815*
White was nominated by th® Whigs for re-election to Con
gress in 1642,^^ his Democratic opponent in the contest being
Miles T a y l o r . W h i t © did not return to the state to campaign
in behalf of his candidacy, but remained at his post In Congress
which did not adjourn until some time after the ©lection had
174 Ibid*. June 26, 1841.
175 U S * * August 10, 26, 1641*
176 <55S* Globe. 2? Gong., 1 iiessu, 98, 2 seas., 650 ff.;
Philadelphia teaffifoa&l Gazette. July 13, 1841; New Orleans
Courier, «fone'“57, august; 8, 1842»
~ m
Ooagi Globe. 27 Cong., 3 3©ss*. 384.
178 Baton Houge Gazette. May 21, 1842; Mew Orleans Bee.
July 1, 1842*
179 Hew Orleans Courier. June 23, 1842.
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been held*

His administration as governor was attacked in

conjunction with that of Henry Johnson, who was seeking another
gubernatorial term on the Whig ticket, as having been ertrav180
agant and wasteful*
Early returns from the election in181
dicated a Whig victory;
but as more complete returns were
obtained it became evident that the Democratic ticket, headed
by Alexander Mouton for governor, had been swept into office*2*^2
la spite of th© general Democratic victory, however, Whit®
defeated his opponent, Taylor, for the office of Representative
from the first Congressional district*

183

Congress having

passed a reapportionment act on June 25, 1842, increasing
Louisiana9® representation in the national House from three
to four members,

iS4 a

bill was introduced at the m & % session

of the legislature in January, 1843# redistrieting the state
185
conformably to the increase In its representation* ^ Both
Democrats and Whigs accused their political opponents of at
tempting to gerrymander; but th© allotment seems to have been
fairly equitable, two of the districts being considered doubt
ful, while the remaining two were conceded to be Whig and
186
Democrat respectively*
Th© redistrioting act provided that another Congressional
election should be held la the following July, in accordance
180 Opelousas Inquirer, quoted in Hew Orleans Courier.
June 29# 1842*
181 Hew Orleans Bee. July 5# 1842.
182 Hew Orleans Courier* July 9, 15# 1842*
183 Baton Rouge Sagetie* July 9# 1842.
184 Hew Orleans Bee. April 17# 1843*
185 Ibid*. January 26, 1843*
186 Y E m # # January 26, February 1, March 26, April 6, 7#
1843.
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with state laws*

On May 29 announcement was made of White*s

candidacy as th© Whig nomine© for election from the second
188
district
which included that portion of Orleans Parish on
the right bank of the Mississippi River, the parishes of Jeff
erson, St. Charles, St, James, St, John, Ascension, Assumption,
Terrebonne, and Lafourche Interior* 189 This district comprised
the heart of the sugar-growing region, and was considered th©
Whig stronghold*

The election was h©ld on July 3, 4, and
191
5; and the early returns indicated a victory for White.

Th© complete returns, however, showed that the Democratic
candidate, Aloe© Labranche, had been elected, although by
192
the slender majority of seventy-three votes.
A general
apathy s e w e d to prevail among th© Whigs, and th© exceedingly
light vote in the predominantly Whig areas was said to ac193
count for White*s slender majorities in these sections.
It was argued that had the second municipality and th© par
ishes of St. James and Lafourche cast their usual vote, Whit©
194
would have been elected by a comfortable majority*
Pending
the final determination of the result of the contest, th®
leading Whig organ complained that If th© election had been
lost, it was due to the inertness of Whit© who had been con
tent to remain quietly at home while his opponent had
18?
188
189
190
191

Ibid., April 17, 1843*

TET3'.. May 29. 1843.
TFTcT.. April 6, 1843.
Z5H-» July 1, 1843.
ISIcf.. July 4. 1843.
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thoroughly canvassed the district and had made personal con
tact with practically every voter.

White's inactivity* it

was suggested* was probably due not so much to overconfidence
as it was to his disinclination to continue longer in public
195
office*
Sparks attributed White's defeat in this election
to a treacherous conspiracy;

196

but a perusal of the news

papers of the period affords no evidence in support of this
Contention.

In commenting on the fact that Louisiana would

be represented in the next Congress by a wholly Democratic
delegation* the leading Whig organ said that the Whigs had
nobody but themselves to blame for their overwhelming defeat*

107

After his retirement from Congress Whit© returned to his
sugar plantation in Lafourche Parish*

198

The sever® winters

spent in Washington had weakened his constitution and his
health began to fail perceptibly*

His final illness was

attributed in part to the impairment of his physical powers
resulting from the accident aboard the Lioness*

The end

came on April 18# 1847* when he succumbed to a bronchial
infection*1^

His body was taken by steamboat from Hew Orleans

to Thibodeaux where interment was made*

200

Th© legislature,

which was is session when his death occurred* passed joint
resolutions expressing sorrow at th© news of his death and
appreciation of the public services rendered by him to the
195
196
197
198
199
200

Ibid * * July
Sparks * The
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Sparks, The
Hew Orleans
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memories of Fifty 'fears. 459*
Bee. July 9.rY843 *
Memories of Fifty Years. 459.
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state; and as a mark of respect, It was resolved that each
member should wear a badge of mourning for thirty days, and
that all should accompany the funeral procession from the

2

late Governor's place of residence to the point of ©xabaroation.
White's numerous eccentricities were freely admitted by
his friends;

202

hut even his most bitter political opponents

never attempted to impeach th® integrity of his private char
acter,

His admirers frequently remarked upon his bland af

fability, and he was described as a man of plain, simple
203
manners who probably never wore a sword or a ruffle*
Els
honesty and benevolence were freely admitted by his political
204
fees during the most heated campaign of his public career*
White's political opponents accounted for his great popular
ity by the assertion that his character was of such a negative
205
type that it was incapable of arousing enmity*
A story is
related as being Illustrative of White's true character*

While

in Congress, prior to his ©lection as governor, he presented
a claim, on behalf of one of his constituents, to th© Secre
tary of the Treasury.

After continued delay, in spit© of

repeated inquiries, White notified the Secretary that should
the claim not be adjusted by a given date, he would present
201 Ibid*i Louisiana House Journal» 1846-1847, 79*
202 Baton Houg© Qaagtte, Apri'i 2a, 1847; A* Porter to J* B*
Harrison, March 8 , 18^5, in Burton Harrison Collection.
203 Hew Orleans Louisiana Advertiser* April 21, 1834.
204 Govington OhronTeT©* auo'te'd in 'New Orleans SBeo, April
30, 1834.
205 Hew Orleans Bee* June 6 , 1834.
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his case to the President*

On expiration of the time limit

without action being taken on the matter, White repaired to
the Kxecutiv© office, seated himself without removing his
hat, and demanded an audience with the President*

when

General Jackson appeared, White bluntly infoxmied the Presi
dent that his servant had neglected the performance of a
duty toward one of his constituents and requested an immediate
settlement of the matter*

The claim was then adjusted without

206
further delay*
In speaking of those ennobling attributes possessed by
White which had enabled him to defeat in th© race for popu
larity the powerful genius of a Livingston and the brilliant
intellect of a Dawson, an admirer concluded:

"May his ex

ample not be lost upon those who now or may hereafter be
called to wield the destinies of th© 3t&te; but may they ever
revere the memory, cherish the example, and emulate the high
and noble qualities as a citizen, as a husband, as a father,
207
and as a public servant, of Edward 0. Whit©*"
206
207

Baton Bouge Gazette» April 21, 1847*
Ibid*

0HAPT2H IXI
YOUTH AND POLITICAL BEGINNINGS OF
SBWAHD DOWLAS WHITE II
Dovernor jg* D* White was survived by a widow and four

children*

While a member of Congress, prior to his accession

to the gubernatorial office, Whit© had married Catherine
Sidney Lee l^isg^gold*

Mfs* White was the daughter o<T Tench

Ringgold,* who for many years had been marshal of the District

of Columbia

and who was a descendant of the Carters of Vir

ginia.

She was also a descendant of th© Lees of the same
2
state, and a distant relative of General Robert 2* Lee. Th®

youngest of the children, a son, had been given the name of
his father*

Young B&ward was born on November 3* 1845# on

his father*s plantation which was located in Lafourche Parish
about six miles north of the town of Thibodeaux*

This fam

ily estate, which was generally known as the Edward D. White
Plantation, comprised about 1820 superficial arpents (approx
imately 1517 acres) at the time of the father's death.^

Th©

1 new York Times, May 19, 1921*
2 Burton J, HenEriek, The Lees of Virginia, Biography of a
Family (Boston, 1935), 3 9 ^
3 Lewis C* Cassidy, Formative Years in the Career of Chief
Justice Whit© (Philadelphia, 1927), i2,^|TIenry
Dart,
"Address,*1 in Proceedings of th© Bar and Officer© of theSupreme
Court of the United Etakes~TVl*©mory of E. 5, White* December
r r r r M

i 7v « H n g « M 7 T ^ ) 7 w T ® ? . —

-----------

4 Lafourche Parish Conveyanc© Records (Courthouse, Thibo
deaux, Louisiana), L (1919), Ho* 3126, p. 121.
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elder Whit© had apparently settled in Lafourche Parish as
5
early as 1822; and it may he that he had resided there for
some time prior to that date*

The White Plantation had been

acquired in great part in pieoe-meal fashion*

Purchases were

made of small holdings, usually consisting of long, narrow
strips about two arpents in width, which fronted on Bayou
Lafourche, and extending back forty acres fro.n the water-front,
Six such purchases were mad© during th© yoar 1829*^

Although

the strips were not always contiguous, White was able event
ually to buy out the holders of intermediate tracts and thus
to consolidate his holdings*

Although the plantation was of
7
moderate six©, and there were a number of slaves, the family
was left in somewhat straitened circumstances«

There was a

mortgage on a portion of the land which was taken up by Mrs*
White— who had been made executrix— during the year following
her husband*© death*

8

By certain proceedings in th© act of

succession the mother acquired the interest of her children
in the property*

The children were all minora at the time,

but her title was'later confirmed after thoy had become of
9
age by an act of September 2, 1878*
Shortly after the death of her husband the mother re
moved with her children to New Orleans where she later married
5
6
7
8
9
124#

Lafourche Parish Conveyance Records, A (1822-1823), 253*
lbid*» F (1828-1830), 30; 0 (1829-1830), 13, 161, 303, 304.
1 3 2* » u (1835-1837), 157-158*
ibid** A (1847-1848), 133-134.
jCarourche Parish Conveyance Record, L, No* 3126, pp. 121-
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Ringgold Brousseau.

10

Hare young "Ned" White, as he was

called, and M s brother, James, were enrolled in th© Jesuit
school of the Immaculate Conception in the year 1851.
Edward was placed under the care of Father Duffo.

Young

His progress

seems to have been rapid, although no records of his marks are
now extant*

He appears to have enjoyed a greater degree of

intimacy with his instructors than did his fellow-students*2*1.
In the fall of the year 1656 th® two brothers were sent
to Mount St* Mary*s College which is located in JSmmetsburg,
Maryland*

The Reverend Robert Fulton, than an instructor at

the college, recalled years later the younger brother*© ex

treme grief at the thought of being separated from his mother*
The child clung frantically to the carriage in which th© mother
was leaving, and had to be carried up to his room by the priest
who coddled the homesick boy until his nostalgia had subsided**-2
In the spring of 1856 the name of Edward Douglas Vhite was
one of the four mentioned as having attained th® grade *ac~
cesserunt" in English Gramar and History*

After attending

one more session at liount 3t* Aar/*a College, h© entered
Georgetown College in Washington, X). C*, in the fall of 1858.
He was in attendance there when his studies were abruptly
terminated by the outbreak of the Civil Aar, *

in the spring

of 1861 one of the buildings of the college was converted into
a barrack for Union troops, causing th® temporary suspension
10
11
12
13

Cassidy, Formative Years. 4*
Ibid., 4 ,~Tl
New Orleans Times-Democrat t November 6, 1894.
Cassidy, Formative Years. 6. 8, 9.
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of scholastic activities.
la Louisiana./^

Whit© thereupon loft for his horn©

It was said that on his arrival In his

native stats friends sought to secure for him a commission
15
in the Confederate Army.
There was, however, a super
abundance of military officers among th© Confederate leaders,
particularly In White’s horn® section.

At any rats, his ex

treme youth v/c?uld hardly have justified a commission without
previous experience*

On October 7, 1661, $hlte was enrolled

at Berwick Bay as a private in the first field battery of the
Louisiana artillery.

16

The name of 1. D. Ahite appears In

the Conf©derate records for Hovember 20, 1861, as captain of
17
Company C of the Irish Regiment of Louisiana*
This would
sees, however, to have been a rather rapid promotion.

It is

said that White was detailed to duty with Major-General
IS
Richard Taylor in 1862.
The latter had been placed in
charge of the troops in western Louisiana on August 20 of
that year, with apparent Instructions to attempt the recap19
ture of Hew Orleans.
In September General Godfrey Weitzel
was sent out In charge of a brigade with orders from General
14
15
io
erate

Ibid*. 11; Dart, r’Address," in loo, cit., 90.
KSSTYork Times. May 19. 1921.
Andrew B.Tooth (comp.J, Records of Louisiana ConfedSoldiers and Louisiana Confe'derote Commands, 3’"vol's.,

(Wm'Qrieam , 1 9 2 u ) SlI,T BSc.i, p/' "16597
17 Ibid*
16 Now^Tork Times. May 19, 1921.
19 Richard B. Yrwin, ’’Military Operations in Louisian© in
1862,” in Robert U. Johnson and 0. C. Buel (eda*), Battles
and Leaders of the Civil var. 4 vols. (Hew York, 1884-1888},
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Butler to dislodge Taylor and occupy the Lafourche

B,

district* the occupation of this fertile region being im
portant to the retention of Mew Orleans in Federal control*
Weitzel mmt Brigadier-General Alfred Mouton who was oliarged
with the defense of the Lafourche area* and there waa brisk
fighting in and about the town of Thibodeaus:,

The Confederates

yielded grudgingly; but were finally comps 11 ©a to withdraw
to the Techs district where they joined Taylor*

White wds

said to have participated la this engagement and to have
narrowly escaped capture, being forced to take refuge under
21
a pile of hay in a shell-shattered barn,
This episode ended
his active service in the field, for shortly thereafter he
accepted the post of aid da camp to General w. H, H, Beall,
and accompanied that officer to Fort Hudson where 18,000
Confederate troops were consolidated under General Frank
Gardner•

Shortly after his arrival at Port Hudson $hite

became ill, and was forced to lie idle during the slag© of
that stronghold by the Federal troops tinder General H* P*
Banks*

Upon the surrender of Port Hudson on July 9, 1863#

White was sent to a prison camp in Mississippi where he soon
22
became convalescent*
H© was later apparently transferred
to Mew Orleans, then paroled and granted permission to return
home.
20
21
22

Years afterward at an alumni luncheon at Princeton
Ibid,
I5w"York Tim*,. Way 19, 19<U.
M i .
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t&lversity, White related how this permission had been granted

through th® kindness of an officer of the regular Union Army
who had known some of his relatives before 1B61*

23

Ihlte remained at his home near Thibodeaux until the

close of the war*

His plans to organise a cavalry regiment

which would enable -him to play a part in the struggle in which
there would be less of the negative were frustrated by the
surrender of General Lee and the ensuing collapse of the Con24
federacy.
In 1865 he went to Hew Orleans and began th©
study of law in the office of Edward Bermudez who was then
already a distinguished civil lawyer*

White devoted himself

assiduously to his studies* specializing in the Civil Code*
After a three-year period of apprenticeship he was admitted
to the bar and received his license to practice in .Louisiana* *
His daily routine followed th© usual course of most of
the young lawyers of his acquaintance* but he was distinguished
from th© others by th© close application with which he pursued
his studies*
of Louisiana*

He became a thorough student of the Civil Code
In fact, it is said he once told a friend that

he was accustomed to read the Civil Code and the Coda of Kapoleon at least once every year*

He studied theses in their

Roman origin and likewise became thoroughly versed in the

23 Princeton Alumni 7?eekly* Hay 15# 1912*
24 Hew York TlmesV^ a y ^ Y C 1921.
25 Henry P. Dart, "Remarks," In Proceedings of the Bar and
Officers of the Supreme Court of the "Wit©d Sta to sTTn Memory of
*

---------------------------

k#
Dart, "Edward Douglas Vhite,,f in Louisiana
Historic©! Quarterly* V (1922), 145 ff.
^

r
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Slste Fartidas of Alfonso th® Wise of Oastille*

HI® know**

ledge of the Latin, French9 and Spanish languages enabled
him to familiarize himself thoroughly with the various modi27
float Ions of the Homan Law.
White continued to work in the law office of Bermudez
after his admission to the bar*

HI® first case that at

tracted attention was a suit brought by the police jury of
Jefferson Parish to recover a sum of about |17#00C from one
of the riparian landowners of that parish for th© construction
of a levee along th® Mississippi River on hi© property*

This

case had been tried in the district court and had resulted in
a decision favorable to the landowner*

The police jury, how

ever, appealed the case and it came before the Supreme Court
20
in January, 1670*
Bermudas is said to have offered th® case
to White, remarking that the prospects for success wer© appar
ently slight, but suggesting that It might serve to gain him
recognition*

White agreed to represent the defendant*^®

Th© situation was, in brief, this:

prior to the outbreak

of the Civil War It tod bean the immemorial custom for propriet
ors owning lands which fronted on rivers or bayous to defray
the expenses incidental to the ivork of constructing and repair
ing levees on their property*
custom was permitted to lapse
27 tort, "Remarks," in loo*
8, 1926*
26 Dart, "Remarks," in loo*
29 Police Jury of Jefferson
58 (1670).
30 Bart, "Remarks," in loo*

Luring the war, however, this
to tho abnormal conditions
eit*. 16;

'.©* fork Times, April

cit.* 17*
Rarlsh v^ Twrdos, 22 La. Ann.
oit*. 17*
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brought about by th© conflict.

At the close of the war it

we© obvious that the dilapidated condition of the levees
together with the changed relations of capital and labor
would render a return to the pre-war policy ruinous to the
riparian landowners.

Governor J. Madison -ells accordingly

created, by proclamation, a Board of Levee Commissioners
which should take over the work of constructing new levees
and repairing the old ones.

Th© Governor*& action was rati

fied by the legislature when it met in 1866; and it provided
for the issuance of bonds and authorised the expenditure of
public funds to continue th© work of reconstruction.

Ho

provision was sad©, however, for the perpetuation of th©
personnel of the board.

Th© terms of office of the original

members expired automatically with the close of th© legis
lative session, and no new appointments wore mad© or auth
orized.

After the establishment of military government In

1867, General Philip Henry Sheridan ordered the riparian
landowners to construct and repair their levees, and to keep
an account of the expenses thus Incurred, so that they might
31
be reimbursed from the public funds.
Counsel for the plaintiff held that the failure of th©
legislature in 1866 to provide for the continuation of th©
board had signified a reversion to the old policy; while
White, on th© other hand, as counsel for the defens©, con
tended that these proceedings had established a new rule
31 Police Jury of Jefferson Parish v# Tardos, 22 La, Ann.
58 (1870).
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I&v©L*tog a public duty to place of the old private duty*
the Supreme Court upheld White’s contention, and affirmed
toe decision ©f th® district ©curt*

The successful handling

ef toie case served to establish White’s reputation as a
lawyer*

32

fhe pursuit of a public career had by this time become

traditional in toe White family*

In view of his social and

political heritage it m s Inevitable that a man of young
White’s abilities and personality should have been drawn
tote toe vortex of the political storm which marked the olostog years of the reconstruction era in Louisiana*

As had

been toe ease with his father and grandfather, he turned from
the practice of law to an active participation in political
affaire*
It was to 1874 that Edward D* White made his entry into
Louisiana politics, enlisting on the side of the Conserve*
tires*

This year is memorable in Louisiana history because

ef toe desperate effort made by that element to wrest from
the Badicals control of the state government to which the
totter had been tenaciously clinging since the reorganiza
tion ©f the state government with Henry Clay ^arnoth aa
governor to 1868*

The prospect of the November election,

at which both members to the state legislature and members
to the lower House of Congress were to be chosen, being
fraudulently turned into a Badlcal victory aroused the
n

m&*
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indignation of the Conservatives to feverish pitch*

Attempts

to Intercept shipments of arias and. arrests of many respect
able Conservatives for carrying such weapons as shotguns led
33
directly to the uprising of ^September 14*.
It is said that
White participated in the pitched battle between the White
Leaguers and th© metropolitan Police as a private in th© ranks
34
of the former.
The battle resulted in a complete victory
for th© Conservative fore os and was followed by th© instal
lation of a Conservative government.

The Radical governor,

William Pitt Kellogg, had, however, sent a desperate plea
to President TJ. S. Grant for federal intervention.

The Presi

dent responded with his proclamation of September 15, ordering
the Conservatives to disband within five days or they would
be deemed guilty of levying war ajgainst the government of th©
United States.^

Governor John B* UcLnery yielded to th©

threat of force and surrendered the statehouse to General
William H. Emory on th© evening of September 17 and William
P. Kellogg, who had been temporarily ousted from th© guber
natorial chair, resumed his office in the statehous© on the
nineteenth.*^
Th© conclusion of th© September episode left the Con
servatives powerless but not hopeless*

They determined to

get control of the lower branch of the state legislature.
33
York,
34
35
36

S U a Lonn, Reconstruction in Louisiana after 1668 (Hew
1916), 268.
Hew Orleans Times-? 1oayune * Hay 20, 1921.
Lonn. Hecjona^mtion in touiolarxa* 274.
Ibid.. i W .
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It was useless to hope for a majority in the oenata, since
only one half of the membership of this body was elected
37
every two years*
White was put forward by the Conservatives
as a candidate for election to the donate from the second
38
Senatorial district*
This district was one of several into
which the parish of Orleans was divided.

The election took

place on November 2,

“
Chit© was elected, receiving 1073 votes
39
to 326 for Jules Lanabere, the Radical candidate.
Out of
the eighteen vacancies in th© derate eight were filled by
40
Conservative candidates*
With regard to th© House the situation was quite dif
ferent*

The New Orleans -Republican, the Radi ceil organ,

claimed a working Republican majority; while the Dally Pic
ayune* a Conservative paper, gave the total Conservative
membership as sixty-eight with a total Radical membership
41
of forty*
By the time the legislature met on January 4,
1875,

however, th© returning board had so manipulated the

returns that the official list gave fifty-two Radical membars, fifty Conservative members, and five contested seats*

42

After an unsuccessful attempt on. the part of the Conserva
tives to capture the Cpeakershlp and organize the House, they
37 Thorpe (comp,), American Charters, Constitutions and
Organic Laws* III, 1384.
3 5 New Orleans Republican, November 3, 1^74*
39 Ibid*
40 ifeid** November 4 , 1874*
41
ibici,; New Orleans Dally Picayune, November 5, 1&74*
42 'fbTcl* * January 5, iSy^s lonii. Reconstruction.in .Louisiana
292 ff.
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a building on to* Louis Street where they held

telly caucuses*^
Wbm eight newly elected Conservative Senators co-operated
with the Conservative members of the Bouse by absent las them-

fallow this ©oars© of action until th© Conservative members
of the Bouse agreed to arbitrate the question of membership
Irtish resulted in the Wheeler Compromise, whereby the Cou
©©natives were awarded a majority of eight.

45

On March 2#

th* day before the regular session closed, the eight Jenators
created t m

surprise by their appearano© in the Senate cham-

bar* They were sworn in by Lieutenant-Governor Caesar C«
Antoine, after which

B. Bustle offered a protest to the

effect that the existing government was not legal, and had
not been created by the suffrages of th© people; and that
llUias Pm Kellogg was not and had never been the d® jure

governor of the state*

This protest was signed by all eight

of the Conservative members*

It created some discussion on

the part of th© Republican Senators, but the Senate finally
voted to have it spread on the minutes*^
In commenting on the action of th© eight senators the
Bally Picayune expressed the general consensus of Conservative

©pinion*
43

it declared their action to be a logical sequence

Lonn* Beconstrustion in Louisiana. 29S*
torch 3, 1675; tow Orleans

M

__________
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Of 1&e event© and developments of th© previous weak.
0m

«mtlf

9

The

Senators had absented themselves from th© see-

e l w of the Sonata for the purpose of lending countenance
to th© course pursued by th© Conservatives in th© lower House#
As long as the latter maintained their original independent
position, it was the duty of the Senators to give their moral
support by continuing to remain aloof,

Th© decision of the

Conservatives in the lower House to arbitrate the question
Of membership made a continuance of this policy of aloofness

useless and unnecessary.

The Picayune concluded its remarks

by expressing th© hope that the presence of th© Conservative
Senators would tend to lessen th© extravagant and improvi
dent legislation which had always characterized the closing
Lff

hours of th© sessions of Bepublio&n legislatures in Louisiana#*''
On Harsh 3 ^hit© was appointed to th© Committee on Ag
riculture* Commerce* and Manufactures# but he did not enter
upon his duties as an active member because the Senate ad46
journed sine die on th© day of his appointment#
On March
29$ however, Governor Kellogg Issued a call for a special

session of the legislature to meet from April 14 to th© 24*
This session was called for the purpose of considering six

specified objects:

(!) a Joint resolution with relation to

the political difficulties hitherto existing in the state;
<2) revenues of the state and the modes of collecting and

4? h8«v
w of**"” M & g t o w n y * t^rkl**1875*
t o l N U BOTUPl&om. March 5. 18/5.
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$&«*! 13) aa am*B<tfsent to the funding law with

to the number of members opposing the funding board
SS&

respect to the prevention of funding illegal ob-

ligations df the state; (4) to consider the revenues, fiM U d

condition, and the government of the city of Hew
S (5) relief of th® port of Hew Orleans from exces*

fees* port charges, etc*; (6) to consider the incorp M t i o n of the Board of Trade of Hew Orleans,

49

Half of

propositions dealt specifically with th® city of ih
Orleans,

Since White was a member from K@w Orleans, the

greater portion of his bill® had to do with matters of local
interest to that city.

Out of th® twelve bills introduced

If Ida during th® course of this special see aion six dealt
almost exclusively with th® parish of Orleans,

Th® first

hill which he introduced had to do with th® publication of
the ordinances and proceedings of the corporation of th® city

of fid Orleans,^0
Be Introduced three bills providing for reductions of
city taxes.

The first of these measures dealt with retrench-

scat in the field of education.

It provided for the limita

tion of the amount which Hew Orleans should pay for th®
support of the public schools; provided for th® reduction
of expenses in this field; and authorised a reduction In the
school tax, 5i
,
49

m

s

m

This bill* however, was reported unfavorably

Huron 30, 1875.
April 18, 1875*
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■ 52

by the Committee oft Bdueation*

The second, retrenchment

INftft provided for the roquet ion of taxes levied by the
d t y of

$ m Orleans f®r metropolitan polio© purposes; limited

the expenditure of the funds thus derived; and authorized the
Hetropolitan Polios Board to make rednotions in apportionment9
55
salaries* end e x p e n s e s T h i s measure was reported favor

ably by the Committee on Metropolitan Police, was passed by
the Senate, concurred in by the House,
enacted into law*^

and was finally

The third measure of retrenchment pro

vided for the regulation of the park tax in Hew Orleans and
56
the reduction of the general fund tax*
It seems, however,
to have died la the committee stage, for it was never re
ported back from the Committee on Perks and Public Building®*
White also Introduced a bill looking toward the reor
ganisation and reform of the Hew Orleans police court system*
it provided for the organization of two polios courts in the
city* defining the jurisdiction and prescribing the mod® of
appei&bl&g officer® thereof, and describing penalties for
the nonpayment of fines into th® city treasury*

This bill

further provided for the transfer of all record® from the
then existing municipal police courts to the courts thus

established, and for the repeal of all former laws establishing
municipal police courts*
52
53
54

S

57

The Judiciary Committee, however,

Ibid*, April 25, 1875*
xgfZT** April 18, 1675.
f p f ., April 25, 1875.
L&uisiafta Acts* 1876, p* 10,
lew Orleane^S^bilcan* April 18, 1875.

57 Ibid, '
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to wfci*fc it m

n f i m d , failed to take any action upon it.

lasttair measure which White proposed dealt with the problem
«T M l a a g s is the parishes of Orleans and Jefferson.

It

yMVltad for the making of contrasts in connection with the

work ef drainage, for the management of the drainage tax,
•at for the payment of bonds issued and debts Incurred in
58
the course of sueb work.
This bill, however, suffered a
•halier fete

that providing for thi ost^bl

of* polios

courts.

during the first two years of his .Senatorial career in
tt* Louisiana legislature Whit® and th® other Conservative

Senators wars so greatly outnumbered that it was wall-nigh
impossible to accomplish anything is the way of reform*

Bvsn

after the adjustment mad© under the Wheeler Compromise the

Radicals had a three-fourths majority in the c^nats~mimbsr~
lag twenty-seven to the Conssrwativs nine*

59

The second year of White’s career in th© state Senate
proved to be the last year of Radical and negro domination
is Louisiana*

As w® have already noted, th© Conservatives

had acquired control of the lower branch of the legislature
in 1875*

It still remained for thorn to capture control of

the Senate and of the executive department*

Negroes mad®

up one third of the membership of the Senate as well as of
the Boas* ef Rapraaantativaa.

5*

S

80

when the legislature convened

Ibid.. April 31, 1875.

u n , ftwaMtewt tw i in Loulat&na. 370ff.
Hear O r l * ^ lilWEHekn. g S S M r y 9. 1876.
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fox* lbs regular session of 1676, Whit© was appointed to places
©» eight of the standing committees.

Th® first and most im~

pmteat ef these was the Committa© on Judiciary; then there

waps the Qemiitees on finance, Claims, Banks and Banking,
Charitable Institutions, Health and Quarantine, libraries,
sad Retrenchment and Reform*

61

Out of the twelve measures which White introduced during
this session, six were passed by the senate, while a seventh
m s reported favorably by substitute and finally passed#

One

ef the bills which became a law was an act authorizing the
employment of shorthand reporters for the taking of testimony
ill ell appealable civil causes tried In the courts of the
parish of Orleans and authorizing the use of such shorthand
reporters in other district courts throughout the state#

62

Two of the measures which White succeeded in having enacted
into law were amendment a to portions of the code of practice
63
and the revised civil cod© of Louisiana,
Two other tan

gible results of his legislative labors were the passage of
an net giving interveners the right to bond property attached,
sequestered or provisionally seized, and a statute providing
mane for testing th© validity of the outstanding debt of
Sew Orleans.^
61 Louisiana Senate Journal# 1876, pp. 39, 40#
62
64

Ibid# # 189: Xoulslaha Acts♦ 1876, pp. 149-156.
ilana geaate Journal"."1876# pp# 64, 65, 189, 21
ic ts . W f b , pp. 4 9 -5 0 .
Louisiana Senate Journal# 1876, pp.# 125, 261, 271;

Louisiana Acta#
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Ill
S is tm b ly the most hollf contested measure which came

before the legislature during its session of 1B?6 was the
new election law proposed by the Conservative House*

This

M i l provided for the abolition of the returning hoard and

invested the Secretary of State with the power of oonsolidating the votes*

When the measure om m before the Radical

Senate, it was proposed, by a substitute bill, to create a
new returning board of five members— Pkree of whom were to
be appointed by the Governor and two by the House*

This

proposal brought forth a storm of protest from the Democratic
site of the chamber*

On February 4 the Hew Orleans Repub-

I^lcaa reported a speech made by White in explanation of his
vote against the measure in which he was quoted as saying
that he concurred in the opinion expressed by Senater ifyed*
crick H* Ogden that if the bill were passed "trouble and
bloodshed would follow”; and all this, he said, would rest
upon the shoulders of the Republicans*

He expressed himself

as being opposed to concentrating so much power in the hands
of creatures of the Senate or creatures of anybody else*

He

was further quoted in the Republican &a saying, "I think that
the most direful ©casequencec will result if it is passed*
for if this bill becomes a law the result, X believe, will
be the destruction of the lives of ten thousand colored
people*"^

65
60

Loan, Reconstruction in Louisiana* 391# 392*
Sew Orleans fiepuhlloan» fefcruary4, X8 7 6 .
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9b* following day la a latter to tie editor of tie
Igglttlfi otilsh be requested to be printed White denied
bartac m i d that ten thousand Hegroea would be killed if
the election w n
is the Senate*

passed*

He also made a formal denial

He stated that what he did say was that* as

a Conservative, he was in favor of securing to every man the
right to vote* and that the proposed law would spread abroad
the impression that no fair election would be possible; that
the result would be determined by a coterie who were the
creatures of the donate; and that "good order would be sac
rificed* bloodshed ensuet and the last vestige of republican
government be destroyed*"

68

The Republican, commenting on White's denial* expressed

satisfaction on learning that he had made no statement as to
the number of colored people the Democratic party proposed
hilling*

Scepticism as to the truth of the denial was evi

dent in the remarks of the editor*

He was glad* he said*

to learn that reporters* auditors* and all were mistaken as
to what White had really said*

69

The objectionable substitute bill was passed by the
Senate* but was rejected by the lower House*

lio compromise

measure could be agreed upon by the conference committee

which had been appointed for that purpose; and the legislative
67

Ibid*. February 5* 1876*

68

Ibid*; Hew Orleans Dally Picayune* February 5* 1®76*
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Sfew Orleans Republican. February 5, 1876*
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MSBlea slos*4 without *ay roform being effected In the
4'.**

TO

mleetiea la m /
f' iHi of the

most exciting incidents connected with the

session of 1976 was aa attempt on the part of the Democratic
louse to impeach Governor william P* Kellogg for high crimes
and misdemeanors,

At six o'clock on the evening of February

37 a committee from the House appeared before the Senate
sad in Cue form impeached Kelloggt and asked that the acute
take orders for his appearance before that body.
mittee then withdrew*

The com*

a resolution was next adopted resolv

ing the S c u t e into a court of impeachment*

After counsel

for Kellogg had appeared and asked that impeachment proceed
ings begin immediately, Senator K* H, Twitshell offered a
resolution to the effect that the Bouse be notified that the
Senate had organized a court; that Kellogg had appeared by

counsel; and that the House would be given until seven o'clock
to present charges*

Whit© offered an amendment that **12

o'eleek Wednesday ** be inserted in the space *7 o ’clock this
evening,*

The amendment was voted down*

This would, of

course* give the Bouse no time to prepare the charges*

Con

servative Senators tried dilatory tactics to prevent a vote
being taken upon the resolution*
however, and adopted*

It was finally voted on*

The secretary reported that he had

waited upon the Eons© and found it adjourned,
70

Whit© tlMBPf0®011

Lomu Hooonatraotlan In Loulalaaa. 391-392.
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that th* 3*nat® adjourn until the next Viednesday at
twelve ©•©lock, but this motion was lost,
recessed for thirty minutes*

Th© 3@nate then

$hen the sitting was resumed,

the House managers appeared and informed the Senate that the
House had not expected the court to call for a hearing of
charges on such short notice and had adjourned until the
71
following Wednesday,
The managers war© refused recognition
by the Senat©-«*the1r credential© being declared Informal,
although the appointments had been properly made by Speaker
H, 0, Estllette,

Lewis A, Wilts protested on the part of

the managers that their credentials were in proper form, but
he was promptly checked by the Chief Justice and forcibly
72
required to resume his seat,
A resolution was then adopted
acquitting Kellogg,

In spit® of protests from th© Conserve-*

tlves that the charges had not yet been heard

Th# House

retorted by passing a resolution declaring that since th®
Senate had passed jud^oaent before hearing the charges, it
m s disqualified from sitting as a court of impeachment; and
that in th© premises th# House was powerless to punish this
flagrant outrage and could only refer the whole matter to
th© people.

74

In the closing hours of the special session Lieutenant**
Governor Antoine expressed hi© thanks for the uniform courtesy
shown him as presiding officer by th® members of th® Senate

71
72
73

74

Hew Orleans Sally Picayune,February
Hew Orleans fjfiK^T E r S T 7, 1076,
Hew Orleans M l l y fieayune. February
Hew Orleans f ^ s . larSr 7* 1876,

28, 1876.
28, 1876,
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and especially by the Democratic members.

In closing his

remarks he called upon "Senator White as the champion of th©
Democracy upon this floor* to respond*"

Whit© excused himself

by saying that his voice was hoarse that night, and even if
it were not, he doubted whether he could respond in a proper
manner*

He disclaimed being the champion of the Democracy

in th© Senate and said that he did not deem himself fitted
for such a position.

He continued by saying that the Senate

had done many things of which h® disapproved, but that it
had also don© some good things.

He thought that th© Denate,

composed as it was, of two diverse factions, had been abl©
to function fairly well; and he concluded by expressing th©
hope that at the next session th© two factions would be able
75
to work together with still less friction.
The election of 1876 resulted in a victory for the Con
servatives, but as in 18?2 and 1874 the Radicals sought by
means of the returning board to convert it into a victory
for themselves*
Orleans.

There were again rival legislatures in New

This time the Conservative Senators organized

separately as a Senate.

In th© abseno© of Antoine, Wiltz

was elected temporary president*

There were eleven new

Senators and nine

old members whose terms did not expire

until 1879— White

having been elected in 1874 was one of th©

latter.^
75
76

The number of bills which White introduced during

New Orleans
Republican.March 3, 1876.
Lonn, Reconstruction in Louisiana* 476 ff.
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jUifllifrrr*"

only elx, plus a

fj4.t,wwltttlaa.

It was a troublous tise, however, whan

i

gjter* v*& e€mai&©?able doubt as to whether Francis T* Nieholls,
|ihe Conservative candidate and the on© really elected, or the
Sa&isal o« 8* Packard would be recognised by the Federal govilWttli

It vac not until the Federal troops bad been with-

t r m m after the beginning of President Hays’ administration
that %he Conservative government with ..icholls as governor
was finally recognised as the legal government of the state*
M i t e h i caid to have been on© of Governor Nicholls# chief
advisers during this period of uncertainty, and their subseaaa&t ©lose relations seem to prove this claim,??

M e first measure introduced by $htt© during this sec*
cion caught to reform the police system of the city of M m
Orleans; cut it failed of passage, having never been reported
beck from the Committee on Metropolitan Police to which it
was referred*

7f§

He was successful, however. In ©©curing the

passage of a measure amending and repealing portions of the

revised civil coie*?^ He introduced a bill providing for
the prevention of extortion in office; and another amending

and repealing parts of the code of practice; but both these
measures were doomed to failure*^
the legislature of 1878 met in the midst of profound
pease end calm as contrasted with the turbulence and uncertainty

m*

Orleans
fd3m$£$%* August 27, 1887,
Louisiana
1877> p, 10*
M i * , 3<l t e ^ s t e S a ^ ^ , 1877• P* 59.
80 Louisiana Senate l o m m k * 1877, pp* 36, 163*
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A
81
associated with the session of the previous year.

Judging

from th# number of bills introduced, this was the most fruit*
til year #f White’s legislative career in the Louisiana Senate*
A total of thirty measures was proposed by him during the
regular session, thirteen of which he was successful in having
enacted "into law.

Several of these were private bills, and

evoked little or no discussion*
Th# first important measure which white introduced was a
bill *to provide for citation of appeals in certain cases*
It was later changed to a measure providing for the amendment
and re*enaetoent of article 582 of the cod® of practice*®^
White proposed another bill to amend a portion of the code
of practice, but this second measure was reported unfavorably
from the Committee on Judiciary and was indefinitely post*
poned.

14

White sponsored successfully an act further rogu*

latlng the trial of appeals In the Supreme Oonrt of Louisiana,*'*
During the session of 1878 White labored unsuccessfully
to remedy the chaotic financial condition into which the state
had been plunged by the extravagance and corruption of the two
reconstruction administrations. He introduced a measure pro*
vidlmg for the application of the surplus of the general fund
to the retirement of th© outstanding debt of th® state*

The

proposed measure also authorized the board of liquidation to
81
81

Hew Orleans Daily Democrat. March 26, 1878.
Louisiana toaate Joiirnftl. 1878.. p* 20*

jP44*»

Ih

84 sBs**-* 76»
85 XBld>. $lf Louisiana Aota. 1878,

p.

45.

'feMMkMAwfe with tte fiaaal agent far an Interest not to
not to be inoluded as a part
* M M M M dObt bat to to a ol&l® against the surplus of the
igNMral feat.

Tfe* b i U was referred to the Camaittee on

Vtasnsefrom liioh it was never reported back,

He also

tat®otac«4 fi bill providing for tbs examination and oiassl*
^iaetlsm

tbs floating debt, and forbidding any further

payment by tbs treesurer on tbs debt until the examination
tad tain mate and the general assembly bad acted thereon*
t&e measure further provided that the warrants of constitutionel officers should be receivable for general fund taxes
07
tad licenses for th® year In which they were issued.
this
proposal was favorably reported-by" th® Committee on Finance,
gg
but apparently failed of final passage.
Shite again proposed an act during the session of 107$
for the prevention of extortion in office, but like his former
go
bill it failed of passage •
Be did succeed, however, in seearing the passage of m

act providing for the prevention end

pualahmsnt of bribery and corruption in all legislative, @x~
eeutlve, judicial, and ministerial offices.

90 This was a

very sela&ary measure, especially at a time when the state
« m just merging from a period unsurpassed in its history
%
tmr th, prevalence of corruption and bribery of every
•6
*7

t e a l t n . aeaete JoumeJL, 1878, p. 27*

u H iM
W

il! sc , ’ 57. :»:>v v .
fchhlhUa. A O M . 1878, pp. 97-99.

9

destruction or mutilation of public records, done?*
by any officer of the state; and to prevent
of such records and documents by an outgoing
officer*

91

Ho proposed a joint resolution

« n adopted, requesting Senator 1, B* Lustis
Itifcf ttot yat boon admitted by the United States Senate to
membership la that body), and the Representatives in
to secure the return to the state of certain bonds then in
the United States Treasury and belonging to the Free school
Fend of the stated2

Bering the regular session of 18?8 White proposed a
Asaeufe providing for the construction of levees throughout

the alluvial portion of the state*

The bill, however* was

never reported by the Committee on Levees and Public Lands
to which it was referred*

93

His efforts in this direction

m w e resumed, however, at the special session that met on
Sarah I, at which time he introduced a measure creating a
Beard of State Engineers and defining their duties and powers*
The bill Also provided for the levy of a one-mill tax which
was to be used for levee and public Improvement services*
The measure further provided for the division of the state
lttto levee districts* for the appointment of Boards of Levee

120
I tM

th* duties and powers thereof.

j£t*>x*a»c slight ftoeadae&t this hill was passed.9*

On the

§|CT1,U« day of the speolal session Shite introduced another

%*U «hlOh sroated a speeiel levee district in the parish
ft Catahoula, defined the limits thereof, created a Board
ff levee Coamiaslonars therefor, prescribed their duties and

powers, sad authorized a special tar for levee purposes.

The

wwemre was passed by the Senate without, amendments^9 but
apparently failed of final enactment, since it does not ap»
pear among the public statutes of the state.
Other important legislation during the extra session

for which Shite was responsible was an act providing for the
q£
regulation of the government of the city of Hew Orleans7 and

alee a bill emending the election law*

The latter provided

fa* the division of Hew Orleans into wards and precincts, which
iivisimt was to take place by ordinance on or before the first
Monday in Hay*

The precincts should be composed of contiguous

*$cares containing as nearly as possible 500 voters , end should
have bat one polling place*

Notice of the location of the

polling place had to be published in three daily newspapers
07
successively lor three days before the election*7f
In the closing hours of the special session a resolution
ewe introduced approbating the work of retrenchment and re*

twm

accomplished by the legislature since the installation
3, 10* 11} Louisiana Acts* 1878, pp. 218-222*
na ggiatc lourM l* i8t8 7 pp* 4, 12*

$ H S

'flhll© the resolution

White delivered i&-elaborate speech in which
fl^ilri%iid’in sOae detail the items of retrenchment and re*
wo<aapliahed by legislative action.

He believed, he

M&d, thatJsome coherent statement of the achievements shrn Id
e«

He disavowed in the outset any claim to personal

coffisendation other than that which might result froman honest
iffort to do his duty.
He expressed gratification at the favorable contrast

which conditions then existing in th© state presented to those
prevailing prior to the last general election,

lia reviewed

the successive attempts made by the people to restore their
SSvefttaent to a constitutional basis, only to find their vie*

tory frustrated and the fruits thereof turned to ashes by
iJsra created as iratrumentallbias for stifling their will*
the strangle was nsesfsd in 1876, he continued, with a vigor

end determination which was indicative of the serious ooase*
qusnees that would follow further frustration.

He than de~

scribed the difficulties which confronted th® Conservatives
when they attempted to asaum© office, and pictured the an*
xletlea and vicissitudes with which those we®ks of doubt and
uncertainty were fraught • He ec&asended th® wise counsel of
Governor Hlohoils who acted promptly when action was required

sad refrained from acting when inaction was best.

He oald,

however, that it was not his purpose to refer to the turbulence
*~6f

Stew Ort-WUM*

Stixir Owrowwt.

March 26, 1678,
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tffcttnuj***-

to m * e * r a# aeoount of the stewardship with

gjlfgh the geveramemfr reeeltlm; from & restoration to looal
Mjfiirrlt w»s entrusted.

In ao doing he desired to disdain

gdgi&teetiou Of wounding the feelings of any member, but
imiuded those who, although asting with the minority, had
«ftldd In accomplishing the good which had been attained,
; D m government, he said, on coming into power, was oontBeahed with a deplorable situation.

Everything was in dia-

order and eeafuaion; everything needed reform, but reform
V M diffleult beeause of constitutional and other restrio-

time,

nevertheless the work was promptly undertaken in all

the departments of the government.

Shite then undertook to

d a w n s trate the results by a comparison of figures*

He com

pared expenditures in the various departments for the yeara

m i,

kefore the Republican or Radical regime, 18?5, when

that regime was nearing its olose, and during Governor Hieholls*
mteimisteatioa.

He showed that during the last period there

had h e m a saving of #2,185,475.
tte skortMfii

Whatever might be said of

3 of the legislators, to said, oao thing wis

CCWtaia tad ttoi was that their purpose was true*

Ho ao«

i m t k f t t of fraud or corruption could be charged against
ton*
"It i»#* to concluded,"a1source of profound coagratuls**
I t o ttot* after yeara of war, rears of worse than *ar, the
repraseatst!▼©© of tto people of the Jtate should hair© as**
•eosfeled, It ray to with many crude opinions, it ray to without
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m i f Q & d tty of
't f M b g

te, bte met,' sir*, without a oomoa purpose

their test efforts to the redemption of that

eiG&emwealtiit to the happiness and prosperity of whoso people
' ^ p t U f t devoted,

Haerging from tribulation, that common

wealth* sift Is sow reaching forward to a happy future— -a
fw&ws th which, as humble lastrwaent^, we hare contributed,
IffiV no otter way, at least by aiding in placing her destiny
in ter own hands* ” 7
temperat« which had continually denounced the legis*

lature for its "pittling legislationrt during the session of
1$?$, pronounced White's speech ’’able and ingenuous*f* While
admitting that his statements were all correct, the Democrat

asserted that nearly every dollar of this saving of more
than two millions had been accomplished during the session
of 1877*

It maintained that when the legislature met In

1878 there was nothing more which could be done in the way
of retrenchment until the e m b e r some system of government
which had been inherited from the Radicals was swept away
and replaced by a constitutional system*

The legislature,

therefore, after convening, should have issued a call for
a constitutional convention and then adjourned, instead of
continuing in session attempting to effect reform when all
the reforms possible under the f\mco.nstitution&l system” ted
teem accomplished the previous year*100

100 H H m

April 10, 1876.
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Iss spit© of th© condemnations of th® Democrat, largo
retrenchments la the ©xpenditwes of the state, of the city
of H o t Orleans, and of th© parishes were effected by the
legislature of 1878*

101

White*a speech in defense of the

administration and of the general assembly

widely copied

by the country newspapers and served to furnish the Democratic
party with considerable political thunder in the election of
that year*

Whit® was not a candidate for re-elsCtion to the

Senate in 1678* contenting himself with one term in that body*
In 1879 White was rewarded for his services to the .Dot*
oeratic party by his appointment to an associate justiceship
on the Louisiana Supreme Court to fill tho vacancy occasioned
by the death of Justice W. 3. Egan*

Bis nomination was sent

to the Senate by Governor Klaholla on January 9*

102

The

following day it was unanimously confirmed, thirty Senators
101
voting*
The new Justice assumed his scat on the bench
of the Supreme Court on January 13* and his first opinion*
in the ease of Charpaux v*, Bellooq, was rendered in February.10^
The ease, remarked a prominent Louisiana Jurist, involved
a commonplace question, but on© for whose determination pre
vious decisions of the court furnished no precedent, and yet
it had to be decided according to the principles of the Civil
105
(hide#
The facts were briefly these: Odile Derbes, widow

101

Alee© Fortier, History of Louisiana, 4 vols* (Hew York
1904)* 17* 196.
102 Hew Orleans Sally Democrat, February 9, 1879.
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104
105

ibia*
ffSarpaux

yu Bellooq* 31 La. Ann. 164 (1879}*
Dart* "Address,* in iQC. clt., 93*
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8 *11004, hod sold, in I860, a certain piece or projj0+J

St. Taaaaany Parish, which she held in indivision

for heraelf and her minor heirs, to c. c. Ballocq.

in 1866

lallocq sold the land to Charpaux, the latter agreeing to
peri-eet the title, and retaining two notes pending ouch per-*
fettlon*

III 186? Charpaux sold the land to on® YaXett®.

On

Itereh 25, 1872, Charpaux and Valett© brought suit to have
s,-r.-v‘:v

-

V m sale annulled, to

require Bellocq to refund the price

pii for the land, end to eeoure a judgment for improvements
'-S'"--'

mad* hr th«* on th© property*
I O f

They maintained that Bellocq

the defective title to the land and that there was,

In addition, a mortgage on the property.

The defendant

answered that the defect in title should have been cured by

Gharpcux in accordance with the terms of sale; and further
that the sale to her by Dorbe a had just been ratified by a
family meeting participated in by all the original heirs.
Furthermore, the plaintiff© had never been disturbed in their
possession of th© property.

The trial court declared the

sale to be a nullity, and Bellocq appealed.

106

The case, said White, involved two main contentions:
first, that the ratification was insufficient; and second,

that even if it were sufficient, the sol© was null because
the vendor was without title at the time of the sale, and

that the subsequent ratification after the initiation of the
%

106, Charpaux y* Bellocq, 31 La. Ann. 164-165 (1379).
-
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pgWWK&h;fcult was inejM&ratlve*

Both these contentions he

to b« without merit.
ratification la good*® said White; "as to th© major

m

fc#l3rat it eertainly validated the title; a® to the minor heir,

Xt^HSi %h© same effect.

We deem It useless to enter into a

dlshnsSlon as to the nature of the nullity of the sale of a

minor's property by private sale......

This was not, however,

a Vale of alnor*# property; it was a sale of community prop*
et%fm

f&# eourt and family meeting would have had the power

tO&dju&leate by original act and the ratification did nothing
■efthi*

the court and family meeting could do by ratification

that which they were legally entitled to do by original act.

This conclusion was supported by abundant precedents and by
th# textual provisions of the Code.

107

Th# ratification being binding, the question whether the
plaintiff could be heard to complain of a nullity which had
been completely cured*

Granting, said White, that a vendee

sight he heard to contend for the nullity of the ©ale, oven
when not threatened with eviction; and granting that when
the sale was so radical that the vendor was without title,
the vendee could reject a later ratification, even to the
extent of rejecting a judicial demand, he did not think th#
present case came within th# prohibition of Civil Code 2452*
The new Justice then quoted french authorities in the orig«
Inal in support of hi# conclusions.
107

Ibid., 167,

fte* M i s lit this Instance, said White, was not & nullity,
fife,lb did not purport t© transfer title, but purported rather
tSpyoear* title, ©r to sure defects in the title In the fat*
M i

Pending the eradication of such defects, #1,000 of the

parehaee prise m s withheld.

There was an obligation in the

contrast to procure th© valid title, an obligation which
M i d he enforced, or the contract might be rescinded,

The

« p » « M l provided for action, and the inaction in the pr©~

M

ease did not constitute a necessary breach.

The time

element here involved was within the discretion of the court.
Surely, after there had been an offer to cure the defect in
the title, there was no basis for attempting to abrogate the
oontract.

The judgment of the lower court,, which had been
!0§
in favor of the plaintiffs, was now reversed*

In refwring to #bltefs initial judicial utterance an
admiring fellow-lawyer said;

"That opinion demonstrated at

once that there was no element of that science which had not

taea penetrated by the mind of the new judge, who supported
hie conclusions by citations and arguments drawn from th©
history and the text; from the writers and the jurisprudence
of France*

It Is curious to note in this first opinion a

method and f o m which we may find in nearly every opinion
written by that hand in our records and in those of the Supreme
109
Oowrt of the United States*"
*©3
109

Ibid** 167-169*
U 5 f , "Address,* in lee* ©it*. 93*

unto decided in iteroh, 1879, m i
fcouialaaa lava* Company

the State of Louisiana.

I M M * * • M brougbt under tLe provisions of section 4 of
1*JS afftde special legislative session of 1877 auth-

eat

qagjslog sulta te raooTor elalxas against the state.
ease involved tteee claimst

The pre-

the first was for repairs

qpyke UPaB the levees during the years 1870-1873; the second
ft* work performed during the year IB77* payable out of the
^ p a aoUootable for 1878*

The aggregate of these claims

amounted toelightly more than f1,708,300*

The state set

up several defeases* among which were the contentions that
there was J$e claim against the state, or if there was a claim*
it n m net against the general fund but against those funds
derived from the Levee Company taxes; and that unless the
dales could be paid from the tax fund specially authorized
111
for levee purposes* they were not recoverable#
Ihlte raised three questions to be answered in the coarse
of his opinion;
plaintiff?

wfirst“ 'Vhat amount* if any, is due the

lihethsr it is a debt against the 3tete» or simply

a debt against the fund created by the taxes hitherto levied
or. to he hereafter collected from those already levied in
support of the Levee Company*
*$eeen4M lf any sum be due* is it a debt due by the
Shahs or ^iepiytP ejj&e against the taxes as collected under
th ii

t

GcBMoanv- a e tA ?

Vj>, th* Stato of Louiaiasa,
111* Ibid.. 250-2$!.*
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•third-* If only a claim against the taxes as oolleoted,
ought the plaintiff*s suit under the t o m s of th® aet of 1877

112

authorizing it, to ho dismissed?0

la considering th® first question Whit® said that th®
auditors appointed had determined that there was a balance
due for the period down to X877 of about #1 ,704 ,000 , which
amount was admitted to b© correct.

Obviously this amount

was a balance due th® Levee Companyf but was it a claim
against the state or against the taxes collected for levee
purposes under th® Levee Company acts?
The state legislation in regard to th® Leva® Company
was then reviewed prefatory to answering th® second question*
A cosEaission had been set up to devise a levee system, and
the Levee Company was authorised to perform the work of levee
construction*

The cost of construction was first fixed at

sixty cents per oubic yard, but later reduced to fifty oents*
From this construction cost per yard and an estimate of the
total number of yards of lev®® to be constructed, the entire
cost was computed.

This burden was apportioned among th©

parishes, not more than 10 per cent being collectable each
year, with a provision that the collections might be dis
tributed over a period of twenty-one years.

A two-mill tax

was later substituted for this system of apportionment, which
was increased to four, and subsequently reduced to three mills*
Upon collection these taxes were placed in the state treasury,
112

Ibid*, 251*
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there allocated to a special fond to be later paid out to
the president and treasurer of the lave® Company.

The re

duction of the levy from a four- to a three-mill tax was
accompanied by a corresponding reduction in the liability
of the Levee Company*

Under these circumstances, White

thought that the company could not assert a claim against
the state f since it was paid specially collected taxes whose
proceeds were not turned in to the general fund, but were
separately deposited to be disbursed for particular purposes.
They were not paid out as ordinary funds, upon warrant by
the proper officer, but were turned over directly to the
company which might sell or mortgage the anticipated revenue
to be derived from the special taxes«
Two previous adjudications of the Louisiana Supreme
Court were reviewed in which that tribunal had held that
the contract with the Levee Company did not constitute a
part of the state debt*

These earlier suits had been begun

at the instance of the company, which had sought to estab
lish that the controls were not Included in the state’s
indebtedness*

At that time the public debt of the state

was limited to $25 ,000 ,0 0 0 , and had the contracts with the
company been held to have been a portion of this indebted
ness, they would have been invalid since they had been entered
into after the constitutional limit had tiMfi attained*

It

was further contended by the Levee Company that the United

m
States Supreme Court had placed a construction upon the levee
acts contrary to that now being adopted by the state court
White answered this argument with an assertion of the state
tribunal’s full authority over subjects wholly within its
jurisdiction*

Conceding the construction thus contended for

to be correct, he said that th© decision of th© federal court
need not command the state court’s attention*

The levee acts

had been twice construed by the Louisiana Supreme Court— in
both Instances contrary to the construction now contended
for— and these decisions were alone controlling In the pre
sent case since the decisions of a state court of last re
sort were conclusive as to matters of a purely local char114
acter*
There was, then, no claim against the state, but
merely against the taxes deposited in the special fund*

This

case aptly illustrates White’s practice of declining to lean
too heavily on precedents.

There are but five citations to

previous decisions in an opinion of more than four thousand
words*
White rendered a number of notable opinions in the im
portant field of taxation during his brief Judicial tern on
the Louisiana Supremo Court*

One of the earliest of these

opinions was delivered in the ease of Hew Orleans v^ at,
115
Ansa's AsyliBs.
This controversy involved a charitable
113 Board v* McComb, 2 Otto 531 (1875).
114 Louisiana Levee Co* v* ^he State of Louisiana, 31 ha.
Aim. 251-259 (1879).
115 Hew Orleans v^ St. Anna’s Asylum, 31 ha. Ann* 292 (1879).
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institution*s liability for taxes on property which it owned
but which was not used for charitable purposes*

In order

to decide this question it m s necessary to determine whether
there had been an impairment of contract rights 'embodied in
the institution's charter of incorporation*

In 1676 the at*

Anna’s Asylum, which had been chartered in 1853, resisted
the collection of taxes on certain of its property.

The

argument advanced was that although the property itself was
not used for charitable purposes, the revenues derived there
from were devoted to such purposes; consequently th© at
tempted taxation violated the constitutional provision ex
empting from all taxation th© property of charitable insti
tutions*

It was further contended that the levy impaired

rights guaranteed in the asylum*® charter of incorporation*
la regard to the first contention tfhite said that th©
constitutional exemption applied only to property directly
used for charitable purposes.

Th® use to which the property

in question was devoted being admittedly noncharit&ble—
namely, th# operation of a cotton compress— , the applica
tion of the revenues derived therefrom to charities consti
tuted merely an indirect use of the property itself for
charitable purposes*

3ueh property did not com© within the

constitutional exemption.

This principle was well established

In the jurisprudence of the state*

The property thus being

excluded from exemption under the general rule, ahite next
considered the contention that it constituted an exemption

133
because of charter provisions*

The charter of the St. Anna’s

Asylum stipulated that the corporation should be entitled
to all the privileges granted the Orphan Boys Asylum in M m
Orleans.

That institution had been created by an act of 1836

providing that all its property, real or personal, should
be exempt from taxation.

That act, however, had been subject

to the constitutional provision subjecting all exemptions to
legislative repeal*

There was, then, no Irrevocable grant

of exemption, unless a contract to that effect could be de
duced from the charter of 1853*

This charter, however, had

been granted under a general article stipulating that cor
porations sight be dissolved whenever the legislature deemed
such action advisable in the public Interest, provided that
where private funds had been Invested on the faith of the
public act compensation should be made.

"This article

said White, "existed in the Code of 1808, and Indicates an
anticipation by the wise and enlightened men by whom our
Code was compiled, not only of th® doctrine of contract sub
sequently enunciates by the Supreme Court of the United
States, but also a keen appreciation of th® dangers to
society resulting from paralyzing the power of subsequent
legislatures to legislate for the public convenience or
well being.
The general law in existence at the time of the grant
ing of the charter here involved reserved the right to re
peal, and this right necessarily included th© less right to
116

Ibid** 294*

modify.

It was urged, however, that the special act of in-

corporation repealed the general law.

There was, said

#hite, nothing in the special act to warrant this construc
tion; and it was a well-settled principle that special acts
could not repeal general laws by mere implication.
^By a provision then in th® defendantfs charter,*
concluded white, *th© right to repeal the same, was nec
essarily the right to nodify, for the greater included the
less, was by necessary legal implication reserved, and the
exercise of this reserved power by the convention of 1868
divested no vested right end impaired the obligation of no
contract.*

U?
i i g

The case of Wintz v^ Girardez et al,

involved the

constitutionality of a tax on goods sold at auction.

In

the beginning of his opinion White pointed out that when a
court was called upon to detexmine th® validity of a lew
providing for the imposition of taxes it was apparently
placed in the dilemma of violating on© of two principless
first, that whenever a law was attacked on th© ground of
its constitutionality, resort should fe® had in its construc
tion to every reasonable means to render it conformable to
the constitution; and second, that when a revenue act re
quired construction, it should be construed in favor of the
taxpayer.
117
118

After reviewing th© objections to the validity

Ibid.. 296-297*
wintz Vjj. Girardez et al., 31 la. Ann. 383 (1879)*
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of the law hare in question, White said that they sought
to restrict the sovereign right of the people to levy and
collect taxes by the implication of a constitutional limi
tation.

The taxation of property was limited by the con

stitutional amendment of IS74 to 12J mills.

White’s con*

tention, however, was that the present tax was not levied
upon the goods themselves but upon a particular type of
sales— that is, sales conducted through th© agency of auc
tioneers*

In answer to the argument that th® tax was an

excise and that excises were odious, it was pointed out that
the court could not invalidate a law on the score of Its
odious character.

The framers of the Federal Constitution

had considered excises legitimate and had made provision
for their imposition.

Bor had the fathers of the state

government considered them odious, the present law having
been in force for seventy years.
119
ingly sustained.

Its validity was aocord-

Another important case involving the question of tax
ation in which White delivered the opinion of the court was
that of Louisiana Cotton Manufacturing Company v^ City of

120

Hew Orleans•

There was involved in this caae th® validity

of a legislative act of 1875 providing that all cotton and
woolen factories, mills, or establishments for the manufac
ture of such goods, then In operation or which should be
put In operation within five years after th© passage of the
119 Ibid.. 384-366.
120 Louisiana Cotton Manufacturing Company v. City of Mew
Orleans, 31 La. Ann. 442 (1879)*
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law* should be exempt from all taxes on the invested capital
or the real or personal property used in such establishments
on payment of a commutation fee of $100 to the state and
#100 to the parish or city in which the manufacturing plant
was located,

3© long as the terms of this act were complied

with no other taxes could be levied during a period of twenty
years*

121

The city of Hew Orleans had sought to impose an

additional tax, and it was to enjoin the collection of such
a levy that this suit was initiated*

If this
parture from

act were constitutional, said

White, any de~

its terns would ooxistituto an impairment of

contract rights*

The determinative question at issue, then,

was its conformity to the constitution*

Article 118 of the

state constitution provided that all property used for church,
school, and charitable purposes should be exempt from tax
ation*

This provision enumerated exceptions to the general

legislative power to tax, and all subjects not enumerated
were excluded from the exemption provided for therein*

White

then quoted Gooley and other authorities to the effect that
all limitations or* the legislative power to tax, should be
strictly construed*

oince the property here involved was

not used for church, school, or charitable purposes, it was
obviously excluded from the terms of the provision*

This

being the case, then, did the act her© in question violate
the provision of the constitution requiring that all property

121 Louisiana Acta, 1875, p* 107*
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taxed should be taxed in accordance with ita value?

Obvi

ously, said White, the annual payment of a mere #100 to the
state end a similar amount to the city or parish was not
taxation according to value, and hence was an apparent vi
olation of the advalorem principle prescribed by the con
stitution*

It was urged, however, that since the court had

sustained a law exempting from taxation household furniture
to the value of 1500, it should not declare this act invalid*
Is answer to this argument ^hite pointed out that the consti
tution did not require that all and every kind of property
must be taxed, but it did require that when property was
taxed the taxation should be according to value*
It was further contended, however, that the law here
In question was not an exemption, but that it provided for
a commutation.

Text writers, said White, were somewhat vague

in their definitions of this word*

One definition stated

that a commutation was a payment for the privilege of ex
emption*

This, he thought, was equivalent to an exemption

and would obviously render the law violative of the consti
tution*

Another definition declared a commutation to be the

payment of a specific sum*

This interpretation made the

present levy a specific tax and hence contrary to the re
quirement that taxation be according to value.

The adoption

of either definition of the terra, therefor®, would render
the law violative of one or the other of the constitutional

130
provisions.

The act was accordingly held to be Invalid, * 22

White*a unvillingneas to sanction any departure from
the principle that a property owner was at liberty to divest
himself of any of his right® in such property by contract,
the obligations of which ho was bound to fulfill, is Ulustrated by his opinion in the case of Allan, Hugent, & Com*
paay v, Oarruth,

123

In the present controversy he construed

the provisions of a statute originally, although their mean
ing had been fixed by construction in a previous adjudica
tion,

He justified this action on the ground that the earlier

decision had been rendered by a divided court.

In 186$ a

homestead exemption law had been passed, excluding from seiz
ure and execution 160 acres of land together with certain
buildings, appurtenances, and specified numbers of desig
nated animals, provided the value thereof did not exceed

#2000* The provisions of the act were to be applicable only
if the owner resided on the property and had a wife, child
ren, or parents dependent upon him*

Such exemption was not

124

to extend to salea f or nonpayment of taxea«

In the present instance Carruth had mortgaged his pro
perty, expressly waiving his right of homestead exemption*
In the earlier case of Hardin

#*olf the court had held

that the exemption was obligatory and could not be waived,
122 Louisiana Cotton Manufacturing Co*
City of Hew
Orleans, 31 La* Ann, 442-447 (1879),
123 Allen, Hugent, h Co, v^ Carruth, 32 La, Anri, 444 (1680),
124 Louisiana Acts* 186$, p* $2,
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It was now asked to reverse that ruling*

After a eulogistic

tribute to the learning and scholarship of Just loo Agan who
had delivered the opinion of the majority of the court in
the Hardin case, White proceeded to examine the question as
an original one and to construe the act accordingly* He
£ *
thought that the decisions of the courts of other states
should be recognized as persuasively applicable only where
the laws which they construed were sufficiently similar to
the one under consideration to give those decisions the force
of precedents.

He was unable to discover any auoh similarity

in the present instance*

E© then distinguished between a

general waivure— where the mortgagor waived the right of C3S>
rapt Ion to any property which he then hold or which he might
hold in the future~an& a specific w&ivure, where the right
of exemption

renounced to a specified piece of property.

The present case involved a specific w&ivure.

"The statute,"

said »#hlte, "certainly contains no limitation on the power
of the owner of the homestead to alienate or encumber it as
he please, and if in his hands it is subject to all the ©la
ments of perfect ownership, usus, fructus, and abusus, we
cannot deprive the owner of any of the rights flowing from
such demand, on© of which is the right of alienation, which
embraced a fortiori the right to renounce any claim to th©
thing alienated or encumbered*

fte think that the declaration

that the owner who has the statutory power of alienation
cannot, in encumbering his property, waive quoad the property

HO
encumbered his right to ol&ira m homestead, would be on our
part judicial legislation by which wo would deprive the
owner of hi® right of perfect ownership, and writ® in the

statute by interpretation a restriction on the power of

White did not think that a mortgagor might specifically
waive hi® right to claim a homestead exemption in order to
procure a mortgage on hi® property, and then later revoke
the very rights renounced in order to frustrate the mortgage*
The very condition which made possible the procuring of
credit with the mortgage as security was the waiving of the
right which he later claimed to enjoy*

nTb® foundation of

public policy,” he said, *1® the principle of common hon~

126

esty«*

Xu answer to the argument that the head of the

family was prevented from waiving the right of homestead
exemption in order to protect his family in its heritaget
White pointed out that there was no prohibition against
complete alienation by sale, and he thought it Illogical
and contradictory to hold that while the greater right of
eeapiete alienation was permitted by the statute, yet the
less right of conditional alienation through the instru
mentality of a mortgage was denied*

The statute, then did

net purport to forbid the walvure of exemption*

12?

1 Co* 2 jl C&wuth, 32 La* Ann* 445 (1B60)*
446-447

HI
£» thus overruling the decision in th© Hardin ease,
White** position was perhaps more logical from a purely
legalistic viewpoint; but the view expressed by Rustic®
Be Blanc in dissent saems acre keenly appreciative of tbs
actual conditions, to remedy which the law was probably
wasted*

“The homestead,“ said Do Blanc, “Is not granted

to the debtor•

Howsoever destitute he may be, he ~ l f alone—

is not entitled to and cannot claim it*

It la granted to

his family, to those dependent on him for support, and he
cannot— at his will and pleasure— waive and nullify a right
conceded to them* »•»
“la the opinion read by Mr. Justice Bg&n, a majority
of this court held— not that a debtor could not sell the
property which constitutes the homestead— for, when he does,
it is almost jl variably for its full value and in the in*
terest of his family; but that, according to the imperative
terms of the law, such property is exempt from selaure and
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sale under execution*“

There were but six criminal oases in which White was
called upon to deliver opinions during his tenure as Justice
on the Louisiana Supreme Court*
at*

In the case of State v^

he had to deal with the difficult question of

antecedent threats as provocation in manslaughter*

In re**

versing the lower court's judgment and ordering a now trial
128
129

Ibid** 447-448*

Hale v* 8t* Gcme, 31 La* Asm*

302

(1879)*

142
he held that the Inferior tribunal had committed error in
refusing to give proper instructions which had been re
quested on the ground that they were illegal and then giving
substantially the same instructions in its charge to the
Jury, since such procedure merely served to confuse the
130
Jurors*
The cases of State Vs. &1»S and state v*. Jinn
dealt mainly with the question as to whether the lower court
131
had erred in refusing to grant a continuance*
The grant
ing of a continuance, said Whit®, was a matter wholly within
the discretion of the trial court and therefor® not a proper
subject for review by the Supreme Court*

An interesting
132
criminal ccse was that of State v^ Denison*
Denison had
been arraigned for murder in Jefferson Parish*

The proceed

ings resulted in a mistrial and there was a change of venue*
He was then Pound guilty of manslaughter*

In reviewing the

case the appellate court found that he had been improperly
arraigned, and ordersc a new trial.

He was again charged

with murder, but objected on the ground that having been
formerly acquitted of this accusation he could not consti
tutionally be again arraigned*

The objection was overruled,

and the trial again resulted in a verdict of manslaughter#
Denison then appealed to th© supremo Court*
the objection was well taken*
130
131
31 La.
132

Ahite held that

Ho pointed out thet had Denison

Ibid.* 302-304.
state v* King* 31 La* Ann. 179 (1679)5 State v^ Jinn,
Ann. 408 (1879).
State v* Benison* 31 La. Ann. 847 (1879).
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acquitted of all guilt, ha dould not have again been
arraigned on a charge of murder*

The fact that la acquitting

of this charge the jury had found him guilty of a lose of
fense did not alter the circumstances.

He had been acquitted

so far as the charge of murder was concerned *

it was true

that the second trial had resulted in another verdict of
manslaughter, but the error was just as great as though the
proceedings had resulted in a verdict of murder*

The court

therefore directed a new trial on th® charge of manslaughter*, ^
134
In State ex re* Keufner v. Mayor of Morgan City
White held
that the proposed state constitution of 18?9 wc>uld not become
effective as the fundamental law until ratified by the voters
at the polls and officially promulgated*
White delivered numerous other opinions of the court
during these fifteen crowded months of judicial tenure* many
of them of vital moment to the parties concerned, but involve
lag no determination of fundamental questions*

In one case

he held that an order of executory process constituted a
final judgment whose rendition precluded a removal of the
135
ease from a state to a Federal court*
Another case re
quired a determination of the rights of married women to con
trast d e b t s T h e r e were two cases involving commercial

133 2SM**

134 State ex rel* Keufner v* Mayor of Morgan City* 32 La*
Ann* 81 {1880}*
13$ Meaux v* Pittman, 33 La* Ann* 405-406, (1880} „
136 Hollingsworth r* Ssaalsr. 32 La* Ann* 203-20? (1880}*
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law la wtiloli White delivered the opinion of the court*

They

demonstrate his thorough grasp of this branch of legal science
and his familiarity with authorities and precedents in that
137
field*
Fifteen of White*s opinions dealt with liens,
leases, or mortgages, two with the validity of tax sales,
and two required an application of the Federal Bankruptcy
act*

There were also fifteen opinions dealing with succes

sions and the administration of the property of the minors#
13a
One of these, liiltenter gar
learns Heirs,
is particularly
illustrative of his judicial style*

A total of seventy-six

opinions of the court was delivered by white during this brief
Judicial incumbency.

In addition, he delivered two dissenting

opinions* In the first of these, the Interdiction of Leott
139
Watson,
he objected to the action of the court in revers
ing the jud@aent of a lower tribunal interdicting an insane
youth*

White, with whoa concurred Spenser, pointed out that

the interdiction was Intended to protect the mentally de
ranged person*

The evidence amply demonstrated th© Insanity

of young Watson, a fact not denied by his mother and sister*
The youth was the possessor of considerable wealth In his
own right, and the present judgment of the court left this
fortune unprotected from dissipation by unscrupulous relatives
whose selfish interests would be opposed to any efforts to
137 Thielman v^ Gueble & Hlppert ©t al*, 32 La. Ann. 260264 (1880}; Harvey v* Kelson, L&nphier & Co* and abort, 31
La* Ann* 434-436 (1879)•
138 Mlltenberger v* Weems Heirs, 31 La. Ann* 259-262 (1879)*
139 Interdiction of 3oott Watson, 31 La. Ann. 757; dissent,
761-764 (1879)#
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effect his recovery,

140

In Citizensf savings Bank

Mart

st ml* White dissented from the court’s construction of the
law of agency.

Limitations, h© said, had been read by the

court into a full and complete grant of power of attorney
by a consideration of evidence outside the instrument itself
The work of the court was greatly in arrears when the
Hichoils bench took up the docket, and the labors of the new
judges were reaching their peak when Whit© was .mad® a member
of the court.

He assumed his full snare of the burden, as

will appear from a consideration of the
delivered by him during his fifteen mont.,,
vice.

opinions
f judicial ser

Indeed, his work on the Louisiana Juprerac bench was

among the proudest achievements of his life*

In 1914 he is

said to have remarked that the total number of oases decided
by that court in 1879-XSB0 would probably show the heaviest
work ever accomplished by a court of last resort in the
]/2
United Btates, composed of only five judges. *
White’s
tenure, however, terminated abruptly as did that of the other
judges upon the Inauguration of the constitution of 1879
which provided for a reorganisation of til© Supreme Court,
whose members should assume their official duties on the first
143
Monday of April, 1880.
It w a s said and currently believed
U O Ibid. a 761-764.
141 Citizens * Savings Bank v^ Hart at al., 32 La. ‘
"Jin. 22;
dissent, 26-27 (1880).
142 Hart, "Address," in loc. clt,, 93*
143 Thorpe (comp.), American oHarters* Constitutions. and
Organic Laws. Ill, 1514-15X6•
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then and later, asserts due writer, that the Louisiana 3tate
lottery Company was the concealed protagonist of the eonsti144
tutIon of 1879I
while it is the opinion of another writer
that the constitutional convention was fostered by the opV# c

ponents of the Lottery. ^

However this may b©» it is beyond

question that the coapany, although shorn of certain of its
privileges by the new constitution, -.as more definitely con*
firmed in those remaining to it by having them embodied in
the organic law rather than dependent on a mere legislative
grant.
The Lottery Company had been chartered by an act of the \
legislature which became a law without the Governor *s signs*
tore os August 11, 1868.

By this charter the company was

granted a monopoly of th© lottery business within the state
for a period of twenty-five years, beginning January 1, 1869,
146
and was required to pay an annual license fee of 140,000*
In 1879 the legislature enacted & bill revoking this charter,
and the measure was signed by Governor Hicholls on March 27.
By the terms of this act its provisions became effective on
167
March 31, 1879.
To avoid this death blow to its legal
existence, the Lottery Company resorted to the courts.

Ap

plication was made in the Federal Circuit Court for an order
144 Bart, '’Address,* in loo, cit.. 93*
145 Berthold C. Alwes, "TheHistory of the Louisiana State
Lottery Company" (Master’s Thesis, Louisiana state university,
1929), 59.
146 Louisiana Acts. 1868, pp. 24-26.
147 Ibid*. 1882FTPP* 5-7.

14?
fm|$^gilng th* enforcement of the revocatory act*

A temporary

restraining ord*r wa© issued, which became permanent with th*
148
later granting of an injunction*
Although victorious in
til* i 0 * w federal court t th* Lottery Company apprehended dl*»
f**t on appeal to th* Supreme Court because of that tribunal fs
recent decision in a similar ease***^

Apparently th® adoption

of a new constitution guaranteeing a continuance of ita chartar offered the company the safest means of escape from com
plete legal annihilation*

The new constitution mads certain

concessions to the opponent a of the Lottery; the chartering
of other lottery companies was authorize., -non payment of an
annual license fee of $40,000; all lotteries were to cease
after January l t 1695# and the existing company was deprived
ef its monopolistic privilege*

Th® Lottery Company*® charterf

however, was recognized as a binding contract for th® full
term of twenty-fiye years, provided th® company renounced the
150
privilege of monopoly within a specified time*
Thus, al
though its privileges were somewhat curtailed, the company*®
charter was placed beyond the threat of legislative repeal*
The HlehoUa government which had antagonized th® Lottery
Company by the passage of th® repeal act was removed from
power through th® constitutional provision for th® election
of a new governor, lieutenant-governor, and legislature, who
146 Louisiana State Lottery Go* v. Fitzpatrick, 3 Woods
222 (1279)*
149 Mississippi v Stone, 101 u* a, 814 (I860},
150 Thorpe fcomp* f SsgL fggerel a M 3tate Constitutions*
III, 1499*
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should assume office la January* I860* thus shortening
Kichcils* term of office by more than a year*

151

Likewise*

by the provision reorganising the supreme Oourt, th# judges
who had sustained the government's policy

152

were removed

from power and replaced by a new court*

^

On April 3* 1880, Chief Justice Manning and Associate
Justices White, Marr, Be Blanc, and Spenser retired and were
succeeded by a new set of judges with White's former tutor*
Edward Bermudast as chief justice* ^ 3

white's occupancy of

a place on the Louisiana supreme Bench, it has been said*
was of too brief duration to have permitted the making by
him of any special mark on the jurisprudence of the state;
while his lack of years was an impediment to immediate judi~
154
elal distinction*
It was said* however, that "hia opinion®
displayed a maturity of judgment, a fullness of learning* and
a familiarity with precedents which greatly astonished the
155
older members of the bar*”
dome of these early opinions
demonstrate a clarity of statement and reasoning unsurpassed
by White in any of his judicial utterances from th® Federal
Supreme Bench; while many of his later views In regard to
taxation are foreshadowed in his opinions dealing with that
important subject during his membership on the state tribunal*
151
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Ibid,* 1515-1516*
State n Judge, 32 La, Ann, ?21 {1880)*
New Orleans Oailr Deaoorat. April a, 1830.
American LawRevleW.
(1891), 273-274.
Hew Orleans Tl5*«-i>«»»orat. March 2$, 1SB'-j.

GHAPTLH XV
aSSNATOa-Si^OT LHiTL
For several years following his retirement from public
life White devoted hisself exclusively to the practice of
his profession.

Immediately upon doffing hi© judicial robes

he formed a law partnership with his erstwhile colleague on
the bench, w. B. Spenser; and within a *onth after the re
organisation of the Supreme Court under th© new constitution,
the firm of Spenser & White acted as counsel in a case coming
1
before that tribunal for decision.
The firm name appear©
five times in the reports of the Louisiana Supreme Court for
the year I860.

There was complete success in two instances,

partial success in a third in which there was a consolidation
of several causes, while the two remaining cases resulted in
adverse decisions for the clients of th® firm.

During th©

eleven years— 1880-1891“ '
that he was out of public office
White*s name appears in the reports of th© Louisiana Supra®©
Court as counsel in a total of ninety-one cases.

In thirty-

three of these heacted individually, while in th© remaining
fifty-eight he participated as a member of various firms*
His name first appears individually as counsel in May, 1881.^
1 Dan, A, Wilson v, P. S, Wilts, 32 La, Ann* 688 (I860),
2 Ibid,; Lucas n.HGbore v^ City of New Orleans et al., 32
La, Ann, 726 (1880); State ex rel. Atty, Gen* v*_ * L Rareshid© et al, and ».• L* Clarke, 32 La. Ann. 934 IT: _(jj i ..tato
v, 1. W. Patton et al., 32 La. Ann* 1200 (1880); Succession
of Jno, A. Turnell, 32 La, Ann. 1218 (I860),
3 The State of Louisiana ex rel. C. E. Girardey v. Th©
Southern Bank, 33 La. Ana. 957 (1881) .

The firm of Spenser & Whit© was apparently dissolved after
filTi 188t*

4

,Wo t more than three years thereafter Whit©

.
, practiced alonef appearing as counsel In twenty*-six cases

decided by the State Supreme Court during that period*

Toward

the close of 1885 he entered into a partnership with Eugene D*

Saunders under the name of White at Saunders,^ which was ex
panded late in 1891 into th® firm of White, Farlange & Saunders
by the admission of Charles Farlange*^

Of th© thirty-three

eases 1st which white participated individually, seventeen were
won and the remaining sixteen resulted in unfavorable deci
sions*

Of the fifty-eight cases handled by the various firms

of which White was a member during these years, thirty-three
were won, twenty-two were lost, and three resulted indecisively*

Xa argument White’s style was said to have been virile,
Quick, and forceful*

He used an English the qualities of which

were enriched by his knowledge of th® Latin, French, and Span
ish languages*

He wasted little time in arriving at the ker

nel of a problem and usually left th© controversy stripped to
its bones*

His customary policy was to summarize- the case

briefly, and then state his conclusions which fortified them
selves as he proceeded*

"Indeed, it was said of him as an

antagonist, that he could only be beaten by destroying his
premises, for there was no room for debate If this were not
4 H. & C. Henman v^ Joseph Kraim, 34 La. Ann* 910 (1882)*
This was the last ease in which the firm name appears*
5 Butchers* Union Slaughter-House and Live otock Landing
Company v* Crescent City Live Stock Landing and SlaughterBouse OcSpany, 37 La. Ann* 874 (1885).
6 H* & C* fSewmam v. James &* Irwin, 43 La* Ann* 1114 (1891) *
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to £1$ ©lection to the United utates Senate

Hite tad acquired the general reputation of being the most
brilliant lawyer of the Hew Orleans bar;

f$

while, by fellow*

Louisianians, he was considered as having few equals and no
superiors in debate, and as being one of the foremost lawyers
of toe entire South.^

Hie law practice was a large and lue*

iiliV9 one; and 18the law fira of .vhite and Saunders was well
known in the highest courts of the land*”10
A notable achievement to which White contributed during
this period of his life was his participation in the wetab*
llshaent end early administration of Tul&ne University,

He

was one of seventeen administrators to whom Paul Tulane
tamed over, in 1882, a considerable amount of property to
be devoted to the promotion of higher learning within the

state of Louisiana.

At the suggestion of an official or the

University of Louisiana the administrators* by a very narrow
margin, voted to confer the endowment upon that institution;
tat Tulane demurred to this plan and the action war, rescinded,
toe a&alnlstrators were now confronted with the problem of
determining a worthwhile purpose to which the fund could be
devoted*

White end several others then ©am© forward with a

proposal that the state turn over to the administrators its
accumulated investments In the University of Louisiana.
7
8

The

tart, "Address," in loc. oft., 93#
Boston
31, 1861Y quoted in Hew Orleans tally

“ • F M * Orleans Belly Picayune. June 1, 1888.
10 Hew Orleans B G 5 j * ^ B O o m y I February 20, 1894#
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this f l u required a constitutional amendment«

ffcs amendment was proposed by legislative act in 1884# ant
was finally ratified by the voters In 1888.

White remained

a a m b e r of the beard of trustees of Tulane University until
hie appointment as associate justice of the Federal Supreme
Court in 1894# when he severed his connection with the In*
■Utation.11
White m s mentioned by one of the Hew Orleans papers

as a suitable choice to fill the vacancy on the United States
Supreme Court occasioned by the death of asocial© Justice
William B« Woods in 188?.

It was admitted that the choice

should not be made on a political basis, but it was argued
that there were so many eminently qualified Democrats that
President Cleveland could not do otherwise than fill the
position with a member of that party*

The choice, then#

should be a Democrat, but# in addition, it should b© a Demo*
m a t from the South# since there was not a member of th©
court fro® any state south of Kentucky*

Moreover# the oir*

cult to which the new appointee would be assigned was the
Fifth# comprising the states of Georgia, Florida# Alabama#
Mississippi, Louisiana# and Teres; and of these States
Louisiana*a claims to a place on the bench were superior*
Her bar had been for many years particularly outstanding*
But# in addition to the claims of the peculiar qualifications
of the members of the Louisian© bar and the fact that no
11 Richard Henry Jesse• "Chief Justice Whit©*" In American
Law Review. XL? (1911)# 322*323.
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Sh^ef Justice or associate justice had ever been appointed
id the Supreme Court from Louisiana, there was a more cogent
reason— namely, the fast that the law and practice of that
'State were different from those of other states whose jur
ists were consequently unfamiliar with the peculiar system
of Louisiana#

There was needed, then, one justice on the

Federal Supreme Bench who was familiar with the civil law
which formed the basis of Louisiana’s jurisprudence, not
alone because of eases which might come up from that state
involving controversies between its citizens; but since con*
tracts were governed by the local law, there were cases in*
solving controversies between citizens of Louisiana and
citizens of other states which would have to be construed^
according to the principles of the civil law*

There should

be at least one member of the court who was familiar with
this system*

T* J* Seimes, nest or of the Louisiana bar,

Charles 1* Fenner, a member of the state Supreme Court, and
particularly E* 2>* White, were mentioned as the representa
tives of the state’s bar best qualified for the position*
In regard to White, it was pointed out that he was a
man in the prime of life, who had justified the confidence
of Governor Nloholle In appointing him to a place on the
State Supreme Court at an unusually early age*

"No citizen

of this community," concluded the eulogy, "is more respected,
and no one is more deserving of respect for the probity of

154
bib life bad for bis gealoue devotion to the bigbest inter
ests of the public."*2

la spite of tbe claim of Wblte and

t heir ■ambers of the Louisiana bar, the appointment went to
V

a citizen of a sister state, L, Q. C* Lamar of Mississippi*
Whits ttfiia deviated in 1067 fro&i a strict adherence
to toe legal profession, engaging in a strenuous political
w m $ & L m to support of toe candidacy of Francis T* Bleholl®
too m s an aspirant for toe Democratic gubernatorial nornlm t io n in opposition to Samuel Dm MeLnery* a candidate for
re*eleetloe*

&

m s made treasurer of toe ,1 cholic campaign

ccsG&itteo during the preconvention content*

After the nomi-

nation of candidates by the state convent!on, he was elected
to membership on the Democratic abate Central Committee, and
was subsequently appointed chairman of the finance committee*

13

The Hieholls faction formally opened its campaign with
a meeting at Lacharie on August 2§ # ISSy-Governor Hioholls
IA
and White being the chief speakers*
In his speech on tola
occasion White charged Governor McEnery with seeking a third
bera*

For toe moat part, however, he dwelt upon the occur

rence connected with the inauguration of Governor Kieholls*
administration in 1877» and particularly with the developments
culminating in the capture of the Supreme Gourt building*

The

TJj^a-Pcmoor&t* the MoEnery organ, charged that white’s ver
sion of the manner in which democratic control of the supreme
12

13
14

Sew Orleans P & U y floavune« May 16* 1687*

Wm

Orleans
Ibid* * August 20* 1667*

July

27$

1690*

Court building had been acquired differ©! from th© version
given by Governor Hioho11s in hie speech at the same meeting.'
Hieholls said that on# of his first aota as governor had been
to appoint and have confirmed by the legislature the judges
of the Supremo Court, in order that Democratic control of
the three departments of the government might be complete*
Re&ll&ing that possession of th©

Court building and

of the records was essential if a repetition of the event®
of 1872 was to be prevented, Hieholls said that he had or*
dered General Frederick N. Ogden, in command of the Whit©
League, to march upon th© building on January 9 and capture
It.

White9a version of th© affair differed from Hieholls9

in this:

from Hieholls* account it appears that he acted

entirely upon his own responsibility r/ithout consulting any
one; while white said that on January S Hieholls had com©
before the Democratic legislature and asked for advice con
cerning the course of action to be pursued.

The members of

the caucus were unable to agree, however, upon the moat ad
visable line of action, and passed a resolution referring
the whole matter back to Hieholls.

16

,

.

The difference in tae

two accounts probably arose from an omission on the part of
Hieholls to mention reference of the matter to the legisla
ture.
The Tima a-Democrat published a thri! veraIon of this
incident purporting to be from a "City memberfr of the
15

16 TORT.

August 27, 1887.
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]|*6lelattur* In 1877*

Aeesrdlag to this account Hieholls

«*k*d SOUBMl of the legislature and the latter r®comiseu&ed
that toe court building be taken by force at once*

The

^tees-Democrat seined to be very solicitous that th© "true
facts of history” be established; and wished to know whether
all the credit should accrue to th© Governor as th© accounts
ofWhlt© and Hieholls would indicate, or whether th© Demo**
asetie caucus should share in the honor.

White published

a statement denying the accuracy of the version given by the
d t y member and asserted that the account given by him at
g&eharle was correct.

He substantiated this claim with a

litter from a Mr. Oressy who had served as secretary of the
19
©emeus in 14177«
White’s version was evidently correct,
for the Times-Democrat failed to make any further mention
of the matter, end its ardor for th© determination of "Th©
true facts of history” suddenly abated*
to September 16 the Hieholls supporters held a meeting
at Clinton in which White participated as one of th© speakere*

20

Be said that the reasons for supporting Hieholls1

candidacy had been fully set forth at th© opening meeting
at Zaeharie, and that these arguments had met with no re
sponse on the part of th© Mchnery men with the exception
of an attempt to refute th© charge that McEnery was seeking
a third term.

The Times-Democrat had said that mcEnery had

ASKS-I*.t tffW

15?
tips *1M t « t e » w m r tart <me*.

He Had been alaoted lieu-

W M r t ggT^raor in 1«80 on the ti cleat with ..lits as governor,
M 6 &«4 s^oeeded to the gubernatorial chair upon the death
21
«f t U t i in October, 3,681* * Whit® contended that whether
ife&neyy had fecon elected governor one® or twice did not
setter,

Th# point was that ha had hold office for a certain

mate** of years, and had made a number of appointments during
the pe*iod whan he was serving out the term of Wilts*

Such

a long continuance of any man In office, he maintained, would
fee eeutrayy to the spirit of the constitution*

The election

law ted removed the power from the people and placed it in
the tends of the governor*

The fact that this power existed

ate net tte question as to whether ’or not it had been abused
feed to fee considered*

Ions continuance In office, he asserted,

with sweh extensive powers at one’s disposal would poison the
political mind*

Whit© spoke on the subject of grand: Juries,

holding that they were essentia! to safeguard the liberties
of the people, and attacking Mclnery for having recommended
to the legislature that they be abolished as they had out
lived their usefulness*

He attacked Mohnery for having de

feated the new election 1aw passed by the legislature,, m
teat the power of appointing election officers and police
juries remained in tte tends of the central authorities*

Whit©

teen muserated the requirements necessary for a competent
Chief executive, ail of which, he contended, were possessed
21 ^ !»!«,.. Almost 86, 1887.
.
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Wi*h#llW» '#» x*fwrrsd to th® General*a «rapty
IB#***’#** **14 t&at failure to elect alia would b® a stain
ftgwa tb« state.

B« urged Hlaholla' election that it sight

Ifarri M ■«a eacaaple for future generations to follow.22
^

Bte nwpelgp,grew more heated &a it progressed, and

M l t # m s e m a i l ; one of the principal speakers et important
f t a e U i a— tings.

At • Mansfield rally on October 10 White

dM&tuimd as address treating principally the third-terra
teettioa and M a i m i n g the siruggl® for Democratic supremacy#
Str reply to the Tlaaa-Dcmoor&t *a assertion that MaJ£nery*s
liift as governor was merely Wiltsrs administration,
to stated that Metoery had made three hundred appointments
• M i a Wilts lived and one thousand after hie death«
M t o

to

15 to addressed a Hieholls gathering in Shreveport*

M & s «$e*eh ineluded the- arguments advanced In his addresses
at toetorle and Clinton*

White** popularity as a public

Wpmokm? Is attested by the fact that on this as well as

a t o m s other oce&aicns large umbers of the audience remained
©sly long enough to hear what he tod to sey, quitting the
%L
gathering as s o w as he tod concluded his remarks*
He continned to tour the state in behalf of Hieholls* candidacy,
addressing gatherings et Bayvlllc on November 12, ut Delhi
©a Hereaber 13, and at Pito*s toll in Bast Baton Rou&a Parish
to Bececiber 22.25

17# 1887*

■1# 1867#

if* S I #Beeember

23, 1887*
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; ^ ^ J W S w b t ’b suroortwes *©ttght to discredit Hieholls*

gMrtiteey ^7 attmaytlas to oonnect the Hieholls or "Refora"
tttrtr with the Kew Orleans ring.

They declared that Hlohollo*

I t U t n to aake any statement »3 to his position with refer«ese to the city administration was eyidenee that be eould
apt afford to antagonize this administration, which, they
26
assarted, was controlled by a clique or ring*
The Times**
Democrat denounced a Hieholls rally in Haw Orleans on Dec
ember 8f, at which white was one of the apeahera, as being
fareie&l end evasive because no mention was raa&e of the
27
city*a government. *
Tte election of delegatee to the Democratic State con*
notion which was to nominate the party*s candidates for
governor end lieutenant-governor demonstrated that Hieholls
'wmm imdsshtedlj the popular choice«

Although he had been

fevered by a majority of the people, Hieholls* nomination
m m met definitely assured.

There was a rumor to the effect

that tte ternary men, not daring to press the claims of tteir
candidate who ted been so decisivelyrejected

by thevoters,

would attempt to override tte popular will by bringing for*
ward a third candidate, urging his nomination in the interest
ef party harmony, the Implication being that failure of the
convention to agree upon the compromise candidate would in*
teualfy Internal factionalism with probable party ,1eruption
ao the ultimate result*
26
27

tte successful engineering of this

Ibid*. December 18, 1887.
Deemster 30, 188?*
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however, Irj the fact that
uncontented delegatioas— exaotly one half
|feft*tot«l m m & W M b l p of the convention— were pledged to
{^ofeella$*.while the grounds for protest la the case of <sevdelegations were so frivolous as to render
H H m m l ? i***»babi« 6b» r*J**fei©n of the ;:ioholis delegates.28
i§^Mar retef the plan for stampeding the convention failed
"MBf■ses4fcBe^y^g»'
^

fhe lemear&lle convention met at Baton 'Rouge'on Jen*

| | | f ^ :l M t ^

After the preliminaries or organisation and

Hlflilf Of delegates had been disposed or, it proceeded to
HHlQiit> & candidate for governor*

General Hieholls was

MKteated on January 13* receiving 289-*5/12 votes to 168-7/12
30
i Tte nomination was then made unanimous*.. ■ Hieholls
fStste&tte state at the general sleet ion on April 1? by a
31
pjmriiy of M r s than 80,000•
Tte official count gave tte
Ipeiietie nominee 137*25? votes; while tte Republican sand*
32
itate* Henry Clay amcth, received 51*471 votes*
White's aetive support of Hieholls* oandidaoy in tte
tfntematorial contest led directly to his election to tte
felted States Senate*

This electiont however* was not &a*»

tanpHwtert without a struggle*

It came after a warm contest

ne. January 7* 1888*
a t * January 10, 1888
altollan Advocate* April 20, 1888
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<|f-JWtorly tto M t k a * A m t l O t t la til* Deaoer*tio oaucrus.

The

Lp la fceftb ho«a»s of th« legislature at this
130 n S b m ,

12 of wtata wore Republieeas. **

to tots Bsptollssa minority mis sufficient to wield the bsl•of pauer is case of a olose contest, the Beraocratic

tooided to

aeet ia joint caucus to ballot for a can-

«Jte Joist flu w
7'•>
17, *s& the m s
ao^Ucm*

tie osuous held its first nesting on
of four candidates were placed in order

They were I M S * * Congressman Umwton 0»

Benjamin F* Journo, and Senator James B* Buetie*^
«&& H < a t e i 4 had supported Nioholls in the recent
Ltorial contest; while Jonas and bustle had advocated
tip candidacy of iic£aery#

the election was for the purpose

efdsbemlning the choice of a junior United States Senator-**
§, position then filled by J* B* Uustis.
beams n m t

ulnce the post would

until 1891 end the legislature would meet

again in 18901 there m e some opposition to an election In
Bustle* however, was not In favor of a postponement!^
and ee White hed the support of Governor Kicholls with the
Influence which the patronage of a new administration could
wield, It wee entirely to hie advantage that the election
should proceed at once*
Her &;
0ri% s *
m

v WSF-

m y 31* 18ce*
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In th© Bemoeratle caucus,

tbMi#htfce flx»t

» l t e resolved

Jonas361 hustle 34* and Blanchard

tteK-vli; the second ballot tli© votes of Whit® i M Jonas ra
the same, bat two of kustie* votes went to Blanchard,^
following day* May 18, the caucus again convened, and,
taking one ballot, adjourned until the next Tuesday*^®

ballet revealed Whitera strength about stationary at
S? votes, Ie&i9 receiving 35 votes, Hustle 13, and Blanchard
Most WT the members of the legislature left the capi

4#**^

tal far their homes for the week-end*

White contemplated

returning to his home in Mew Orleans, but cfter' consulting
hie manager decided to remain in Baton Bouge,

Jonas and

Isebls, White*s two strongest opponents, also remained at
40
the capital*
The Tjjaaa-Bsmoor&t in an editorial on May 19
the defeat of White, declaring that it believed the
supporters of the other three esn&i&efces would remain firm
consolidate their strength against the ""/hit® line**

The supporters of Bustle, if asserted, preferred Jonas to
41

White*

be

The Picayune* however, predicted that 7*-hite would
42
mart sated when the deadlock was finally broken*
In

opposition to the assertion of the Timea-i)emoerat ■ the Picayu&e contended that White was the second choice of a conslderable number of both the hustls and Jonas aupyorters*

.
3§
37

1888

Ibid.. May 18, 1888; Hew Orleans Bally Picayune* May 19,

41

46

Sew Orleans
Hew Orleans
Sew Orleans
Ibid-

42

Hew Orleans M i l * Picayune, May 20, 1888.

43

Ibid., May 2 | 7 m t *

39

43

Tltt^ff-hweoearat.
May 19,1886,
fH I y
May 19, 1888*
S^^M£cc5&i,

May 19,1688*
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Those men, it said, had promised White their votes aa soon
as they could be released from their pledged.

The Picayune

claimed that White had been late in date mining to enter the
contest, and that, as a conseauence, a number of legislators
who would have given him their votes had already pledged
themselves to one of the two other principal candidates,

They were obligated to continue this support as long as their
it
candidates had a chance of success*
Subsequent develop
ments demonstrated the substantial correctness of these as
sertions*

It was apparent from the alignment of votes In

the first three ballots that the pre-election factionalism
had not been carried over into th© Senatorial contest*
Moholls group had elected a majority of th©

The

legislators;^

but the combined strength of Bust is and Jonas, who had sup
ported MeKnery for the gubernatorial nomination, was greater
than that of Whit© and Blanchard, who had supported Hicholls*
candidacy*
The Tiiaes-Qemocrat declared that the Young Men,s Demo
cratic Association— a society organized avowedly to secure
honest and efficient government for the city of New Orleans—
was opposed to Whit© and that the Y. H. 3* A legislators who
voted for him in the caucus were recreant to the principles
16
upon which they had been elected.
On i'oy 20 this paper
44

Ibid.

46

S5w“"brleans Times—Democrat * I»ay 19 > 1888.

45 1 E H .. May 19, 1888.
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declared that White's support had bees weakened by the telaL*7
grams which had been sent to some of the city members*
Th©
Picayunea however, contended that these letters of protest
of some of the Y* H. D. A. ward leaders had served to strengthen
White’s support among the country members of th© legislature,
while they had failed to swerve th© Hew Orleans legislators
elected by that organisation from their determination to sup*
port White’s candidacy.^
*Th© commands," commented th© Picayune * wof a few of
the ward leaders of th© Young Men’s Democratic Association
have had an effect entirely opposite to that which m m in
tended f and they have tended much rather to increase Judge
White’s strength than to diminish it*
wTo the honor of the gentlemen to whom these behests
have been addressed be it said that they remain faithful to
the course of action dictated by their consciences and their
sense of their duties as representatives of the people, whoa®
/o
best interests they were chosen to servo*”
The Times-Democrat of May 19 denied that Governor Hicholls
favored White's candidacy, and called upon th® Governor to mah®
his position clear; since, it asserted, much of vifhite’s sup
port was drawn from members who believed that he could command
50
the state patronage.
Th© following day th© same paper de
clared that the letter of Governor Uioholls to Gkite, published
47
48
49
50

Ibid.* May 20, 1888.
WSf Orleans Daily Picayune. May 19, 1888*
Ibid., May 2*7 1888.
New” Orleans Tlraes-Soraoorat. May 19, 1888.
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In th# Picayune, had seemed to weaken rather than strengthen
51
that candidate’s cause*
In the letter thus referred to,
Nicholls characterized the dispatches of certain Y, M, D. A*
members to their legislators as utterly unjust and without
justification*

White’s activities as chairman of the Demo

cratic State Central Committee had met with his complete ap
proval*

The Governor further denied that any proposition

had been made to him to use the patronage at his disposal
to secure the ©lection of White; and consequently the reports
of his indignation and withdrawal of personal support from
52
White were wholly without basis in fact*/
The opposition press mentioned Samuel B, HcEnery as a
possible dark-horse candidate in case the deadlock persisted*^
The Picayune. however, was optimistic as to White’s ultimate
success, contending that "while the three ballots thus far
taken in the contest for the junior senatorship demonstrate
the existence of a deadlock, there is no apprehension that
it will be prolonged, and it is now certain that when the
break cornea the nomination of Judge Edward D. White of
54
Orleans will be made in short order*"
When th© caucus
convened again on the twenty-second, it was seen that White’s
strength had not been affected, except for th© defection of
one city member who had left th® Whit© ranks and voted for
51
52
53

Ibid,, May 20, 1888,
Kew Orleans Daily Picayune» Way 19, 1388,
Ibid,, May 2 t f , I W C
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Sustis*

Th© balloting on this day showed that lust is had

taken Jonas* place as second on the list*^
On May 23 tba name of Blanchard waa withdrawn and the
twelve votes which he had been receiving all went over to
White, increasing his vote to 49

The Tteea-Democrat de-

clared that some believed this to be the last move of the
White forces; while others thought that the boom thus given
to his cause would win over votes from th© ^Sustis and Jonas
57
lines#
There was a general deadlock in the caucus for several
days following th© withdrawal of Blanchard.

White1© early

assumption and retention of a position of leadership in the
struggle for the nomination mad® him a particular target of
attack by those favoring any one of the other candidates#
As has already been noted, an attempt was made to bring
pressure to bear on those legislators elected by th® 1# M# D. A#
58
who were supporting White;
but that organization had been
formed for the purpose of securing reforms in the municipal
government of Hew Orleans without any avowed objects of state*
wide concern, and it soon became apparent that its membership
was pretty well divided in support of th® three leading cand
idates#

There had never been any official indorsement of,

or opposition to, any particular aspirant 011 the part of th®
59
organization#
The fact that whit© had formerly acted as
55
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counsel for Registrar of Voters I* W. Patton was revived is
IS attempt to show that lie had noted in that instance In op*

position to toe Y. fit* D* A* and in the interest of toe "city
ring*** His supporters pointed out that the mandamus pro*
eeediags tod been instituted by Republicans to compel the
Registrar to appoint at least one Republican eomaissloner

at seen polling place*

In overruling the Registrar the court

tad simply ordered toe appointment of the Republican eommls-

stoners*

White# in acting as counsel # had merely sought to

defend toe official conduct of an officer appointed by Gov60
eraor lioEnery*
An effort was mad© to weaken White’s can- \
didaey by circulating toe charge that he was an attorney for
toe Standard Oil Trust, coupled with the insinuation that he
tad been "bought* by that notorious business organisation*
la answering this charge Whitefs law partner, Eugene D.
Saunders, denied that either member of the firm had ever
been engaged as counsel for the Standard Oil Trust*

He ad

mitted that on one or two occasions the firm had been employed
to represent the Standard Oil Company in oases of purely local
concern; this was merely a matter of legal business which
could in no way reflect upon the integrity of White’s char
acter*

He and White had never been employed by the Trust;

aor tod they ever been toe general attorneys or legal advieere of the Standard Oil Company*
60

Ibid*, toy 22, 1868.
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In commenting on thasa efforts to weaken White and their
failure to affect hie strength the Picayune said;

trm

have

never known a public man who had more completely escaped the
contaminating and demoralizing influence of politics.

His

enemies have ransacked his record without being able to find
a single act or circumstance that can be considered dis
creditable either in his private life or in his professional
career*

Ko m n stands higher in those respects in this city

or in this Bt&te.

His commanding trait, however, is h|s ©n62
lightened and ever zealous public spirit."
Fifteen ballots had been taken when the caucus reconvened
on the night of May 21*

Before the balloting could be resumed,

a motion was mad© for an adjournment until the night of the
twenty-eighth, which was carried*

The action was favored, it

was said, by the Bustis and Jonas forces, who sought thereby
to gain additional time in which to complete their plans for
a consolidation of their strength.

The Picayune saw in this

proceeding an indication that White’s strength was increasing
while that of Bustis was remaining stationary if not declin
ing:

for, it was argued, if the dustis vote had boon rising,

it would have been to the interest of his candidacy to con
tinue the balloting in order to attract additional votes;
whereas, if Bhite#s strength were increasing, It would have
been to the interest of th© fusils and Jonas men to seek an
adjournment in order to avoid further defections from their
62

Ibid.
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n&k0*

There was confidence among the Whit® supporters that

th# deadlock would b# broken shortly after the caucus recon63
veiled
adjournment stood 63 to 54.

The Pioayune assumed that all

who voted against adjournment were v/hite supporters.

Although

this was still a minority, it Indicated that White1a strenhth
had risen to a point where it lacked only six voted of the
64
requisite number for nomination*
Jonas, it was said, was
no longer a serious contender.

His strength had fallen from

thirty-six votes on the second ballot to twenty-nine on the
fifteenth, with no prospect that it would ever again rise
to its former level.

It was then merely a question of time

until his support would be diverted to the other candidates,^
When the caucus reconvened on May 28, the vote stood Whit#
fifty, Eustis thirty-seven, and Jonas twenty-eight, four
members being absent,

Th# Bustis men than In a ”laat des

perate effort* moved that th® caucus adjourn sine die, which
would have postponed the election until the next legislative
session In 1890#

Th# motion, however, was lost by a vot® of

seventy-two to forty-three*

Th® Picayune conclude,! that th#

twenty-two Jonas men who must have voted against adjournment
favored th# election of White,w
Jonas* name was withdrawn on the night of May 29.

The

Times-Demoorat declared that the announcement "fell upon
63
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car* ©f the caucus like a thunderbolt because It was
Uftsirpeotsd**

Blanchard was again nominated after the with

drawal of Jonas' naae. The ballot which followed resulted
in seventy votes for White, forty-three for Eustls, and
fif# for Blancharde

ftr*
The nomination was than made unanimous•

**> ncayune, however, said that th© "glorious result ach
ieved* by the supporters of White was by no means unex
pected* and that the corridors of the atatehous© were crowded
with eitisens in anticipation of the announcement of his
semination*

It had been well known from th© beginning, con

tinued this paper, that White was the second choice of a
majority of the supporter© of both Jonas and Blanchard, a
fact which proved his great popularity in all sections and
among all classes of the people of the state*

Although the

contest had been protracted, it had been gallantly waged
sad graciously yielded*

The action of the caucus in making

the nomination unanimous was regarded as an Indication of
returning harmony within the party and a subsidence of that
hitter factionalism which had of recent years prevailed in
68
the Democratic ranks *
Immediately after the nomination had been made unani
mous a committee of five was appointed to wait upon Judge
White and inform him of the decision of the caucus *

The

Committee soon returned with the nominee and amid great

67 H w Orleans Times-Democrat« May 30, 1888*
66
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Cheers White was escorted to the rostrum, where he delivered
his speech of acceptance*

He expressed a deep sense of

gratitude toward the gentlemen who had stood by him so faith
fully during the contest and also thanked all th© members of
the caucus for making the nomination unanimous*

There was,

he said, no "invidious distinction" in his selection as a
candidate, but merely an expression of a preference,

He said

that the other gentlemen whose names had been before the
caucus were just as worthy if not more worthy of the nomina
tion*

Ho spoke of the responsibility thus Imposed upon him

as a representative of his commonwealth, and expressed the
hope that when his term of office had expired it would be
found that he had done some good for th® people of hi® state*^9
The following day, May 30, the legislature met in joint
session to ballot for a United State® Senator*

This was, of

course, a sere formality, since the Democrats had already
decided on their choice of a candidate,

White was nominated

by the Democrats; while former Governor Wermoth was put for
ward by the Republicans*

A ballot was taken which resulted

In a total of 119 votes for Whit© viho received 85 from House
smbers and 34 from Senators; while the total vote for Warmoth
was 11, 9 of which came from House members and 2 from Senat
ors, 1 of th© 3 Republican Senators having voted for the
70
Democratic candidate*
a committee consisting of two senators
69 Hew Orleans Times-Demoorat * May 30, 1888; New Orleans
Daily Picayune * May'yd ,”H£8Sm
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i M three members from the House m a appointed to notify
White of bis election,

Th© newly ©looted Senator soon ap

peared and was escorted to the Speakers stand from which
he addressed the assembly.

He said that his remarks should

have h e m prepared with great ©are and deliberation in order
that they sight be worthy of th© occasion* but th© short
time which had elapsed since he had been informed of his
nomination had allowed him very little leisure.

Be had con*

aefuesbly been able merely to collect a few scattering thoughts,
The long period of time* he said* which would ©l&pae before he
weald be called to perform the duties of the position which he
had been selected to fill re&derec

m

discussion of questions

of policy then confronting the nation inadvisable; since* in
all probability, when the time came for him to assme his
duties ae Senator the questions which were then real and livlag would have been wcrystallized by the wise action of the
Democratic party and removed from the realm of discussion Into
the region of things settled and concluded* f He felt called
upon* however* to make some profession of faith; and he de
clared his political faith to be a strict adherence, irrevo
cable and changeless, to the fundamental principles of the
Democratic party.

These principles he believed to be ea-

eeatial to both honest and constitutional government in state
and national affairs.

Looking back, he continued, over the

history of Louisiana, it was the Democratic party which had
led the state out of the bondage of Radicalism and restored
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it to local self-governmentf and it was the adherens* to
this party which enabled him to stand before the legislature
it aa elected representative of the state*

In national af

fairs he said the Democratic party had always been found,

freei the foundation of the Federal system, adhering tenacious
ly to the principles of local self-government throughout ^any
trials and vicissitudes*

He believed that this partyfa prin

ciples and methods of constitutional construction afforded
the only compass by which the destinies of the nation could
be worked out in order that the blessings contemplated by
its founders might be realised*

The Democratic party, he

asserted, and its principles of constitutional construction
her© the same relation to our political system that the law
ef gravitation bore to the material, universe*

He declared

the Democratic party to be a party of the people, end hence
essential to a free government*

He referred to the dangers

arising fro© the aggregation of wealth In a few hands and
Mi d that these dangers could be averted only by a strict
adherence to the principles of the Democratic party.

He spoke

ef the tenor and responsibility devolving upon a Senator as

the representative of th© collective body of the state.

In

conclusion he reviewed the history of the state of Louisiana
and pictured its glorious future, dedicating himself to the
service of his state in the accomplishment of her glorious
destiny.

71
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fto news of White’s election was received with general

satisfaction throughout the state # even among those who had
teen supporters of Jonas and JSuetis; and it was conceded

that in point of eloquence and oratory th® state would be
better represented in the Senate in the person of White than
72
It tod been since the days of Judah p* Benjamin#
Indeedf
the new Senator's eloquence tod become proverbial in Louisi
ana*

His invariable accuracy and logical acuteness, coupled

with the fact that to never entered a controversial discus
sion without careful preparation and never underrated the
strength of an opponent, rendered him formidable in debate;
and his friends predicted that these qualities would enable
him to assume an important role in Senatorial deliberations*

73

A Boston paper considered White's election as a distinct gain
to the Democratic side of the Senate#

It said that Bustle***

whom White would succeed— , although rated a gentleman of
considerable ability, tod failed to make his mark In the Sen
ate, and had made himself conspicuous principally by his
74
bitter criticism of President Cleveland*
More than three yeara would have to elapse before White
would assume the official duties of the office to which he
had been elected at an earlier age than had any of his pre
decessors who tod represented Louisiana in the United Utatea

Senate*7** There would, accordingly, have been ample time
for him to have served one term in the lower branch of Congress
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hsfer* taking his Senatorial seat; and h© was repeatedly
mentioned in the summer of 1888 as a candidate for nomina
tion and election to the national House of Representatives
fro® the First Congressional District*

The rumors of his

candidacy persisted in press reports of political develop
ments* in spite of his efforts at suppression through private
solicitation*

Whit© thereupon issued a public statement on

August 15 emphatically denying that he had ever entertained
any desire for the office and declaring that he would not
aeeept the nomination were it possible that it should be ten76
dered to him.
This declaration effectively checked the
movement for his nomination, and ho vigorously supported, in
the ensuing election, the candidacy of Theodor® 3. Wilkinson,
77
who was nominated by the Democratic party.
White was on© of the speakers at a political rally held
in Hew Orleans on October 25, 1888, in support of the candi
dacy of Wilkinson and that of th® Democratic nominees for
president and vie® president.

His speech on this occasion

is of particular interest because of certain expressions de
claratory of his views on the tariff issue*

After a few

scathing remarks concerning the unpleasant recollections of
Republican domination in Louisiana, White turned to a consid
eration of that partyfs advocacy of th© protective tariff
system.
76
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He said that the Democratic party had always been
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hm Asserted*

tfcst wmg*w

were

higher

In unprotected

Industries

than they were in industries sheltered by the high tariff
HU#

lhit« deelared that the He public an party was not a

friend of the sugar industry#

He concluded hi a remarks by

predicting that the retention of Cleveland in the presidency
•ad the election of a Democratic Congress would be followed
78
by an era of unprecedented prosperity*
Shortly after the formation of th© Anti-Lottery League
early in 1890, White went actively to work in conjunction
with many other prominent citizens of the state to prevent
a re-charter of the Louisiana State Lottery Company*

Soon

after it was learned that John A* Morris, prtssileivt of the
company, would apply to the legislature at its next session
for a re-charter granting the company a continuance of its
privileges for twenty-five more years, the opponents of an
extension of what they considered to be an evil formed an
organization known as th© Anti-Lottery League for the pur
pose of preventing any further concessions to the old com
pany ©r to any new on®.
On April 21, 1890, White was elected to membership in
the Anti-Lottery League, and his powers of oratory aoon
brought him to the front as one of th© outstanding propon—
79
mate of the anti-lottery movement *
On May 18 the TimesDemocrat carried an article warmly praising White for his
patriotism and self-abnegation in attempting to prevent the
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M t a i Bilan of the judlei&ry and lottery questions to the
and thereby precipitate a constitutional convention*
ittit * convention, it pointed out, might snatch from him the
Senatorship within his grasp, since a clause in the state
constitution required that the legislature elected just prior
to the expiration of the Senatorial term should elect a new
Senator.

A constitutional convention would probably neces

sitate the election of a new legislature before the beginning
80
of White fs ter® as Senator*
This article was evidently a
eareastie Intimation that the Senator-elect was unaware of
the probable consequences of his activities upon his future
political aspirations, the implication being that the antilottery agitation was seeking to thwart a reference of the
controversy to the voters for determination, which would
ultimately provoke a popular demand for a complete revision
of the organic law*

Such an eventuality would necessitate

m m elections and a re-enactment of the Senatorial struggle
ef 1888*
Later la the same issue of this newspaper appeared a
scathing criticism of White’s Gnmewald speech, his first
public utterance on th© antilottery question, which had been
delivered on the preceding night.

This address caused quite

a sensation in lottery circles, and articles denying the
accuracy of certain of his statements or denouncing his
deductions appeared frequently In the city press which
80

Ibid., May 18, 1890.

tfefag&ntfualy favored t&t lottery or revenue amendment*

Ho

In this speech that ha would take up the lottery
question in all its phases and endeavor to meet each asaerl i M put forward by its advocates*

He stigmatised the lot*

levy ts a localised form of gambling which affected every
el&ss of society*

To legalise this vice for another twenty-

five year ported would create an atmosphere vitiating to the
generation yet unborn as well as to the on® just then grow
ing up to manhood*

He paid his respects to the legislature

ef 1161 whose venal member® had chartered the lottery company
at a tint "when crime of all kind was rampant and bribery was
th# order of the day**

If the lottery were an ordinary busi

ness, he demanded, why was some one knocking at the door of
the legislature for permission to operate this business?

He

conceded that refusal to grant a recharter to the lottery
company would not prevent the sale of tickets in the state#
but assarted that the state would be enriched by fines col
lected for the violation of its criminal statutes*

He mads

as unfavorable comparison of savings bank deposits in Louislana with sesh deposits in other states*

With regard to

the levee situation, he said that th® state’s fund® for
this purpose were sufficient to close all the gaps caused
by the crevasses of 1890, and he predicted that the surest
netted ef defeating the attempts made by the Louisiana deledadden in Congress to secure Federal aid for the upkeep of
the levees along the Mississippi would be to prolong the
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*&• lottery company and accept money from It for

levee P ^ d 8 « i «

He said that the state Insane Asylum was

ppiy supplied with funds* and as to the public school
system, he maintained that with a little self-sacrifice and
SClf-abnegation Louisiana would soon have as good schools
as any other state.

In conclusion he predicted the ultimate

failure of the lottery companyis attempt to secure a renewal
st its charter.

SI

The Timea-Democrat declared that White *s deduction eon*
earning the levee situation was based on two fallacies*

He

tat stated, it said, that if the state in ISBu could, out

Of its own revenues, rebuild twenty-six miles of levees,
eeuld it not In 1&90, with superior revenues for levee pur*
poses* rebuild six miles?

The Tlmes-Democrat denied that

the state had rebuilt the twenty*slx miles solely out of Its
own revenues, asserting that most of the money had been fur*
aishsd by the railways and by the River Commission, while
contributions had been added by people living along the coast
Of Mississippi*

The portion paid by the state, It said, was

set paid out of the current revenuew as White had implied but

mss part of a sum paid to the state by the "Watkins Syndicate9*
far certain marsh lands In the southern portion of Louisiana*
A l e paper further asserted that the six-mil© gap to be filled
in meant more than rebuilding the old dikes, for it had been
demonstrated that the old levees could not withstand the tor*

@1
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floods willoir aanUally broke through thorn and .that
BtoS^toniS^towe to to replaced by higher and broader levees*
fUe wh&l# levee system, It had been estimated by engineers,
H U B S t o w to be strengthened at a cost of from four to six
go
■fttfow ef dollars*
fhite was probably too optimistic
is hie View of the levee situation*

the Tliaes-Daiaocrat also

elWWiisl-White of being responsible for the frustration of
the *ttbeasts to secure a Federal grant for levee purposes*
Itklftiserted ttot his speech had led northern members of Con*
gSBse to believe that the extent of the distress had been

exaggerated, and that many who had formerly been favorable
to tto appropriation had changed their opinions after a per*
S3
use! of tto Senator-alcGt*s speech,
-

8feiie*s conclusions in regard to the savings bank de~

petite in Louisiana were also attacked by the press*

It was

pointed out ttot his comparison of figures for 1878-79 and
1890 u s «pertieSiarly disingenuous,* since they were correct

only a position of 1878*79.

The failure of several eav*

ifcgs beaky ia the latter part of 1879 had destroyed public

confidence in these institutions and had led people to seek
other forms of investment*

If, it was contended, !?hite had

compared Mounts on deposit during the second half of 1879
with these for 1890, the comparison would have shown a very
dhclded increase for the year 1890 instead of the decrease
Orleans

i»es*£mocrat* May 19, 22, 1890*
# m h K
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W i

M i figure© demonstrated.

Th© unfavorable comparison

between Louisiana and tow Ragland in the matter of savings
ton* deposits was typical of a condition prevailing through© M the satire South and could not be attributed solely to
'■tom feet that a lottery company existed in Louisiana.®^
>:

to the midst of th© lottery controversy the Times- v

leaserst published an article attaching the integrity of
Ihlto*© ©toraeter, and accusing him of having stooped to

corrupt and dishonest methods to procure his election to the
to specific charges were made, however*

Four days

later an article appeared charging that the Nicholls campaign
committee tod received donations from representatives of the
tottery company to aid in securing the gubernatorial nomina
tion for Francis T* Hicholl© during the campaign of 18S7*
It was further charged that White tod received &10,000 from
*tto head and front of the lottery company* which was spent
by him in p l o w i n g the Senatorial nomination.
m

Such a large

f it was statedt could hardly have been consumed In pur

chasing stationery, end it was implied that White tod used
bribery and corruption to secure his nomination by the Bemo86
emtio caucus*

These charges created considerable excitement for a

x

time and elicited comments from both lottery a M anti lottery
circles.

They were effectively quashed, however, by a full
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and .comprehensive statement published in th© Tines-Democrat
Of jfo&y 2?» and which wee signed by Governor Hicholls and

all the members of the campaign committee.

This statement

declared that in the very inception of the Hicholls campaign
the question arose as to what stand should be taken on the
subject ot lotteries*

A majority of the members of the com

mittee were unalterably opposed to such gambling devices*
la preparing the campaign address the committee considered
the advisability ©f touching upon th© lottery question; but,

as several close friends of Morris had stated that he desired
merely to be unmolested in his existing rights and that his
intention was to retire from th© lottery business upon the
expiration of his charter, the committee decided that since
the lottery company had only a few more years to run and
since its charter was embedded in the constitution and would
require a constitutional convention to effect any alterations
it was deemed expedient not to drag the question into poli
tics, provided no renewal of the charter was requested * Lai©
in the campaign, after primaries had been held throughout the
greater portion of the state, two checks for $500© each were

presented to the committee by Morris through two of his friends*
In accepting the donations it was explicitly understood that
no obligation to extend the charter of the lottery company or

to grant it additional privileges was thus incurred.

87

In answer to the charge that he had bought his ©lection
to the United States Senate with money given hla by the head

87
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W & f r emphatically denied having
;
^plCMMlto'iifai|r
m e m i F

ii$*it©®ever to aid in procuring; th® San*

« • « i « %*•» a© treasurer of th© Hicholls cam-

J H P *« £***«* he had received Many donations, all of which

were

him tor campaign purposes.

After the Demo^

ANMIfe* eAfrvWBtlei* had nominated candidates for governor and
^ B W ^ etete offices, he was made a member of the Democratic
< W 6 i Witral Committee and subsequently becam© chairman of
WiYflia&e© committee.

As chairman, he said, many eontribu-

Mteli from various sources had passed through M s hands,

Slltey dollar of which was spent for legitimate campaign exJMi£&*

After the state election, the remainder of the fond

Sftbeen expended In prosecuting the national Democratic campe^ggwhieh occurred later In the same year*

The boots showed,

Bitittid, that the committee was indebted to him over and above
every dollar received from any source whatever.

Could he

S£9© steeped to bribery and corruption to secure the nomine*
U M I at the hands of the Democratic caucus, he said that his
A m financial resources and those of his family were suffieiently aapl© to render outside aid unnecessary.

He had re

peatedly declared, he continued, during th© course of the
Hfngglt in t!e caucus for a nomination that if on© dollar
Aftam used by any one in his behalf to corrupt a single vote,

he wotild immediately retire from th© contest.

His total

th Salon Rouge during the varying

etrwggle before the earned Amounted to one thousand dollars*
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febla *»ourvt r*pr*aent*d th® ooat of «

$$&§&*£ given toe entire membership of th© caucus after his
l u tn i t t w , th* n w l B A i r b*ing us«d for hotel bills, tele*
m
9«. •

ajiperslooa were
ehereeter by the press,

further

oast upon the integrity of
but Its opposition to the

movement did not relax in any degree*

Whit©

§ef&l£W©d to address audiences in behalf of th© Anti-Lottery
IfSfiBSI ato to was characterised by th© press as th© "chief

pillar*-and tto •cornerstone” of the organisation*®^

He

was a delegate to th© anti lottery convention which met in
Jte&to on August 7,

Shortly after the asecnbly con-

fWMd* Whit© was loudly called for and was ©snorted to tto
leetrusaaaid great applause*

In his address before th© ©on-

ventlon he urged that the question be considered calmly and
dispassionately.

H© declaimed that an extension of th© lot90
tery company* s franchise would ruin th© state*
Before ad-

Jmmii&g, tto convention passed resolutions to the effect
ttot whereas tto honesty of purpose and integrity of character
of Governor Francis ?. Nieholls and Senator-elect Edward D*
Whit© tod been attacked by the lottery company through its
subsidised pressf and whereas these attacks war© inspired by
malice, tote, and anger, the convention expressed its

U 6

eeintfeft

honor and unblemished character

►two noble m i of a grateful state.^
-■

White participated In the mandamus case which'came before

tfceSupremeOourt on February 17* 1891, as counsel for the

91

Stated

The revenue amendment which had been introduced

^Representative S. 0. Shattuck In iFune, 1890,®^ and which

included a ^sovision extending the lottery'company*© fran**

chlse tor

another twenty-five-year period, had been vetoed

by Governor Hicholls.
legislature.

The amendment was a^aln passed by the

The Secretary of State, however, refused to

fSemlgate the amendment and submit it to the people for

ratification on the ground that it had not been passed in
accordance with the provision of the constitution stipulating
the manner of proposing amendments to be voted on by the
people*

John A* Morris, head of the lottery company, had

thereupon brought a mandamus suit against the Secretary of
State la the l?th district court at Baton Rouge to force the
p m d p t i o s of the proposed amendment • The district court
decided la favor of the state, whereupon Morris appealed to
the Supreme Court.^
la the argument of the case before the Supreme Court
both sides were well represented by a brilliant array of legal
7*

f

<*(?,

X C 7 X ,

Secretary of St&te, 43 la. Ann.
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Louisiana !&£££. Isssml.m 189©# p. 199*

Hew Orleans^mee-ffembcrat. February 18, 1C91-*
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0(l8leS^f*r tK* afaW' tl»r® w*ra, in addition

to Attorney*

S* W c tie r s ,$ , H* Luce, Doneloon Caffery#
'rii* ot^M'.95 "T. f. S mam a and F. P. Foe**
«•%•&* is (rtrem»*l tat the relator.

The Attorney*Oeneral

U M i b F ^ N 4argument for the state, taking up th© clause of
W S & ^ s ^ i t u t i o n which dealt with the keeping of the leglsWS&tVe Journals*

Ho held that it was the duty of the 3eere~

f ^ r w Wbate to prepare and publish the official journals,
V

that forty-sight pages of the original Journal
by suboffioers and replaced by other pages*

Se theh produced the original daily journal a© the authentic
bhe,an& claimed that the amendment had not been read In
I H l i»$ entered upon the original Journal as required is
Wf
w » constitution,
Don®Ison Caffsry next took up the argu£&ot for the state,
W

Lucs should hare followed Caffcry, but

yielded M s time to White, giving notice that hi® argument

en the question of the veto power would be presented in writ,
98
ten farm rather than orally,

*

White closed the case for the Secretary of State, being
WMcWeii twenty-five minutes in which to present his argument*

telefly summarized, the main points raised were as follows;
"**1* Where the Constitution prescribes a particular mode
We' be followed by the Legislature in formulating and subfitting proposals of amendment, the Legislature is, by
U > j & Itaid eae rel* Morris v* Maeon, Secretary ox
I*. Asa. 590 (1891).
97 I w O A m m
February >
19*
'f BVUllHUjT
*7* 1891*
98 Bow OrlMB*
ruary 19, 1891#
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|pP«pi%ioa# restricted to the mod© prescribed, although
©thex modes ayeratexpressly prohibited, and Is absolutely

without authority to propose amendment® in any other mode*
*2*

Where in such eases the Legislature disregards the

■
ttajUlraranta of the constitutionally prescribed mode, its

**tira being la excess or violation of the limited authority
Oeaferred upon it in this matter,, is null, and no more than
©A uraerat itut iraal law would, does it bind, either the Secretary of State to promulgate, or any private citizen to
©hey or regard it*
*3*

What is known as the lottery amendment of 1890

was rat constitutionally formulated and adopted by the Legis
lature and cannot be constitutionally submitted to the people,
inasmuch as, although, it contains more than one amendment
to he voted on at the erne time, yet these amendment® were
rad are submitted as one, and are to be voted on as one and
rat separately, as Is required by Article 256 of the Consti99
tulioa**
White said that the question which he wished to discuss
rae purely a legal one free from all extraneous matter*

If

the amendment were legally adopted, it should be submitted
for ratification or rejection by the voters regardless of
the evil which its opponents maintained would follow its
ratification; on the other hand, he argued, if the amendment
99 Stata «x m l * Morris ▼. T»a«on, 8*oret«ry of State, 13
La. Ann. 600-601 (1891).
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it should not be submitted « m
JMPB*" ill* tea benefits Maimed for it by its advocates «ooli

-:
iiiteS&hNir®iei!its?wabifleabloa*

In the outset, he said, he de-

tttftaifb*cabafclteh two axiomatic propositions.

The first of

jjUfli waasthat* without constitutional authority so to do the
i«^aa*tttre was powerless to submit amendments to the con•Hi)lMtli»in» B e second was that since the power to submit an

J I M i m t m i -flow from an express grant in the const!toIij08fc|~a&ir violation of the terms of the constitutional grant
sattewedtteemsndment mill and void*

He than cited article

tee constitution which, after giving the power to
Maandead providing how it should be exercised, provided
that when sore than one amendment was to be submitted, each

fcftemdment Should be so submitted as to enable the voter to
W t e ei «teh one separately*

^ • t e e proposition, ha maintained, was that the amendment
before the court was more than one amendment, submitted as
M o , without giving the voters an opportunity to vote sepa

rately thereon*

He then traced the genesis of this restric

tion repairing the submission of separate amendments and said
teat it was intended to prevent log-rolling*
The amendment, he said, licensed a lottery and provided
.fte*;tee raising of revenue therefrom*

It then proceeded to

appropriate this revenue to six different objects, five of
te$sh were for M a t e purposes and one for a local municipal
Sfc m t
t'."
.

i-

r?

: -* • ‘3* * • ' -
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yopfoa**

H* u m i m

thst th® TElsing of rfl7®nu6 find ap**

I W p W l w of %b» earn* w w

two diffo?«nt objects— a faet

teleh ted teen roeoguteed since the time of Magna Charts,
ted of which cognisance was taken in drafting the Coastitte

Cite ®f the united States, wherein a provision is found re
quiring that revenue M i l s shall originate in the lower
W s m m ©f Congress.

The diverse objects, he contended, for

Which appropriations were made— nemely;

levees, schools,

charities, general fund, pensions, and drainage of the city
af Raw hrlcsas— serely accentuated the evil of log-rolling

which the constitutional restriction was intended to prevent*
White called attention to the fact that one of the ap
propriations was for the drainage of the city of Hew Orleans*
te weald like to know, he said, how there could he oneness

Is a measure which appropriated funds for five state purposes
tei css purely municipal purpose*

The constitution recog-

aised a difference, for while it sanctioned appropriations
for State purposes, it prohibited the appropriation of State
fetes to any public or private corporation.

The constitu

tional provision that each hill must have a nlngle object
was governed by the same principle as the one-amendment
Clause, and hence the one-object clause w a s applicable-to
constitutional amendments*
la ©losing his argument he said that it had been charged
that the opponents of the amendment were seeking to prevent
aa expression of the popular will.

He maintained, however,
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wee d.niad by the very na*lne« the voter would have to vote
wfctwh he dis«p?rov«a la order to vote for that
• i M h fce-e(p>rev*i.

Thie, he said, m a the supreme teet and
100
emeHtaeat should not be submitted.

The decision of the Supreme Court in regard to the re~
ease was rendered on April 2?*

101

It reversed

©f the lower court, holding the am©nfeent to be
ifeoWtftetlensl and making the mandamus upon the Secretary of
102
m u f p r a w a l g a t . the amendment peremptory.
The d.eisioa
*y a divided court, t h m

of the five member® up~

constitutional Ity of the amendment and two dls*
wasting from that view.

lust loo Z f m Be Watkins delivered

Opinion of the court, extending over some fifty~five pages
105
ta the Louisian* Beports.

Just loo Samuel D, MoEnary ©<m~

w r e d in the Judgment of reversal in an opinion covering
1QL
•feowfe thirteen oages;
while Chief Justice Mwar& Berm&es
required but three pages for a statement of his concurring
101
•
fist dissenting opinion® of Justices Charles £»
and Joseph Ae Bsreaux ware fifteen and fire pages res~
IM
festively.
Supporters of the
were Jubilant over
e amendment
ax
107
of the controversy.

101
■;f *•& e u ^ i cartel# Morris w. Mason, Secretary of state, 43
A n , 664 <l*fi,
~~
V79V ; r ‘
i,.i 6 6 0 - 6 9 9 ?

107

B S w o r l . a u tl— .-Dnoarat. April 28, 1891 •
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■*w-r Kbit* m s a a m b e r ef th« Louisiana delegation which
■f&MMMft befora th* a l m r Commission in How York on July 15,
It n p i i t a federal grant of nor# than three millions
®f dollars for leva® construction and repairs along th® Mis100
itoifpl fiiwr,
Th® junior Senator’s appearance in what
th® press was pleased to term a *9up?lian guise" furnished
§m e w w t a a i t y for renewed attacks by the lottery!tea upon
109
the speech made by him on v?ay 17 of the preceding year*
5® pas falsely accused of having shifted his position on
I P leva® question and of being inconsistent in his state110
seats*
His efforts in behalf of the anti lottery movement
eeatinusd unabated, however, in spite of denunciations hurled
at M m by the city press which, with th© exception of th#
Mem Delta that had been established tinder the auspices of
th® League, was solidly for the revenue amendment.
On November 6 White delivered the closing address at
as a&tllottery meeting held in Wew Orleans,

When he arose

to speak he was greeted by a stirring ovation, many of th®
audios©® having remained solely to hear his address.

He

referred to th® persistent continuation of the "Democratic
party in daerican politics and attributed the phenomenal
longevity of this party’s existence to the principles whioh
It represented*

He urged the election of antilottery dele

gates to the Democratic State convention which was soon to
100
m
HO

Ibid,. - m y U 9 1691.
* w * 20> & m *
Ibid.. July 27f 1091.

llpMNbb’lRltW*. 8m*£e 4 a*M&Mr tbat the lottery question might

thw -party and not be carried over into the
Oi| when the situation would be complicated by
S i ifWi'un *T th. Hegro vote,
_#jMC

«l^t« <Kf hie strenuous opposition to the lottery,

(MPilMP*, ^feite leollned to yield to the clamorous appeals
#elJUssp*slb'lzettii that he introduce a bill in Congress
filr*the suppression of the lottery business through the ex*
S M & s e ^of the power of Federal taxation.

He said that great

as wee the «fil against which the o o mon fight was being
*!£*&» there was yet a greater otfeewneniely, the disruption
aSft ftsatraetion of the principles of our federal system whieh
tr<m the passage by Congress of an illegal and
iif
iSW^nsfcdtufcton&l act,
Although White was called to Wash*
Iggtonbe ftsase his Senatorial duties prior to the conclu
sion of the war against th© lottery, he maintained a lively

ifctsgwst In th* progress of that struggle and regretted his
tttofrtltty to eeatlnue his active participation; but promised

tereturn and assume his full share of the burden of the fight
at the first opportunity****
?*

titom the Democratic state convention met In December,

M S 1% it was apparent that the HcEnery faction, which favored
the rwvenue wasndment, controlled the organization machinery
ftfljtf - Hovember 7, 1891.
nSeX, 1
i seea.,
6519*
SMi., i$19
toStejshen D. Ellis, January 29, 1892,
l H w i i t of Aroblvos, Louisiana State
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i&i #fesid attempt to dominate th© assembly.

That group

claimed a majority both of members of the state central
committee and of the delegates to the convention.***

The

aatllottery group hall a caucus on the night of December 15t
and the following day bolted the convention, organizing sepA combination, however, was immediately effected
with the Farmersf Alliance faction, the leader of that groupj
Thomas 3* Adams, receiving the
Deember 17.

bematerial nomination on

But Adams declined to head the ticket and both

parties to the combination then nominated ISurphy Raises
Fester, one of the antilottery delegates, for governor with
Charles Pariany* for lieutenant-governor.

The MeSnery men

contended that the antilotteryitea had perpetrated a swindle
upon the Alliance group, claiming that Adams had been given
the nomination with the specific understanding that he would
not accept i

t

The regular Democratic convention nominated

Samuel D. McFneny and Robert 0. Wlobliffe for governor and
lieutenant-governor respectively and adopted a platform advo
cating the submission of the revenue amendment to a white pri
mary prior to the general election, if such a procedure were
feasible, and deprecating the action of the bolters && dis
ruptive of party solidarity.*^

Thus there war© two sets of

candidates in the field, each of which claimed to represent
11A

Hew Orleans Times-Democrat, December li, 1391.
December 16/17*' lSVl
December 18, 1891.
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party.

After conferences between represent-

<|$i?ea^Qf the two factions, an adjustment was arrived at on
20* 1892, whereby it was acreed that both the Poster
m

SoJSn®ry ticket a should be submitted to the Democratic
at a special white primary ©lection, to be held on

IfQPCh 221 and which should be conducted tmder th© auspices
Of a Joint ooBEsaittee composed of four members elected from
118
the Foster faction and three from the Btclnery group*
The
9$o$$ggl primary was accordingly held on th© designated date,
tnt, asaubeequent events proved, it failed to settle the
pdroftrsf.

The Mclnery supporters claimed © stunning Tic*

torjr for their tloket with a majority of at least 9,000 vote®,
bet thie figure was quickly reduced to an estimated majority
Cf 3,000 as more complete returns became available

The

returns, as promulgated by th© joint committee, &©~
©lared the ncainees of the foster faction to have been ©n~
dereed by the Democratic voters, although by very slender
mejorltiee*

The three McEnery members of the committee re-

fpeed to alga the majority report and withdrew from further
partlelpatIon in the committee’s activities, issuing a pro
feet challenging the accuracy of the tabulation® of the ma
jority m e m b e r s T h e leaders of the defeated faction de«
olined te aequieaee in what they declared to be a palpable
fraud and determined to enter their ticket In the general
118
119
120

Ibid*, February 21, 1892.
I M S . , March 23, U , 1892.
Ibid., April 6, 1892.

Kt*af

which mqf^tmZA Gn April 19 and whioJa rssuUs*

feaittiT* wts&wtj'-Fssf1 tbs Foster faction.
4As&jg^s>af

M

Again there

corruption, hut the Melnery m u

euhadesion, lest violent opposition should
ehiah would probably be attended
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JBeceenue sm n dmeut which had been sponsored by the
fMMefelf^meion was else overwhelmingly defeated by the voters
tl sleet Ion 9 and the lottery question which
agitated the stats for two years was thus
from politics, and from that time forward ceased
IMtatt Issue*

As to Whited part in bringing shout

W E s gimiHt the $££ Sglta said that from the beginning of the
;Mms l o t t o s he m s the mainstay of the movementt
i, and puree beinr alwayo at the service of the
ed»iee in council was indispensable; while on
M e thunderous ImnMlatlons and the "lightning
< M h M m log1 n~ wade his an object of admiration to his friends
M

M

f t » to his enemies.

"To him,” concluded the Uew

"mamm ttmt to any other one man in the dtate is due
Him — srtlTi af the M e a t of the lottery."12^

aak M i . . April 7, 8, 11, 1892.
122
Q&9

SS..

ABTil 20. 22, 1892.
SKrSrlbans l»s B i l k . Kay 12, I892.
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SENATORIAL CAR&iR
The Senatorial torn of Edward

White lo^an on Ilareh

4, 1891t but as there •^'Uw 2,0 Spc ciai session of Congress in
this year he did not assume the duties of his office until
th® follovjing Dec enter. Ktn/ arrival;.; in tlio .,em.tc. usually
receive scant

consideration txl

tin; handsof the none exper

ienced members and are not expecteu Lo take u promIncut part
in the nore important debates.

In accordance with this re-

oognlzed rulo

the early .onMis of

voted chiefly

to so

versial nature.

•‘lute’s ourvice were de
.contro

The measure'intro‘need by him removing the

charge of desertion against John I., Arr? it * an cx&aple of
1
this type of legislation.
D u r i kh»j f’irct oeccion of his
term in the Senate 7hiio

appointed to ...in.; Oomit tee on

Claims uiid was usually selected to report on bills v/nlch had
been referred to this caauittoe.

2

During the aa.ao session

he was appointed to the Don hltjo on -oiuo 1c Disc-ano 3 from
which he resigned in Dooeubur# IB92; but ho wus re-appointed
3
in that session later to the same corraltte&.
During the
second session of the Fifty-decani 0engross he was likewise
appointed to membership on the ,
select lor.nlttoo on Indian
Depredations.^

On March 31# IB90# /hito maw one of the two

1
2

Cork*, he cord. 32'Cong., 1 n n . ; , iOft.
» i 4 » . ^3Sts Donate Hecorts. 32 Cong.# 1 Dess. * Hoi 428,

3

Sonf. -epor4. O X gan,-;.. 3 Wosa.. .197, 35?.

4

XliiaL* * 1/22.
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appointed as »eab«rs an th® board of visitors to
&tt©ndth© annual examination of the cadets at the United
States Naval Academy at Annapolis, Maryland.5

The follow-

lag year he was on© of the two Jenators appointed to a
Stalls? board of visitors to attend the annual examination
&
of tbs cadets at West Point Military Academy,
0a torch 21, 1892, White spoke against a bill to give
relief to settlers on public lands.

The purpose of th®

seasure was to refund a portion of the payment made by or*
Igisal settlers for th® purchase of public landa.

These

land® had been sold at a price higher than that usually
charged because it was expected that a railway would be
built through the region and the value of the land would
thus be greatly enhanced*
to materialise.

This railway project had failed

Thite argued that no guarantee had been

made by the government that a railroad would bo built and
that the settlers had taken the ordinary risks attached to
such a venture*

He further contended that many of the or

iginal settlors had cold their holdings st a greatly en
hanced price and had, after all, realised a considerable
7
profit. The bill, however, was passed by the Senate;
White, feeing paired,
The measure
5

Ibid..

7
8

US.,
so**

was unable to voteon final pasuage.

was then sent to the House, where
1 Sees.,2751.

6 IMA..2 Bm,, 1M4,

1 3.86., 2239,. 226C, 2262, 2264.
zm *

3

it wus referred
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on Ghelms
***^

and there apparently expired*

r»tura«<l %0 Louisiana, in May, 1892, to aid &•&»

«i«l**K»d»li £*i Gibson in the conduct of M s campaign for
to the United States Sonata*

Congressman Eewtoa

Gv^lGemehart, Benjamin F. Jonas, and Donclson Caffcry were

eli*rcandidates for Senatorial honors.

It was said that

MdhT^ry had the backing of th® Foster administration but
that bffelta%s espousal of Gibson* s cause would lessen this
Iwagpfebrfe*^

Si&ee Gibson*s term of office would not expire

Oat 11" A r c h 4* W 9 5 » however, the legislature, after the
& 5&&&lture of considerable time in unsuccessful efforts
%!?$«%£>'%he deadlock on th®'Senatorial question, determined
postpone the election until its next session in 1F94#^'
i^ ^ i t o r Gibson did not Ions survive t M s inconclusive eon**
fci* re-election, for he died the following .December,
lfe&he*&s"one of the five members appointed by th© Senate
aIJOieb ocsfflaittee which attended the funeral of Louiei**
XZ
saMt^e senior Senator.
In M s speech before the Senate
en bkrch !, 1393 * in memory of Senator Gibson, vrnite Ineidesidliy sfeowed how close had been the relations between
hffceelf end M s late colleagu©.

Ee related the history of

touoMng upon hi© ancestry, and desorlbed M s
W i W O k lif'e soldier of"the Confederacy and his subsequent
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when the ravages of war
d WtoRSWP& hta?<.pr&ttpea&&. for a snocessfuX omrmer as a
«dtf0^rw «Ha tedt continued fSfelte* a t t a i n a imsitiois of
a. oda&l lawyer when he forsook the legal profea-*
fjpKlftMteof polities*

In conclusion White spoke feel*

inglyrjftf Klfewa^tO.failing health during the last yeai's of
.ilfPbiM^^Mfto^rM^aMaifaat religions devotion*3^
exti*?$»#*®f.;hbe » s t important incidents competed with
W4&#*sn#»eaei0rial career was M s speech on the Hatch bill
f«i M t i ^ w M i m r a / o a s a ^ a l f called, the Anti-options bill*
fl^ttsB which caused White to take rank wltb ”the
l W § aoaatitatioaal lawyers of the Senate**^ and which made
M i ieee#gh&Efosrto eouparatlvelrr unknown, familiar to every
MifefeoM i m t t o l a n d the Anti-options bill was Intro*
taaed^yiSalMel ^illiaffi H. Hatch in the House of.ftepreeestt*
Vfc4vee*ad» after being .passed by this body, was sent-up to
ttetSMa ta&fex consideration*

Senator will! mu $# ;Washburn

M ^Uaeeeta eponoorad the bill on the floor of the upper
Nws*

Jfhen the bill same to the Senate a large majority

M n t M jees$er» ware friendly toward it, and its passage
Id
itemed .aesuredU
White fs first speech against the measure
17
mil made?,ea2uly 21, 1«92*;
When he arose to sneak the
nearly empty*
> H I M #4^041

“' Sew Orleane

':

: «* ‘* '

YlJMa~OwMGrA %„

Bat ere Ion* spectators

3uly 22y 16^2*

## February lt 1193*
k 'S***.,- &S*5*
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had crowded into th# galleries and Senators filed back to
their seats; and contemporary accounts state that not once
during the course of th© address were newspapers or personal
correspondence resorted to in order to relieve the tedium
t&
usually incident to Senatorial speeches*

x

The Hatch bill was intended to prevent dealings in
"options" and "futures" with respect to certain specified
articles*

The first two sections defined th© terms and con

tained provisions permitting farmers and planters to contract
for future delivery in so far as such contracts were made for
articles connected with the production of crops.

There was

also a clause exempting th© government of the United States
and state, municipal, or county governments from th© pro
vision of the act.

Section 3 specified the articles to which

the provisions of th® act were to apply.

Among these were

raw cotton, lard, bacon, hops, barley, wheat, and other
grains *

Section 4 of the act imposed a fee of $1,000 upon

any person, group or copartnership dealing In "options" and
"futures."

It also required the payment of a tax of five

cents per pound on those articles specified in section 3
which were commonly sold according to weight, and levied a
tax of twenty cents per bushed on the grains listed*

Sections

5 through 10 provided for the enforcement of th© foregoing
provisions and Imposed penalties for their violation.

Section

11 stipulated that certificates issued prior to the enactment
18

Hew Orleans Timea-Demoorat« July 22, 1692.
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of this statist® would not exempt th® holder thereof from
prosecution under the terms of this act; while section 12
provided that licenses might be issued to holders of these
certificates on payment of a $2,00 fee.

Section 13 provided

that the internal revenue collector, whenever he suspected
a violation of the terms of the statute, might demand the
investigation of the business of a corporation or person and
19
order an examination of the books of the suspected firm.
White first attacked the bill on the ground of its un- *9
constitutionality.

The type of contract which section 2 of

the act prohibited was a type which had been recognized as
valid in th® Supreme Court of th® United States as well as
in the courts of last resort of nearly every state in the
Union.

The right to make contracts for future delivery had

been crystallised into a body of jurisprudence and the va
lidity of such contracts was recognised equally with those
for present delivery, provided only that either of the p rties
to the contract had an honest intention to deliver*

This

right was as sacred and as well protected by state law as c
man*® right to hold his home*

The proposed act, he said,

a bill licensing the Federal government to step over the
state boundaries and destroy any contract made by citizens
of the state within the state which the Federal government
might choose to destroy,

He thought that if th© theory pro

pounded in this bill were true, every vestige of state aut
onomy would be destroyed and all semblance of federalism in
19

Uong:* Record. 52 Cong., 1 Sess., 6514 if.
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the American plan of government would be swept away, leaving
the central government the most unlimited and arbitrary gov
ernment in the world*

He challenged any 3©na.tox* to point/^

out where in the Constitution could be found authority for
such an extensive grant of power to th© Federal government*
He next attacked the assertion that the bill would be
upheld as constitutional because it could be claimed that
the measure was an exercise of the taxing power.

H® argued

that from the very nature of its terms no tax could result
from the passage of the bill*

It was proposed, he said, to

strike out the twelfth section of the bill— th© only section
whose provisions could possibly lead to the collection of
taxes and thus give a semblance of constitutionality to th©
measure*

The proposal to state on th® face of th© bill that

it was an exercise of the taxing power for th© purpose of
raising revenue when it was patent that no revenue could re
sult from its passage was breathing a "living lie" into th©
measure to insure Its being declared constitutional.

He

said that the Supreme Court could go beyond the statement
of the purpose of th® bill as declared on Its face and ex
amine the terms of the statute* Whit© then cited the Topeka
20
ease
which came before the Supreme Court of th© United
States and which was wiped off th© statute books, not that
the motive or purpose was questioned, but because th© object
20 Citlaene Saving Loan Association v. Topeka, 20 Wall.
655 (1874)•

2,04
-v

of the bill was declared to b© one thing and th© very terms
of the bill stated another; and this other was outside the
authority of legislation.
White charged that Senator V>rashburn had mad© of his

x

argument an appeal to the Republican side of th© house by
asserting that many of the tariff bills were on their faces
taxing bills and that their stated purpose was for raising
revenue , but that many schedules were intended to be pro
hibitive and the duties had been so high that they had
checked entirely the importation of foreign goods,

Rven

when the rates were not absolutely prohibitory their primary
purpose was not the raising of revenue but th© protection of
internal industries,

White held that th© purpose of Wash-

burn's argument was thiss

that this measure, the Hatch bill,

which acted internally upon th© people of th® states and
upon contracts made under the protection of state laws, must
be recognized as valid by all good Republicans if they did
not wish to repudiate the Republican party’s policy of pro
tection,

White declared this argument to be based on a fal

lacy since it overlooked the clear distinction between the
nature of the power lodged in th© Federal government for the
purpose of imposts and th© nature of the power lodged in this
government for levying internal taxes.

No power, he contin

ued, was reserved to the states in th© matter of imposts, the
Federal government being given full jurisdiction in this
field.

Imposts had to do with matters beyond our border.

He
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©aid that in levying prohibitory imposts the Federal govern
ment did not violate the Constitution, because the constitu
tional grant to the Central government in this matter was
full and complete.
He contended that where power to destroy existed th©
use of a wrong instrumentality to accomplish the destruc
tion was an abuse of power because th® power to destroy was
vested.

But, he continued, where th© power did not exist,

the abuse of an instrumentality to accomplish th© destruction
of that which there was no power to destroy was not alone an
abuse of the instrumentality but an usurpation of power it
self.

The usurpation by Congress of power not vested by th®

Constitution in that body was unconstitutional.

It followed

from this that if th© usurpation was clear on th© face of
the act and if th© act itself showed such illegal assumption
of authority, then th© power existed in th© Supreme Court
of the United States to prevent th© unlawful seizure of sov
ereign authority.
White then referred to certain remarks which had been
cast at th© Democratic side of th© house to the effect that
the members of this party were more ready at that time to
uphold th© Constitution than they had b©en some years before.
He said that the Civil war had been caused by two divergent
interpretations of the Constitution, but that both sides be
lieved they were right in their construction of that document.

20 6

E© paid a glowing tribute to the heroism of th© Southern
people and to their devoted adherence to their constitution
al principles,
Whit© referred to Teazle Bank v^ Fenno^ which the sup
porters of the bill had cited to show that the measure was
constitutional*

The courts had held in this case that the

Federal government was justified in levying a 10 per cent
tax upon state banks because, under the Constitution* it
had th© power to regulate the currency* and it might use
its taxing power to accomplish the purpose.

It did not mat

ter that it used the power granted under one provision to
effect an end the accomplishment of which was authorized
under another provision*

Whit© also attacked the bill on

the ground that it defined "options'* and "futures" in gen
eral terms and then applied the act to certain specific art
icles,

He said that it was a principle handed down frorr

Magna Charts that when an act was general in its terms, 1should b© general in its application.

Sections 1 and 2 of
22
the bill were general while section 3 was specific,*''''
White had just completed the first part of his arc^ument #
that dealing with the constitutional aspects of the proposed
measure, when it was suggested that the Senate adjourn until
the next day.

By unanimous consent it was agreed that im

mediately upon reconvening the Louisiana Senator would be
21 Teazle Bank v^ Fenno, 3 Wall, 533 (1669).
22 Con#. Record* 52 Cong,, 1 3©ss., 6515 ff.; Hew Orleans
Times-Democrat. Tuly 22, 1892.
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given the floor in order that he might complete th© second
23
phase of his argument*
His speech on th© following day
dealt with the public policy of th© measure and its prac
tical concern with commercial Interests, wholly irrespective
of the validity of th© legal objections previously consid
ered*

His auditors on this occasion were as numerous and

as attentive as they had been on th© preceding day*

In the

beginning White laid down as a fundamental principle of his
argument the proposition that commercial exchanges war© a
benefit rather than a danger and a menace to farmers*

He

continued by asserting that there was no consistency in the
bill*

It did not deal exclusively with agricultural pro

ducts , for many of these were left out; nor did it deal ex
clusively with food products, since only a few of these were
mentioned, while cotton, which was not an article of food,
was Included*

The bill, he said, was avowedly aimed at the

boards of trade, but it failed to hamper in th© least degree
those largest exchanges in the country, such a© the K©w fork
Stock Exchange and other stock exchanges which dealt in such
large amounts*

He took up the essential t©attires of th©

bill and considered then in th© light of public policy and
general expediency*

Be argued that even were there no con

stitutional trammels the measure should not be adopted because
it would deal a deadly blow to commerce*

Formerly commercial

enterprises could be engaged in only by men of large fortune
23

Con&* Record* 52 Gong., 1 Seas*, 6520.
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who had the means at hand to pay for the transactions*

The

affect of modern commercial methodst he argued, had been to
curtail the profits of the millionaire and to enable men of
small means to engage in commercial activities*
In the course of his speech ffhite made a comparison of
statistical data for the decades 1851-61 and 1881-91, by
which he demonstrated that the average price of cotton was
highest in those years when the ratio of future sales to th©
total amount of sales was greatest.

The fluctuation, month

by month, in the price of cotton was greater during the per
iod when the future system was not in operation*

II© showed

by statistics that th© shipping margins between the price
of cotton in Liverpool and Hew York, after making allowances
for differences in shipping rates and in time required for
shipment, were greater during the period before dealings in
"futures” were begun than since that time.

This difference

was realized by the American producer in th© form of addi
tional profits.

The claim put forward by th© advocated of

the bill that th© measure permitted planters to deal in
"futures" he asserted to be illusory, since the planter
would have to possess a large quantity of a single grade of
cotton because the spinner would not buy assortments but
confined himself to one grade*

The snail planter, White

maintained, would not be able to eell for future delivery*
Since all the countries of Europe had cotton exchanges, th©
attempt to destroy them on the part of the United States
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would simply reset to the advantage of the Jiuropean buyer
at the expense of the American producer.

In conclusion he

said that he did not propose to enrich the European spinners
fey voting for the passage of the blll*2^
White's address was very favorably received by the press
and it gained for him instant recognition of his ability by
Congress and the country at large.

Such was his comprehen

sive grasp of the subject, with such clearness and ability
did he marshal th© array of facts and figures which he used
in support of his argument, such was th© cogency of his rea
soning, and in such felicitous language war® his ideas ex
pressed that men who had listened to the best speeches in
the Senate during the preceding quarter of a century did
not hesitate to assert that th© sustained address of th©
Louisianan equaled any delivered within the Senate chamber
during that period.2^

Bven the veteran Republican leader,

John Sherman of Ohio, sat through the entire performance on
26
both days.
The striking impression created by the force
fulness of White's arguments was not soon forgotten; and
when in 1913 a proposal to tax cotton futures was before
the Senate, his speech of 1892 was recalled and portions of
that memorable address were widely printed in the press of
the day,

His statements on that occasion concerning the

repugnancy of the proposed tax to the Constitution and his
Ibid,, 6560 ff.; Hew Orleans TImes-Demo0rat» July 23,
.
25 New Orleans Time3-Democrat. February 20, 1894,
24

1892
26

Ibid., July 13, 1892.
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postlotion as to the probable ruling of th© Supreme Court *
should It to ©ailed upon to determine the validity of audit
a measure* mere considered particularly pertinent since White
so» Dhief Justice of that tribunal* and the views ex*
by him as Senator would probably be written into

the opinion of the court should the proposed tax be enacted
into lew and be brought before that tribunal for decision*
It m e declared that after a lapse of twenty-one years Sen*
tier f0 a&tefs speech was still well worth re-reading* since
it was the clearest and most comprehensive statement of the
theory and history of th# practice of dealing in futures*2^
That this speech was of continuing value is shown by the fact
that portions of it were printed as circular Bo* 159 of the

office of Secretary of Agriculture of the United States in

1922,28
The efforts on the part of the advocates of the Anti-

options bill to secure final action on the measure by %hv
Senate met with determined opposition from Whit# and other
minority Senators; and th# proposed statute had to lie over
until Congress reconvened in the following December.

Ob

structionist tactics were again resorted to by the minority
in order to delay final action*

On January l $ 1893, vihite

offered an amendment to include flour among the specified
t? Hew York Evening Post, quoted in Hew Orleans TimesDemocrat* July lo* lvXljTatt Orleans Times-Demoorat., August
r

nil"
928 Vegan, *Sdward Douglass White** in loo, oit*. XXV* 13,
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and bit* (UBdotBt was adopted. 7

On th© sains da7

be pre»osed to strike oat tbe provision of section

2

bill whist disoriminated against boards of trade.

The pro**

of the

pesal m s not noted upon iauediately, due to the lack of a
Itasmi but it was finally rejected,

30

Th© primary purpose

of these amendments was to increase the differences between
the measure as adopted by the Bouse and as It would be fin*
ally passed by the Senate, thus rendering more difficult
agreement between the two branches upon the type of legls~
latlon to be enacted*
On January >0 White delivered another address of three
tours* duration against the passage of the bill in which he
answered arguments advanced by Senator James

George of

Mississippi in several speeches made in favor of the measure*
White attached an amendment proposed by George which declared
that under the clause in the Constitution delegating to Con
gress the power to regulate interstate commerce Congress had
the right to legislate against "options* and "futures" which
were an impediment to this commerce.

Whit© admitted that

Congress had full power to regulate Interstate comarc© and
that it might, in order to effect this regulation, enact
legislation with regard to matters bearing directly upon
interstate trade; but, he maintained, to declare an Instru
ment an impediment to interstate commerce simply because of
29
30

Conx.

iecord* 52 Gong* 2 Sesa., 930 ff*

Ibid.; Mew Orleans Tlmea-Pemoorat, January 5, 1893*
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Tmflvm or resulting

upon tbi* oomssero® would b*

t# ttofW down ovary constitutional barrier.

To place such

a eeaatructloa upon the powers of Coagresa would be to make
this body sore omnipotent than the Parliament of Great Brit
ain* Be said that under this interpretation the acreage of
cotton might be reduced by governmental action because it
Offered an impediment to interstate trade.
8* assorted that dealing in *options" and "futures" did
*$t even indirectly Impede interstate commerce and produced

statistical date wtioh showed that the marketing of cotton
ted taken place more rapidly after the inauguration of the
future system than during the "ante-futures" period*

In

answer to George's assertion that "future" buying depressed

tee price of eotton White showed, by a comparison of figures,
that newer since the adoption of the future system had the
price ef cotton fallen to such low points as those which had
been reacted prior to the adoption of the system.

He ex

plained that George's statement that purchases for future
delivery were always made at a lower price than purchases
for spot cotton was due in part to the fact that in the case
of future sales the seller might deliver on any date within

a specified limit of thirty days, while in the case of spot
cotton the seller was obligated to deliver upon demand of
the buyer.

The Tlmes-Democrat f commenting editorially on

the speech, said that White "made clear the theory and
»

Gan&» Bessrd. 52 Gong., Z Session, 930 ff.
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practice of the system, and in short covered the whole ground,
leaving Mr* George nothing to stand upon but certain doouBents and petitions, which he afterward sent up to b© printed
32
in the record to bolster up his argument*11
The Anti-options bill filially passed the Senate on Jan
uary 31 with several amendments and was sent back to the
33
House the following day*
go effectively, however, had
the opponents of the measure carried out their program of
delay that it was almost a certainty the bill would not 00m©
up for consideration in the lower branch of Congress*

On

March 1 Colonel Hatch sought to obtain a suspension of the
rules in the House in order that the bill might be bx’ought
out of its regular place in the calendar and acted on im
mediately; but his .motion failed to receive the two-thirds
vote necessary for such suspension*
sure was thereby effectively blocked*

The passage of the mea34

Another proposed piece of legislation worthy of note
with which White’s name is connected was the Quarantine bill
which came before the dcnat® in January, 1893 »

r
fhe preva

lence in 1892 of cholera in several foreign nations and the
fear of its introduction by immigrants into the United Statesf
where it might develop into epidemic proportions, led directly
to proposals in Congress for the adoption ox4 measures by that
body calculated to prevent the introduction and spread of
32 Hew Orleans Tlmes-Democrat. January )l, 1893#
33 Ibid, f February i , i9 1893*
34 TBia’., March 2, 1893; Co h k . Record. 52 Cour,.. 2 tscss.,
2351.

this and other contagious or infectious diseases*
M M

M M

Two xsea-

introduced is the Boost© providing for different

methods of dealing with the apprehended cholera epidemic *
toe proposition proposed a total suspension of immigration
for one ycerf While the other authorised the granting of

additional quarantine powers to the Ixecutive Department*^
the first proposal for coping with the situation was ©ban**
dined in favor of the second*

The Quarantine hill provided

la part that whenever it should be demonstrated to the sat*
defection of the President that by reason of the existence

ef cholera or yellow fever or other infectious or contagious
diseases in a foreign country there was serious danger of
the introduction of the same into the United States f and net?

withstanding the quarantine defense this danger would he m
increased by the introduction of persons or property from
such country, that a suspension of the right to Introduce
the same was demanded In the interest of the public health,
the President should have power to prohibit, in whole or In
part, the introduction of persons and property from such
countries or places as he should designate, and for such
period of time as he might deem necessary.

36

Additional

duties were also imposed upon the Secretary of the Treasury
and the Marine Hospital Service,

37

2X5
toito was opposed to the passage of this measure.

II®

said tost the whole bill was improperly phrased; that it
vepieXy hinted at powers which were not openly delegated;
that the exact points where state authority ended and Fed
eral authority began were not defined in the bill.

He sought

to delay final action on the bill in order to allow time for
delegations sent by the Board of Health in Hew Orleans and
by the Quarantine Board to arrive in Washington, since these
delegations wished to present evidence as to why the bill
IS
should not be passed.
When the passage of the act seemed
inevitable White offered an amendment to the effect that the
provisions of the measure expire on the last day of January,
39
XS?5*
The following day, January 10, he delivered a speech
in favor of this amendment.

He said that shortly after the

organisation of the government of the United States under
the present Constitution, Congress had decided that quaran
tine regulation was a matter which should be managed by state
authorities.
lations*

John Adams had favored local quarantine regu

The Supreme Court, with John Marshall as Chief

Justice, had decidedthatquarantine regulation was
which should be left

amatter

withinstateauthority. Heashed

was

there a single instance in the history of the American gov
ernment where the Federal authority had been granted control
over matters previously controlled by state authority in
which the Federal government did not assume a position of
3§
39

Ibid.. 392 ff.
TEfd,. 400 ff.
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II* aOBt«ad*d that his amsndaent would do no harm
If D m bill mara a good oao, since It moral? proTidsd that
D m proTisioas of tho act should oous* after two years.

If

tte M t c u n graved to ho a good one, then Congress could reU M l it*

Bis amendaent toot away nothing from the provi

sions Of tho measure.

If he wore right in his opinion of

tfcs hill* then his amendment would prerent a bad piece of
40
legislation from becoming permanent*
The amendment was
voted on and rejected by a vote of thirty-three to thirteen*

At

The Quarantine bill was passed by the Senate on January 10
sad two days later earns up in the Bouse where it was laid
43
temporarily on the Speakerfs table*
An attempt was later
sale in the lower branch of Congress to substitute the Sen
ate measure for a Bouse Quarantine bill, but the motion was
44
, m
lest and the measure was referred to a oommittee,^ which
failed to report it bach before the final adjournment of
Oem&feas.
White played an effective role in preventing a reduc
tion in the appropriation for the lower Mississippi River
in 1093*

After that measure had been passed by the House

and same up for action in the Senate, the Appropriation Com
mittee suggested that all rivers and harbors items be scaled
down 25 per cent*
40

a

44

White went before the committee on February
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)

15 end spoke for an hour, earnestly arguing for the re tentloa of the Eouit figures in the Mississippi appropriation
1tea*

He contended that the Mississippi and Missouri Elver

projects stood on a different footing from those for other
riser and harbor improvements*

A curtailment of the appro*

pri&tloms for these projects could not be effected without
seriously hampering the work then in progress*

So convinc

ing were White’s arguments that the consulttee agreed to
restore the appropriation for the Mississippi River to the
45
original amount of #2,665*000 authorized by the House*
This restoration was accepted by the Senate the following
day*

Shite received effective co-operation from his Sena

torial colleague in this effort*

The Louisiana Senators

won their point in this instance *by diplomacy and shrewd
management of their caaetn without having to resort to an
open fight on the floor of the Senate against the Appropri
ations Committee*^
White favored the bill providing for the use of safety
appliances on railroads; and aided materially in determining
the final textual content of the measure*

While the bill

was pending in the genabe* Senator George offered an amend
ment providing that employers, subject to the act, should
be liable for injuries suffered by their employees*

William

A* Peffer of Kansas offered an amendment to this amendment
45
46

Hew Orleans Timea-Hemoorat* February 16, 1893*
Ibid*ff February i/,' iSJjT* r
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providing that any employee of any &uoh common carrier who
might be injured by the use of any locomotive, oar* or train
contrary to the provisions of tho act should he deemed guilty
Of contributory negligence* although continuing in the aer*
yiee of such carrier after the habitual unlawful use of

smh

locomotive* car, or train had been brought to his knowledge*
Hi regard to this amendment White pointed out that the doe**
trine of contributory negligence had no relation to an em*
pleyee's continuance in the service of his employer*

A con*

tinuance in the service under the circumstances here set
forth involved a different doctrine— namely, that of as*
sumption of the risks*

therefore * in hi® opinion, the use

of the term "contributory negligence" in the present instance
conveyed no legal significance whatever, since that doctrine
held that a man, by his own act having contributed to the
condition of things which brought about the accident, could
not recover from his employer because of his contribution
to the production of the accident*^

White then proposed

that the amendment be altered to read as follows;
employe

"That any

of any sueh common carrier who may be injured by

any locomotive, oar, or train in use contrary to the pro*
visions of this act shall not be deemed thereby to have as*
sumed the risk thereby occasioned, although continuing in
the employ of such carrier after the habitual unlawful use
of such locomotive, car, or train had been brought to his
47
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The amendment as thus altered was accepted
l&ite opposed an amendment to the Safety Appliance act pro*
f S M d h y Senator George providing that employers subject to
ttopr© vie ions of tho me&aur© should ba liable for all la*

JttfiM suffered by their employees, whether or sot such la*
IHS&M resulted from a nonuse of the appliances required by
%h* statute*

He thought that such a radical alteration in

1he relations of master and servant would endanger both the
passage and the validity of the bill*

He suggested that

the proposition be embodied in a separate bill If Its e&*
e N t e l Mure desired, but urged that the constitutionality
of a very efficacious piece of legislation be not endangered
/o
of a provision of such doubtful validity* ?
Shite also favored an amendment to the Post Office Ap
propriation bill adopted by the House of RepresentatIves
which did not H a l t the discretion of the Ik>stmster~General
as to the expenditure of.the funds appropriated* but pro~
Tided limitations upon the routes on which the funds could
be expended*

He said this was a wise proviso* because in

the Gouth, the section affected by this part of the bill,
the entire region was fed by one central railway; and this
limitation would prevent dispersion of funds upon feeder
50
lines*
He also opposed the negotiation of a treaty with
<51
the Hawaiian Islands looking toward their annexation,
46

Ibid.. U S X .
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Through the death of Senator Gibson in December, 1892,
White was shifted from the rank of junior to that of senior
Senator from Louisiana*

The subsequent inauguration of a

BwttOcratic President in the parson of Grover Cleveland on
March 4 t 1893, rendered this position one of additional
eminence and power*

White was appointed to membership on

the Democratic caucus committee which met after the close
of the Fiftj^aecond Congress to determine the distribution
52
of appointments on the important senatorial committees*
Hi was appointed to serve on six committees*

They were*

the Committee to Audit and Control the Contingent Expenses
of the Senate, of which he was made chairmans Committee on
Oesa&eree; Ocean!ttee os Interstate Commerce; Committee on
Epidemic Diseases; Committee on Pacific Hailro&ds; and Com53
aittee on Indian Depredations*
The question of patronage resulting from the accession
to power of the Democratic party presented tedious problems
to White and to the other members of the Louisiana delega*
tion in Congress*

White*s recommendation that A. W* Oran&sll

he appointed to the position of postmaster fox* the city of
Hew Orleans ©rested considerable discontent among the sup-*
porters of Governor Foster’s administration*

Crandeli had

been chairman of the Hennery State Committee during the con
test for the Democratic* nomination for Governor between Murphy
j* Foster and Samuel B# MeSnery in 1891-92.
£2
53

That he should

Ibid*, Marsh 9* 1893*
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be recossiended by White for the position in preference to
the Foster man, Frank A. Daniels, seemed treasonable to the
ambers of the Foster faction, and especially to those who
were aspirants for a share in the division of Federal patrenege*

White had determined to base his recommendations

upon personal merit and to attempt as much as possible to
eradicate the bitter factionalism which had developed within
the Democratic party in Louisiana by a policy of concilia
tion*

A policy based on such a high plane, however, could

hardly be appreciated by seekers after political pirns among
members of the faction which had supported White♦a candidacy
54
for the Senator ship in 1838.
It was conjectured that dis
content among the Foster followers with the course of action
adopted by their senior Senator was the cause of vlhitef»
55
hurried trip to Hew Orleans late in March, 1893.
He could
net he swerved from his determined course, however, and re
turned to Washington where he remained for the greater port
of the next three months, holding frequent consultations
with the other members of the Louisiana delegation on the
56
matter 0a appointments.
By the end of H u m tho delegation.
had completed its slate with reference to Federal appointments which Louisiana should receive. 57
B&rly in July White returned to New Orleans and, ac
cording to press accounts, he was the center of attraction
54
S
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aaa
during hia short stay in that city.
m

He expressed himself

certain matters of -geaer&l and local interest in an in-

tcrvicw with a correspondent of the Times-Democrat.

He

found cause for felicitation in the manner in which the
delegation had worked together in conferences conderniag
appointments f and expressed satisfaction with the choices
determined upon.

He said that this cooperation showed that

the hitter factionalism which had existed in the state was
subsiding#

He ascribed the financial stringency then ex

isting largely to the fact that the purchases of silver
under the provisions of the Gherman act had disturbed the
monetary standard*

*/ith regard to Federal aid for the over

flowed area he said there was abundant precedent for the
granting of such assistance*

He commended Governor Fosterfs

course with respect to this problem and said lie intended to
58
do ell in his power to secure a Federal grant.
Ihite strongly favored the measure repealing the Sher
man Silver Purchase act which was passed by the special ses
sion of Congress oalled by President Cleveland in the summer
of 1893*

As late as February, 1892, however, ho wan classi

fied as being one of the nine Democratic senators whose po~
59
•ltlon on the silver question waa considered doubtful,
and
SiQ
he was so listed in March, 1893, by the Hew York acrid*
At this time he declined to make any statement as to what

lf£i‘position would be on the public questions which might
WtiUTretit tbe naw Congress.

Bis position on tbs silver

Sjuaatlon had already boon made olaar, however, for he was
itii off the few iiodtfaern Senators who had voted for a measure
fepaailng the Sherman Silver Purohaao aot, which had failed
Of* passage

Before the convocation of the special session

Wf* iMmgf ee© la 1893 he announced that ho would vote for the
of the Shera&u a e t . ^

On August 29, during the course*

Of an address made by Senator John B* Gordon of Georgia In
favor of repeal 9 White made the statement that the mare pas*
tags by the House on the preceding day of a bill repealing
the Sherman aot had raised the price of cotton fourteen points

in the markets of the w o r l d F o u r weeks later he was asked
by Senator Henry H» Teller of Colorado to explain the decline
in the price of cotton which had later taken place*

White

adroitly replied that when he made the statement he did not

have reference to the subsequent decline which had net yet
eetarred*

Teller then asked him to explain the low price t o ^

which cotton had fallen following the demoneti&ation of silver

in 1873*

White replied that it was admitted that the lowest

price ever reached by cotton was attained since the passage
65
of the Sherman act in 1090*
On September 22, 1893# White succinctly stated his view©
on the cause of the panic of that year*

61
62

He said it had been

Ibid*
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asserted that from 90 to 95 per east of the business tr&nsactions of the country were mad© on a credit basis, while
only 5 P®F cent were transacted on a currency basis*

The

contraction, he said, which took place was not in the cur
rency which represented only the 5 per cent of transactions,
tat la the 95 per cent made on a credit basis*

Fear, he

continued, had destroyed the credit of the country and the
destruction of this credit had developed the panic*

People

tad hoarded away their money because the nation*s credit
was nonexistent.

On being asked what had destroyed the cre

dit of the country, White replied that th© passage of the
Bland-All Ison act and the large number of votes subsequently
given for the free coinage of silver had shaken the confi
dence of the people in the country*© credit.

Provisions

began to be inserted in contracts stipulating that payment
should be made in the gold standard*

This practice had be-

come so prevalent, he asserted, that certain Senators had
suggested that a Federal statute be enacted prohibiting the
insertion of the gold clause in contracts, thus preventing
people from contracting for what they desired.

Other coun

tries of the world, believing that the United States wee
being precipitated toward a silver basis, began to withdraw
their credit.

The withdrawal of credit led to fear and fear

led to the hoarding of money, thus causing the panic.
66
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I

©a October 17 i»hita stated the position of the repealers

with fceferenee to a compromise on the silver quest loo*

la

tha beginning or his remarks he said that the sentiment of
his stats was divided oa the question, but he believed that
these favoring repeal were in the majority.

He therefore

felt It his duty to continue his stand for unconditional re*
peal*

There was such a divergence of views among the oppon

ents of repeal as to what the compromise should be that he
doubted whether they would ever reach an agreement*

He there*

fore d e w e d it the wisest policy for the repealers to con**
tinue the struggle*

A compromise measure, he said, would

probably meet with the same opposition encountered by the
pending bill, thus eliminating any likelihood of dispatch
In that direction*

Should the administration favor a con

servative compromise, the friends of repeal would willingly
acquiesce, but he thought that it was extremely improbable
that the President would countenance any measure which did
net provide for complete repeal*
should go o n * ^

In the meantime the fight

The Senate had reached an impasse and found

Itself in the paralyzing throes of a deadlock.

At one time

It held a continuous session for forty*seven hour®, the op
ponents or repeal speaking against time "with the lungs of
bellowing b u l l s The obstructionist tactics finally foiled
however, and the bill repealing the Sherman act weo passed
67
68
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-t|f tto Senate oaOetober 30 by a majority of eleven votes*^
■dis* -ft was said that the press, which was unstinted in it®
ilfiyftfitie criticism of the Sonata for its conduct during

CM%peetal session of 1893# could find not a word to say
ijafluit Louisiana*® two Senators* who, on the contrary* bad
WSWwiversal praise and admiration for their oratory and
legislative ability*

Numerous Northern papers carried ar

ticle® on White and Caffery extremely eulogistic in chara*t*r»

White, being older in point of Senatorial servloe ,

was m o m widely known and more frequently mentioned*

70

Os* of the last services which Whit© rendered his @ b a t e \
daring his Senatorial career was the determined fight which

to carried on for a restoration of the sugar duty*

The

J&Kinley Tariff bill of 1890, passed by a Republican Congress,
tad removed sugar from the list of dutiable articles*

Con*

cession was made to the Louisiana sugar planting interests,
however, by the substitution of a bounty of one cent per
peaad on all raw sugar grown In the United States, which
bounty m s to be paid out of the Federal treasury.

This

arrangement did not satisfy Gibson and Buetis who were then
representing Louisiana in the Senate, but they accepted it
71
is preference to an absolute la oh of protection*
When

State was naked on the floor of the Senate in 1894 whether
* if

%

fl

Sew Orleans Tlms-Pcmoorat. October 31, 1893*
Ibid** O c t o b e r ^ IStr;

.» ***** 2 Seas., 1773.

ptpySsjbP&Bw&sd. the paymsnft .*£.■ this bounty as an extravagant
« n^ngyiitsra of public fund®, he replied that be
HiBirt fsred ilia replacemen% of the tariff by a bounty a® an
:

and unwise expenditure of public funds*

He m i d

ttwfc to* him the two questions were inseparable and that the
feaptifcy could sot be considered except in connection with
72
I m iaiaaa Senators were frequently approached by
«w®S*p*r correspondents early in 1894* while the bill pro*
eiillNi f m a revision of the tariff was pending in the Bouse,
eHe oeugli to leara what their course would be should the

ismte fell to remove sugar from the free list*
Hwed^.ta w e r , to make any commitments#

They re-

White merely stated

SteS heweuld express his views and outline his actions when
71
the bill c m * before the Senate for consideration*
~

The tillaon bill which was passed by the House of Hcpr**'

m b ^ i f i s early in 1894 placed sugar on the free list and
H d l « A te make any provision for the payment of a bounty#

Bad Shi* prevision of the bill remained unaltered the plant*SP» would havwbeaa left wholly unprotected*

‘
tfhile the tar

iff measera was being considered by the aenate Finance Oas*
wttfcee^White and laffery put forth their greatest efforts
fce hwww cragar placed among the dutiable articles.

They did

m t imrwly want a duty, but they desired an adequate duty#

•ink ar W m r f

J

the Democratic Senators on the Finance

dStiiltbee had agreed to place a tariff of one cant per pound
(feill l^rs-**three-fourths of a cent on raw sugar and onefourth on refined*

White and Caffery, howeverf refused to

****pt this rate and held out for one cent and a half on all
M S i m § declaring that they would vote against the measure
tig&ea* their fibres were accepted* 74 On February 11 the

Mteeoadttee which had under consideration the sugar ached**
die proposed a rate of one cent and a quarter, but this offer
W M declined by the Louisiana Senators who continued to de*
wi£d e

cent and a half^

White and Caffery received a con*

6£d«a*ble amount of unfavorable criticism from some of the
heaoeratie members of the House*

The Washington Post, how-

iMf9 probably most fittingly stated the situation as it ap~
peered to the Louisiana Senators* This fpper declared edit*
esteUf that if the Wilson hill had been a complete and hon*
eet fulfilment of the Democratic party’s platform pledges of
\M$3t

there might have been some justice In condemning the

owree of the Louisianians; but, it stated, there would be
no point in these men sacrificing the interests of their
state

sueh a sacrifice would not have resulted in the

vindication of any cardinal party principle*

Kven were White

* M Caffery Inclined to sacrifice their state on the altar
if principle( it oCnti&ued, the Wilson bill did not present
7$

Ibld^-yelwnwa^r 10# 1694#

S H * » ^«brttary iat 1694*

I
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ffglldlP i«©ue. ;;Jt

a tariff for rtvnma only, ana

id? from tb© McKinley bill solely in being less Intel*

4 *a $h© appointment ©f White a© an associate justice ©f the
$ig$©ea* Court, coming as it did in the midst of the ctigar

©entroveray, created some uneasiness in Louisiana as to what
U p outcome ©f that struggle might be with White removed from
l&efteld of notionJ W

s© influential was his position la

Dti iosite and so thorough was his knowledge of the facts ©on*
W§abed with the sugar question that it would have boon lapoa*
newcomer adequately to replace hi»*^®

It was due

tf this situation that White delayed for some time after the

eo&flrmetion of his appointment to submit his resignation,
111 remiiltied in the Senate where he kept up an energetic fight
79
i& behalf of the sugar interests of his state*
So effect*

tfclyfead m i t e and Caffery labored, however, and so close was
the veto in the Senate on the tariff issue, that the bill
Ipieh was finally passed by the Senate contained the desired

rates on sugar*
* *5

$feat he should be tendered a position a© associate Jus

tice of the Supreme Court of the United state© by President
Cleveland was probably a thought which was aa far removed
fete White** wind as it was from the minds of most of hi©
contemporaries*

Vfce vacancy which was filled by his appoint*
■/,

■

V' «

*

AltftbaA b**a w n t M i >y t&n A m t h of Samuel Bl&tchford la
,

til i m .

fobruary 21, 1891.
W m w
20, 1894,
>#§ MePeh 6, 1194*

230
• N f t p A m , 1®93* 7 Hres&deat Cleveland had appointed William
^pllffiPl&ilowar,of S fiif York as Blatchford1s successor during
session of Congress, but aot ion by the Donate
feg&been delayed until the close of the session through the
W W S e f u l intrigues of Senator David B. Hill of Hew York
^ o s e personal animos toward the Presidents selection made
g jh

l|a daairous sf defeating Hornb lower *3 confirmation#
Heme ^
W A

The

Herablower was again seat in when the Senate conla Baees&ier# but a vote was not taken on the nouina-

ttei t & I U January 151 1894# when Eornblowor was rejected
b » # ^ 4 o r i t y of six#

81

Th® circuit comprising the states

Hew York, and Vermont was entitled to re
presentation on the bench of the Supreme Court in accordance
lllk the practice which had been adhered to during the pre
ceding century# and it was partly for this reason that
Cleveland again selected the name of a member of the M m
York bar to send to the Senate*

The nomination of Wheeler

E# Peckhasa fared no better at the hands of the Senate# however# and ha was also rejected through the efforts of Donator
|2
Hill.
It was wall known that both Hornblower and Peckham
Cara obnoxious to Hill because they had been members of a
ccnittee appointed by the Hew York bur to investigate al-

legations of fraud in regard to a judge of the Haw York
Hobart HeKlrey* Grover glAvaland, The Man qud the
Statesman# 2 vola* J H w t S r k > W £ n T l z * Ijfe*
^
S S Or!
January 16, 1894*
, XI a s * .
.(He1*' "

231
ot appeals, whom Hill, then gov©x*nor, had temporarily
to the position and was seeking to foist upon the
people as the nominee of the Democratic party for election
1» the « « » judgeship*

After a full and fair hearing, the

committee had condemned the judge, and their action had
beenindorsed by the voters who had defeated his election
by an overwhelming majority

The practice of Senatorial

courtesy required that the wishes of a Senator with regard
to the appointment of persons from M s state be respected
by the Senate; and it was largely the observance of this
"eourteay* which brought about the reject ion of the two Mew
Ywfc nominees.
After another Mew Yorker and personal friend of the
President 9 Frederick Goudert, had declined to accept the
tender of nomination for appointment to the vacant associate justiceship, Cleveland decided to go far afield from
on February 18 he in-

Mew York for his next selection

vlted Senator Caffery to coma to the White House#

When the

Senator arrived the President informed him of his intention
to appoint his colleague, Genator White, to the vacancy on
^ e Supreme Court, ana aukea what the junior Louisiana sen
ator thought of the proposal.

Gallery immediately replied

that it would be an excellent ohoioe.

Luring the course of

theHinterview White^ who had also been invited, arrived; and
xmxx

(1894), 284-276.
4 study in Courage.

Informed of the President*s purpose was taken entirely
by surprise.

8$

\

He was a member of the Gorman-Brio© alliance

Which had been seeking to restore the duties on iron ore,
raw sugar, coal, and other commodities in Disposition to the
President *s wishes.

86

Although Cleveland considered sugar

a legitimate and logical article of revenue taxation under
the Democratic platform of 1892 and in accordance with the
principles and purposes of that party, he entertained a
feeling of animosity toward certain methods and manipula
tions of the trusts which accompanied sorao of the stages
«£*«
Of the tariff legislation*
Whit© and Gaffery had been
forced to eo-operate with groups hostile to the President
in order to secure adequate rates on sugar*
After some hesitancy, White accepted the tendered nomi~
nation,

The following morning, however, the two Senators

again sailed on the President; and this time White withdrew

his acceptance in view of the sugar question pending In the
donate and its bearing upon the interests of his state.
After some consultation, however, he was prevailed upon to
Accept, and the papers were immediately made out and sent
to the Senate,

On receiving the nomination the Senate, at

the suggestion of Senator Caffery, immediately went into
executive session.
§5

After camp!!::.cntary speeches had been

Sew Orleans Tlmes-Pemocrat. February 20, 1894#

%
IftMrvlas
(Bwtoa, 19331*

Hhon,
flf O r o w r Claveland, 1850-
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sad© in favor of the noiii-inationt tho heira to, without refer
ring tXiO i*ititto 0 "to 0. 0Q*;*,.U l. ^t*>■t31 -CiL uliOO .3O^i._j .
SB
pointucni by a ununir.tGUO Vote* *
30011 £.1-J lilO -iW-iO O-u Uiitj v3'^*i.. ■.,*.
’/hit#

.. * "ai,.<j QlO**

X‘_Ui, ^,0U ;;'i/OUd

s b.uo i*oo-i.plont or numerous- lul

Oft x l s «

J* US to. 0£- » i c l v i l i o

..'' •

on^il

P u l JO:. A’ '. J«Ao J.h.-,uh-

Lo

0 0 ,1 1

upon tho new appointgo wi Vi» ^tv,*iA i . i - v . *A.**,.. . . tO■■ '^,L>j 30 %*1
',<■v.. OP
89
some titie*
The ne’^s of hhitof& appoirA,UiiiOli.O i'lllU CO**filia
tion was received with {prowt rejoicing by hio friei- .. in
Louisiana; hut there were expressions of regret mingled with
those sf joy from prominent Xeu-h ‘ -4. OS

*h &

uiioiiioso

j

ai profes—

sionol circles at tho u **on iieXv/ rGi*o vaa. of oach a** able re
presentative frosa active oorvlco in behalf of the iatcrests
of his state when tin; outcome of tho urov controversy was
90
still doubtful•
•Kevins oharactoi'ixco ..o a clear surrender
Cleveland* s selection of hhitc who, he vJ y‘i>£ »1£h*wi tv jpO-1nted
91

said widespread disap]>oiut: mnt.
account states

t

h reliable aoutoi/iporary

however, that the ncv/c of the appointment

was well received bp the country at Icuyc, uii;’ that it
92
felt that the new appointee vac an o/vCt u*.jlo.*iIj ui*oxCt *

It

was true tlv. t Hill hod seconded the notion c
nomination in a speech in w h i c h he d e c l a r e d
offensive to no one a m had n-^

..hito

ca *endec a rcafilur

88

• • •: ' 4-r
VV/
Lew Orleans; Vizi&v-Dcizoovnx , ichn.u.

69

Ibid.

90
91
92

Il'la.
KSvTna, Orovar C l w l a a d . 571.
.toarlean Law Heyl«w. XXYI1I (1894), 273.

n

9

-a. <■

was

emocratio

O'IJ

erganisation- —

jlixu-'t to 4*mo auoioxx o4-

■3-0'
■/ox* und

PllOKhfllS ih COTiUd.iTiili thfe wvjLt-*4OiiCv>o 1OiOXiiOC' 4.t./X* ibo ityW
93
York judgeship*
Un^or the rulo of ^eno lociai courtesy,
however9 11111 could hardly have uono otherv/iso thou acqui
esce in the confirmation.

In no doing ho availed himself

of the opportunity thereby afforded or ooncleianin^ the Pre
sident fs previous selections,

Jhitc had boon, on the whole*

on© of the strongest and meet trustworthy supporters of
Cleveland*s poll C Ci£5 £d-tbjlwi-g the donators, anc.. tho view was
expressed that the President had sacrificed the advantage
of a strong friend in tho Jennie in removing tho Louisianian
Qi

froze that body to tho duprciae bench.
jls

above st-itci .l_i c*-.'-

*iis

seat In the Senate after his appointment to the Supreme Court
and did not relax his efforts in behalf of tho uugar duty.
Those of his constituents intcrestuC

i n

sugar constantly sent

him telegrams urging him to rsmall.. in the Joirjte until the
sugar section of the toriff measure hud teen vote^. on, or at
least as long as he could consistently do so.'
hand, Lie delayed resignation

'

"s5 *i- XC-

£. J

\t

on the other

w‘ X ViV^i-OX*O V-Lx-hlt a po

litical fencing bout was going on int. ©on the senior senator
and Governor Foster; ana that

/hito v.uo

ttempting to dictate

96
to the Governor the choice of his oucouj -.or.'
93
94
95
96

At length on

Ibid.. 277.

M I * . 2*74*
Orleans Tl&ee-Democrat. march o, livu •
ibid.
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March o Jnibu forwarded his rosi^iutij_:, to Go70 m o r foster
by t*»i*©grsun, uiiu 0ongrosmma he ./ton n« Jluixonaru wua isxcicci*
lately appointed to liJv-j'-juu

*

uhito was fomally installed no a Justice of tin* JuproiM
Court on j.«xroh Id, 1394*

limy or his fomor uuooaiatos in

the denato an wall au uuay aouboi'a of the lower house and
numerous friemiu and relatives oero pro aunt in 'tho courtroom
on that day "to witness the cerauumy*
ail officers iXUu

The outn required of

>loy©es of tho gov©rament was first ad

ministered to the now justice by Ohlof Jujtiou fuller in the
aateohuxubor.

Promptly at twelve □•oioon tho Justices filed

unto tns courtroom tind ux tor tno
oburt XriL*4<l

ui

vi

^

ondxituy

0 .*.

oooum^ tho

-4^ Whi w,iil1O tillCJ tj. Oxihb _XPSQQ uiW<!5

Justlaa uUita ./a.i pruaaiit auU ready to tahe tixo outii of of*
floe*

III© uiarn than road the Presidentfo co-nniuuiau appoint*

ixxg ndward ^/Ouguaa ■.X

to a sc^t on tna --'upi..✓—i*.i ^ o 11 after

mxa.4.c»a *«uite urosa -jiuu. x ecu wiic o x ^ \j&. oxxj.
, 98
sworn in,

*•» w

no-•* *u >•' 11>j..y
•

jit tho htij of aso\itui.*Ad o m c *.
:
• .<i oj -;-n !
-jO j ^-.juugest
tuQtic-ox'

of

too

court |

.Oinjj

1 3 ...^

w»i^i

.. o

xxs was a Jain Ox oOx*nid<fr^o 1w iecon^ 9 '*x«
baijig

O^h.^L>tod ut about one

lars*

In addition to ownin.^

r

.,•e v n •■•

of

^vyc,.,.±, x........».nxo

hundredandfifty tbcuou.iddol
ac cnuidurable unh ofrec.l

estutn- in Tlow Orleans, he cue ■> joint proprietor with his
97
98

H i d ,, Idaroh 8, 1894.
M * » March 13, 1894#

•

brothers and siotoxm of the Brousseau plantation— the Old
Euwaru J# waite © state~-ut>ouI si;c miles north of Thibodeaux*
He was ut tuio thus uim.iuxu lad and whea residing in Hew Or-*
leans

with his sal ior mxuarc'-. . i - ..a at tho unit a mansion

w hich was j»oci*tow, oil injpl&i'inua ..v e n u e «

u«? imu alw ay s been x

iutere&tm. ii, the aug^r planting incustyy, .and »uo president
Of the hafourohe Jugar defining Company, which was U a©h on®
oo
of the largest sugar companies in tlx© state.
* In personal appearance White was tall, being urre than
.six feet in height, and well proportioned, with a ruddy com*
plexion mia c

, eurlxiig a ab (..u*i- jLiS.ir and blue ■yrs* while

his suave ar,d urbane manners gave added attraction to his
handsome

physique.

iiU

y o a a 1^ a a © a

and a keenly analytical mind.

a

piii x q s o ’
plii. c

tcxiporamant

100

Ilia gen mi. oi cp.ositier: and
101
his kindness of heart were almost proverbial. ' H e •v/as a

devout member of the Roman Utithoj-ic m.lurch, iiiiu it was said
that he was a

generous though unos t©ntatiouscontributor to

char ill® s . I t

has been sc&xd tnu <*• fcvi

cv or posc eeaed

’♦the eloquent powers of speech'* with v-hich V.llte thrilled
many of his audiences;*^ whilef in the lonute, he was noted
for his ’♦unthe&trical but’incisive style ir, Irbntan’^ ^
public utterunceu wore

Hi®

also characterinch by a lucidity of

99 Xblu., February 20. Him-.
100 2JJg.f March 25, 18091
101 ITeHTanao I), Honey, "Chiel turtles :.'hito,*r in in
la*. LXX (1911)» 455 ft.
102 Herr Orleans Times-Democrat. february 20, itph.
103 dickersham. ’foaareas." in loo* olt.« 5.
104 Francis Ellington Leupp* ifiH’onaTlilnlatures (Hew York.
1918), 90 ff.

i

statement wnrch waa enhanced by his clear enunciation,
^u&libj.©*/ ^Hion were mowt CGiiiiuoiiXy auaocy&ted with nis pro**
.....

.......

,

105

&QUnOOXU©at«i XX'Qti td© ^UpX'CXiC bcJUCh*

fears n f w r hr a appointment bo ^uumberchip on the supreme
Court it wan asserted that ^Hite was seiit to the donuto In
1691 as u 4,?t*XQ4Wj-€»r* iox nuomoso x igntu *
jictioim x'ttXsou, by hio oppon©uto m

a no auncx^oua ob*

the ueateu. fc>©iiutGX*i&l

contest or XC8£ failed to include this accusation, *iOwaver,
anu the subsequent no text ion seano not to be well rounded*
In hie speech or acceptance before the Louisiana legislature
the no,, senator huu wai’neb against the dungere to bo appro**
|tended frau the aggregation of wealth in the haaus of the
few*

White’s ,«>eatttox*iul career woo of too brief aeration

to ax —ord ax* acxct^uato o n p o *

hx.»3>

along Xxaj,co

OX hrouu st ateontaixahxp # i^^hA-iough iic oppCoeu xho +mtx—op tlouisbq
and quarantine bills parti,/ on the ground that they author**
i'red on unviarrantea e&tension cf federal power over subjects
properly within the sphere of atn trftP

21

x

v*>

O W it? by
0(>

no means a status* righto advocate of the clu school*

lie

was, on the contrary, nationalistic in His views and favored
an expansion of federal functions when this could be accom
plished without violating bin conception of the nature of
the powers delegated to the control government by the Constltut ion, as shown uy a.x.ki cuvoeue y oi tho
105
529.
106

e cy ^-ip£.'.xXance

Tr. thler, fTChief Justice White," in The liatlon. CtY (1917)
*
Ibid*

CHAPTER 71
NOHJUDICIAL ASPECTS Of WHITE'S CAJiSEf’ A;i AW
ASSOCIATE JUSTICE
,TUc

the

first instance in which a louiuinihLuu hud over dean elevated
to membership on uhut august tribunal*

rcumstanoe

furnished additional cause lor felicitation on the part of
the citizens of his native state.

In auavvorinb a contratu

lator/. lettor of one of his f©liow-hGuisianiaaa# the follow
ing remarks of tho new justice are significant an demonstraiiv® of his aeop. appreciation of home ana friends;

fX pray

|that the strength uay to ^iven me to worthily die char go the
responsible duties of uke &rcul of lie a to which 1 auvo been
so unexpectedly call©a, an <X

Jui-i

<t4d>UlX4$ Aifoa«ct all
1
the kindness which my friends have nnoon me*’1
The work of the court for the current term was wall
unaer way when ..Vhito asuUUfed hie judicial duties » and as a

consequence he was called upon to deliver but ten opinions
prior to adjournment for the summer months, nous of .vkioh

involved questions of .3reat ix.porta.ucr*

his first opinion,

in tn® cose of a o a 1ei*gov v* oaatro, *»ua cis*lx wof ra on jvpixl

2
l6*
JLko court Vaa 0 i.dm c u 1 jle u upon v L*oii>arx ue La*a pxo—
O
vision of the Tariff act of In. Op relative to the imposition
1

uciwara a, ^hito to ^tepnoii o# nxlxx, **nuron o # 10^4, in

lllis Collection*

2 meeborder Vjl taatro, 123 0* m* pi (1C94); hew Orleans
•Democrat. April 1?, 1894*

of duties on manufactured tobacco*

3

The imports 1- cuestlon

were of scrap

tobacco, composed in pert of clip.-leyc from

cigars and in

pert oi ; e te resulting fro;,; the; pro coos of

eteajsaiiug,

hhite nolo, that the tobseco sue not munufucbured

within the neuni

of that tear, as ueoci in the tariff act',

ana hence one not dutiable under the schedule

in;-: ooir.4,rate®

on ^iiaXiUX&cturcu totr..cco, but rani » ub^ c*c t* to tIto uuties as*1
*
4
eessub la on tna inxxaiufact urea
v^oL"
t
ii
?y *
x juikV opinion is
significant solely because of the early

v.A*J1-*x.
_
' h-Jh ,fx therein

contained of that antithetical or paradoxical method of state*
ment which continued to be no marled a characteristic of

ohitt^n literary style*

5

Thus ha said:

hole, the scrubs or oust a to be

u

so could not

"*••

^anufu.ctured

article ,unless

v.e Cuiu tcut thb t k'rixjuCiA a£> neither manufactured nor partially

6

^anuXVcturcu v/us yet a manufactured article*”
hp&ldisg Xa* Gestrc v;aa

s.^* v. «vc.4.
7
court*

.x.,*-•*-jl.1.^ w,v.*sr<.u ^

The case of

very similar to the hcU-eix,e.r case,

au,u

.» .v

^ r■
;^ .■
*o

-■*

r. .*^ , j,

he »;na sole etc*. to deliver the opinion on the case

of Craves cu ul* VjL sentail ct el* probably because that con*
trcvtib; rt^nir-c, an application or haul. T.v.

l

loon c r g o , j . x u

t

»

OuUi <u*u uc-ij. b x ^ t h

O j..

l;.l.

, .aving
w

a

*— a

c!!**

6
Verso cjLLj.^wiiwj %#

3

baited htntes

4

SeeBerger vr*. CaSVroV 1*53 "tf* &♦ 33*38 11894)*

5

John V,* hauls, ?vxxa:rTaBcu,.loan dtite,'' in .eunn can

atuta u at ha m e . .ud_2, yCd~pC3.

A*gool,a|^|ic|^ugiaJAayjjy|||iXj
^
3? (3^ 94).
7 Spalding Vj, O&sitro, 133 t>. d* 38 11894;*
6 Groves et al. v* Gontell at al#, 153 U* G* 465 (1894)*
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"It rmn not a perfunctor^ or commercial gathering,* continued
this paper, "as so many nubile banquets are, but an assemb
lage prompted by an impulse to pay homage to one of Louisi
ana's distinguished sons and his achievements *"

Thera were

225 masts In attendance, including Judge Charles Pnrlange
of the Federal circuit court— *rhitefe former law partner— *
the justices of the state Supreme Court, other state and
Federal officials, and a considerable number of eminent pro
fessional men.

The dinner which lasted some four and a half

hours was largely taken no with speach~maklng, 'When White
arose to speak he was greeted with prolonged cheers.

He bowed

acknowledgement and then stood gating intently at the celling
until quiet had be-n restored.

At the beginning of hi® ad

dress he rleccd his right hand on a ohamrnyne bottle, as
though it were son© law booh, and continued to maintain this
pose during the whole of his discourse except when, at In
tervals, he lent impressiveness to his remarks by the manner
ism of shaking both hands before him at arms* length, follow
ing the practice of speakers in the French Chamber of Depu*
12
ties.
After a reference to the deep emotion aroused in him by
the inspiring assemblage and the kind words of the other
speakers, Whit© said!

"TTothin^ I15*

bo

apt to make a man think

that b-* 1s forgotten nn the cares of groat public duty and it
1b gratifying to him to find when he visits hi® home that he
12

Ibid., June 26* 1894*
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Qt Linden &ent *

IUo bride had boon '
;or]* in a-esi cheat or

Oou&ty§ I’
iCvir xoi^i ou.0 i*uw uin,oOLp.;.on,Xxy

vou to bow Orleans,

ii
where she resided wx on nor oxoXcx1
’| uiio w.Li,o ox NJ©nator Gibson* %
Xt w h s sain tlit&o t«nxbe xxao bod* a oiai/Or xoxv the ncart and
15

hand of tin* younp, lady during her stay Xi* that city."'

She

had, -however, married dent, u vashing,on lawyer, an<. Lad re**
US
sided in the nation’s capital during the past fiftooi; years*
There had been premature ruixora during the preceding suiamer
to the effect that the marriage had already boon eonaumnated#
In spite of the fact that denials of the accuracy of xhese
reports were widely published in hue newspapers, conuratula«*
tory letters and telegrams and bottom contikutn, to pour in#
1?
oavA-k-^xiif] oho oou^lo no xxbuxo
nna cUiix^/cuioo■
The marriage took place cjuietly on the morning of Iiomember
5, 1^94, in the presence oi a small 4£i*Qup ox xoXuin

and

friend 3, at the Jesuit church of ,...t. franc inXavier in New
York, White1a f o mer instructor, the hoveread fat Lex* pulton,
performing the ceremony#

nltLoupn the ijurrinm nuo net un

expected, no public announcement Lab been man a of tho ap~
proeohing event, and all propst rat ions had been cam i m out
In secx'ocy.

It ",■•0.0 Si.au whi»t *■.*vxw*? *iiui XH'jluc w0iiij i.'o cvppeux*

before tUo puoii o j.n on>.> rclo o*. a i.<j vr*>r ovjOv.-.un*.-- o*.
nity attached to L h-tfi L-JI-JL
15
16
17
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just celebrated his forty-ninth birthday at the time of his
18
marriage, while his bride was thirty-five years of age,
Mrs. v/hite was a beautiful woman whose attractiveness was
19
enhanced by a cultured and charming personality*
The
marriage proved to be a very happy and successful one*

Xt

was said that there could have been nothing more admirable
than White*s domestic relations.

20

After their marriage,

the Justice and his wife were never interested in social
functions to any great extent*

This was not due to any

failure of society to appreciate their social qualities,
but rather to the fact that the 7/hit@s were home-loving
folks.
ments*

They seldom went out except to literary entertain*

21

To a man of White’s temperament and character with his
great love of domestic life it must have been a slight dis
appointment that his marriage proved to be childless*

Many

stories were related illustrative of his great fondness for
children.

On on© occasion during hie regular perambulations

about Washington, White encountered a little girl gazing
intently at the 7/hite House, the Interior of which, he
learned, ©he had never seen.

After la&ening the child "Vtfith

a deadly stock of candy," he tpok her by the hand and aecora22
panici her on a tour of inspection through the mansion.
18
19
20
21
22

Ibid., November 6, 1894*
Ibid.. November 11, 1894.
Honey, "Chief Justice vhitc," in loc. oit., 456.
Hew York Times, May 19, 1921.
Ibid., December 11, 1921.
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It was on© of the Justices favorite amusements to play
"drop the handkerchief" with a group of girls, seven and
eight years of age, who lived in the Liheri&an circle neigh
borhood, which was near the White home on Rhode Island Ave
nue#

It must have been quite a spectool© to observe the

large man "vainly striving to turn his great bulk around"
to find the handkerchief, while the children shrieked with
laughter in which he heartily joined#
Early in 1896 a report vma circulated that White would
be a candidate for election to the senate to succeed Blanch
ard who had replaced him in that body upon his appointment
to the Supreme Court# ^ When the matter cam© to !.Vhitets at
tention, he requested a publication in the New Orleans press
of a positive denial that he would permit his name to be
drawn into a contest for political preferment*

It was sug

gested by a New Orleans paper that the rumors had been set
afloat by those who feared the possibility of White’s can
didacy#^

In spite of his great prestige and popularity

in his native state with the people at large, it is nonewh&t
doubtful whether tfhite could have staged a successful re
turn to active participation in politics in 1896,

Bis pa

tronage policy in 1893 had alienated some of the powerful
politicians within the dominant faction which was still In
control of the state government at this time*

They had in

formed him that he would be "henceforth and forever" on th©
23
24

Ibid#* May 20, 1921
Sew Orleans Times-Democrat« February 23* 1896.
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political black list should he persist in the course of
action which he had adopted; and they had vowed that his
official head would "drop into the basket" should he seek
OK
re-election at the expiration of his term*
White*s name oeased to be mentioned in connection with
political affairs after 1896; and the remaining twenty-five
years of his life were— as the two preceding years had been-devoted exclusively to the performance of the arduous, though
unostentatious, duties of a Supreme Court justice*

There was

but one instance in whioh he figured prominently in public
discussions in a nonjudlci&l capacity; this was in regard to
the appointment in 1898 of commissioners to negotiate a treaty
with Spain for the conclusion of the Spanish-American War.
By the middle of August this shortlived international conflict
had ended, except for the drafting of definitive terms of
peace.

White’s name was first mentioned as a probable selec

tion for membership on the peace commission on August 21,
1898.

It was pointed out that President william McKinley

was desirous thet one of the commissioners should be a Demo
crat of national importance, and that Justice Whit© possessed
the requisite qualifications*

It was understood that Richard

Olney of Massachusetts had been under consideration, but had
definitely declined the appointment.

26

A few daye later

White was still considered a likely choice, although It was
25
2o

Ibid*. March 26,1893.
lb13.. August 21, 1898.
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thought that the President would probably not appoint a
Justice of the Supreme Court since that tribunal w m so
far in arrears with its work*

It was suggested that Char**

les Denby of Indiana, formerly Ambassador to China and an
authority on conditions in the Far hast, might be selected
27
as the Democratic member.
On August 26 it was reported
on reliable authority that in addition to the three defin
ite appointments--William B. Frye of Maine, William R. Day
of Ohio, and- Cushman K. Davis of Minnesota--the remaining
two members of the peace commission would be vvLitelav; Reid
of Kew York end Justice White*

It was said that aside from

his recognized capacity to serve as a commissionerWhite
was selected because of his knowledge of the French and opan*
ish languages.

28

Official announcement of Whitefs appoint

ment was made the following day.

It was said that h« had

at first begged tc be excused; but on being personally urged
by the President to accept, he had announced his willingness
to serve on the commission.

His knowledge of the Spanish

language and of Jpanish lav/a would enable him to render val
uable service in that capacity,

his views on the Philippine

question were not definitely known, but it was stated by his
friends that he favored retaining all territory over which
the American flag floated.

Of the remaining four commission*

ers, Frye, Davis, and Reid favored the retention of all the
27
28

L H $ «» August 24, 1898.
t b K . , August 26, 1898.
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Philippines, while Day was inclined to a relinquishment of
29
most of the islands*
A few days later doubts were ex
pressed as to whether White would accept the appointment
tendered him*

It was said that the President was making

efforts to learn the lustice*s intentions*

As preparations

were being made to set sail on September 17, very little
time remained for making adjustments due to changes in the
30
personnel of the commission*
On August 30 Whit© and Day
made a hurried trip to Cleveland for a conference with Mc
Kinley who was vacationing in Ohio*

Ho definite conclusion

as to whether //hite would serve on the comission was reached
at this time, but the hope was expressed that the Justice
31
would see his way clear to an acceptance.
On September 6
official announcement was made that fthite bad withdrawn his
acceptance of a place on the peace commission*

This action,

it was 3teited, had bean taken by the Justice because of a
realization that h© would be unable to accomplish as much
as his political and religious friends desired, in th© face
of the growing sentiment in th© United Ctates in favor of
the retention of the Philippines, or at least th® establish
ment of an independent government there under an American
32
protectorate.
This statement ’
was in conflict with the
earlier report that .Vhite favored a retention of all terri
tory held by th© United Utates as a result of the war; but
29
30
31
32

Ibid.t
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1% m s probably mors nearly In conformity with his actual
▼laws, for It harmonised with his policy while in the denat* of supporting President Cleveland in his opposition to
all schemes of expansion*

Senator Oeorg© Gray of Delaware

m s appointed to membership on th© commission m

White*©

enoeessor the day following th© latter1a withdrawal of his
33
acceptance*
The distance of Louisiana from the scene of White1®
labors rendered difficult th© maintenance of a close as**
sedation with his native state and its people after his
assumption of Judicial service on the Federal Supreme bench#
la returned to Hew Orleans shortly after the adjournment of
court in 1895 for a visit of several days, but soon left

te Join his wife and sister, Susan, who were spending the
earner months at Monmouth Park, Hew Jersey.

34

The following

Vinter he and Mrs* White returned to Hew Orleans for a more
extended viait#^

There was a hurried trip to Lie native

state in June, 1896, before the Whites nailed for Hurope
where the summer months were spent in a tour of that con**
tiacat#^

Thereafter visits to Louisianabecameless fre**

quent, and localities

having a climatelesstropical than

that of the deep 3outh were selected in which to spend the
summer month*#
*,
##
#,
#,

The Justice and his wife went to Camden,

September 10, 1898#
June 16, 23, 30, 1895.
December 22, 1895*
June ?, October 4, 1896#

2J1
Maine| for their vacation in 1897*

37

The following year

Cooperstown, Hew York, was selected as a summering place,

38

while in 1899 the Whites appear to have remained in Wash*
39
lngton during the vacation months*
a report toward the
close of this year that ’hit© was seriously ill proved to
be exaggerated.

He was suffering from an attack of grippe,

with rheumatic symptoms, but there was nothing alarming or
critical in his condition,^

The Incident is noteworthy

solely because of the infrequency of .such notices in connec
tion with White.

Except for a slight injury caused by a

fall on the ice in January, 1904, which necessitated his
absenting himself from sessions of the court for a few daye,^
there were no instances of indisposition sufficiently grave
to warrant notice in th© press until th© closing years of
his life.
The Whites spent th© summers of 1900 and 190J in Sara
toga, Hew York*^

Th© Justice returned to Haw Orleans for

a more extended visit than usual in the early autumn of 1902,
1%
and went out to his plantation for a visit of several day®.
Thereafter, however, his vacations were regularly spent at
his summer cottage on Narragansett Bay in Rhode Island, for
37
38
39
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he seemed to be particularly fond, of the summer climate of
Sew England,^

It was hi® custom during sojourns at hia

cottage to attire himself in work clothes and perform the
manual labor necessary for the maintenance of a well-kept
yard.

A passerby, unfamiliar with this practice of th© Jus-

tie® and observing the bulky figure engaged in pushing a
lawn mower, remarked that it seemed as though Judge White
would employ a slimmer man to do such work.^
Although White returned less and less frequently to
hi® home city with the passage of time, he retained until
the end of his life a deep and abiding love for the place

where the years of his youth and the prim© of his manhood
were spent.

"Everything that I most cherish in life," he

wrote to a friend, "is involved in the beautiful traditions
and memories of the old city* for although X was born in
Lafourche, I came to the dear old city to live when I was
a little child in the year of ,51*n

He said that much of

his pleasure was drawn from memories of th® romantic day©
of old New Orleans.

He thought that he would never again .■

experience th© pleasure which he had formerly derived from
watching racquet game® in that city; end he missed th© apple
46
eidar which was always in evidence at such gatherings.
The tenacity with which he clung to the family ©state
in Lafourche Parish wa© illustrative of White's great aversion
6, 1903, August 22, 19055 Green Bag.

45 Hew York Times.
1
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22,
mmy
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46
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to the severance of old tie©*

Upon th® death of his step

father in 18?8, he* his brother James, and his half-brother
Andre Ringgold Brousseau, assumed the management of the
plantation*

This venture drained his professional earnings

and imposed a heavy burden of worry upon him; but then it
was the goal of every Louisiana lawyer to be either a cotton
or sugar planter, and White was no exception to this rule.
He continued the practice of long-range planting after his
removal to Washington*^?

He acquired the interest of his
48
half-brother on June S, 1896*
He was made the sole test

amentary heir of his sister Susan, and acquired her interest
49
in the property upon her death In 1911*
In the same man
ner h© acquired the interest of his brother James upon the
50
letter’s death in 1917*
Upon the demise of hllza, th©
remaining sister, who died intestate, the remainder of th©
property, not already held by White, devolved jointly upon
51
him and the five children of his half-brother,
who had died
52
in 1902*
White was finally prevailed upon near th© close
of his life to dispose of the old family home, and the suc
cession of Catherine Didney White Brousseau, his mother,
was opened February 17, 1919*^

Two days later ho purchased

47 Dart, "Address," in loc*clt*. 95*97*
48 Lafourche Pariah Conveyance™^©cords, L (1919), No.
P. 123*
49 Ibid*; Hew Orleans Times "Democrat * August 2, 1911.
$0 Lafourche Parish Conveyance" ''Records, L (1919), No*
n, 123, New York Times* November 20, 1917.
51 Lafourche Pariah Conveyance Records, L (1919), No*
P* 123.
52 New Orleans Tlmes-Demoorat* March 30, 1902,
53 Lafourche Parish'.Conveyance Records, L (1919), No,
p* 110*

3126,
3126,
3126,
3106,
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the Lafourche Sugar Refining Company, United, in which he
54
had had an interest, for #40,000,
On the same day th©
plantation, together with th© refinery, was sold to Ernest
M, Loeb of New Orleans for #120,000.

Loeb paid #20,000 in

cash, the remainder of th© purchase price being secured in
mortgage notes for varying periods of time, but all of them
became due within three years.

It was specified in th© mort

gage that th© refinery could not b© sold without permission
from White, and then only upon payment of #50,000, to b© ap
plied on th© notes falling due last*
55
at the rate of 6 per cent,

Interest was charged

Th© passing years wrought changes in the dupreme Court1s
personnel with a consequent increase in White’s seniority
rank, while his original position of Junior member was assumed
successively by th© various new appointees.

The death of

Howell y. Jackson of Tennessee in the summer of 1895 produced
the first vacancy subsequent to White’s appointment.
had been in poor health for some time, and

Jackson

his participation

in the rehearing of the famous income taxcase

during the pre

ceding spring had sapped the last remaining vestiges of his
wailing vitality.

John C-. Carlisle and d'illiam L, ftiIson were

mentioned as possible successors sine© they were residents of
56
the same circuit from which Jackson had been chosen*
Hornblower, whose rejection by the g©nate haa been on© of th©
eteps leading to White’s appointment, was also suggested as
54
55
56
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& likely choice.

It was understood that Hillf who had effeo-

liwly blocked Horablower’© confirmation in 1894, had declared
that he would offer no opposition in the event the New Yorker
57
w w nominated#
President Cleveland, however, selected
Rufus W* Peekham,

brother of wheeler H« Peekham who had suf

fered a fate similar to that of Eornblower at th© hands of
58
#>9
the Senate *
The nomination was confirmed' without uelay,"
end the new Justice assumed his official duties in January,

1896,60
Toward the close of the same year there were rumors
that Justice Stephen J. Field contemplated retiring in the
Immediate future, and that Carlisle was being considered as
hie successor•

Field’s strong antipathy to Cleveland, how**

ever., rendered improbable his retirement prior to the expira
tion of that President’s term of office, for it was known
that he did not wish to give Cleveland a n o p p o r t u n i t y to ap~
61
point hie successor#
Xt had long boon Field's ambition
to outstrip Marshall in longevity of servie a a a member of
the Federal Supreme Court, a goal which was attained in the
summer of 1897#

his attendance at seoulouts of the court had

become irregular, and it was very seldom that ha wua calico
upon to render an opinion#

62

lie announced hi a retirement

when the court convened in October, his resignation, ©ffeotiva
57
58
59
60

61
62
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$»e«Btber 1# having been submitted to jPraaideat McKinley the
g o a d i n g April*

Field, a Californian, was th* last of th©

Lincoln appointees, having been nominated on March 10, 1863.
tt« selection .had bean primarily due to the advisability of
giving representation to the far West on the supreme bench*
At tha time of his retirement hi a judicial service on the
Supreme Court was longer than that of any other justice in
tha history of that tribunal.^

Attorney-General Joseph

KeXeana, another citizen of California, was selected aa Field’s
successor.

Objections were raised to his appointment by cer

tain judges and members of tha bar in Oregon on the ground
that he was temperamentally unfitted for judicial service.^
the nomination was confirmed, however, and the new Justice
65
assumed hie official duties on January 2o, 1896.
There was a report that Justice Horace-Gray would resign
upon reaching the age of seventy years in 1698. when he would
be eligible for & pension under the retirement act.

66

The

expected vacancy did not materialise, however, and Gray con
tinued to participate in the deliberations of th© court until
6*7
disabled by a stroke of appoplexy in 1902.
Upon failure to
recover from a second stroke which load resulted in the paral
ysis of a hand and leg, the Justice reluctantly submitted his
6g
resignation.
Gray was a native of Massachusetts who had
been appointed to membership on the Supreme Court by President

» §?
I 66

j 6?
I 68
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ftff*. February 25, 1902
I w .. August 12, 1902,
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filMter A. Arthur in 1881,^

II® was aucceeciad by Oliver

Wendell Holmes who was also a nativ© of liassachusetts and
who had already mad© a brilliant record first as associate
Justice and then a© chief justice of th® supreme tribunal of
70
that state*
k further alteration In th© membership of the court was
expected through the contemplated resignation of Jus tie.-.
Oeorge Shlrae of Tennsylvania, who had been quoted as de
sirous of retiring as soon as he reached the age of seventy;
end It was thought that Philander C. Knox of ritesburg would
71
be designated ae his successor*
Speculation© an to the
probability of Knoxfs selection were later supplanted by
m o r s that th© appointment would be tendered to ftfilllom
72
Howard Taft of Ohio*
The selection, however, finally de
volved upon another Ohioan, William Rufus Day, who had1 fig
ured prominently during McKinley*s administration as Assist
ant Secretary of State, as head of th* State Department, and
as chairman of the commission which had negotiated the treaty
Of peace with Spain, ending the Span!sh~Juaerioan War*

II©

bed finally been appointed by McKinley to u .Federal circuit
judg»«hip.73
The next vacancy on the court occurred in 1906 when
announcement was made of th© resignation of Justice Henry
69
70
71
?2
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filings Brown at th# ©losing session in May of that year*?^
Brown* who had b«#n horn in Massachusetts, had moved to
Michigan whar# h# had served as a member of th© stats ju
diciary until his appointment by President Benjamin Harrison
75
to membership on the Supreme Court in 1890*
William Henry
Meody of Massachusetts, who had been Attorn# y-G#neral in th#
cabinet of Theodor® Roosevelt since 1904 and who had served
%

a# Secretary of th© Navy prior to his Installation as head
#f th# Department of Justice * was appointed as Brown* s sue76
eessor.
There war# no further vacancies until th# death of
Justice Beckham in October, 1909*?^

Speculation immediately

became rife as to whom President Taft would appoint as his
successor*

It was said that no one but Democrats would be

Considered, since there war® now only two Democratic members
Of the court* Fuller and Whit©#

A justice*® party affills-

tion, however* was relatively immaterial, the important point
being whether he were liberal or conservative in his views*?®
In spite of rumors to th© contrary* Taft determined upon
Judge Horace H, Lurton of Tennessee as Beckham*a successor*
burton1# appointment was bitterly opposed by labor which ac
cused him of continually attempting to break up its organi
sations , and also by many lawyers who claimed that h® often
74
75
76
77
78
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■•Ok «•••« under advisement and then delayed rendering de»
Ifioions for so long e tine that the practice amounted to a
if.
rdenial of jnstlee. Lurton had been appointed to a Federal
jndgeahlp by Cleveland In 1893, and Taft, while serving as
» Federal circuit judge, had become acquainted with the
tesnesseeaa and learned to appreciate his abilities.
m

There

little opposition in the Senate to Lurton *a appointment*
X.

la feet, M s advanced age, which was a m of the objections
to M s selection, served to lessen any possible opposition.^
After the death of Associate Justice David J, Brewer
en March 28, 1910,

80

White was outranked by only two members

ef the court. Fuller and Harlan, in point of longevity of
service on the Supreme bench.

Brewer, a nephew of Justice

Field, had been b o m of missionary parents in Smyrna, Asia
Minor, but had returned to the United States and was serving
te a Federal ciretiit Judge in Kansas when he was appointed
to membership on the Supreme Court by President Harrison in

81

1889*

Charles k. Hughes, who had made a brilliant record

as a lawyer and as the reform Governor of New York, was ap*
82
pointed as Brewer *s successor.
83
The death of Chief Justice Fuller on July 4, 1910,
afforded President Taft th© unusual opportunity of nominate
lag the presiding member of the United States Supreme Court,
there war. r m j r t as early ias 1902 that Fuller would retire
79
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Ik rttalnlag th* ig* of **v*aty yoare,

and the following

jPMT his withdrawal from aotlre judicial sarvlce was con•ldarod to be almost a certainty,

80 strong was the eon—

ob this point, according to press report®, that Taft
bad already been slatad to fill th® expected vacancy,

It

Was thought that the recent passage by Congress of an act
providing for Increased salaries for federal judges and perwitting their retirement on full pay after ten years of ju
dicial service or upon attaining th® age of seventy year®
would indue® elderly judges to retire since they would henoe65
forth be assured of a continued income«
Most of the ex
pected vacancies failed to materialise, however, and it be
came more and more apparent with the passage of time that
federal Judges, and particularly Supreme Court justices,
were averse to a relinquishment of official duties.

There

was a recurrence of rumor© in 1906 to the effect that fuller
contemplated retiring; and that Taft, who was then Secretary
of War and who was known to have a hankering for the chief
justiceship, would be named to .auoceed him.

The Chief Jus

tice, who was one of the most partisan members of the court,
coon dispelled all doubts as to his future plans*

He made

It clear that he had no intention of quitting official life
CC long as Roosevelt retained the presidency*

He was also

considerably irritated by the. speculation as to whether he
#
44 M a t . . August 20, 1902.
65 felt.. April 6, 1903,

